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Welcome to the Early College Academy at LA Trade Tech College. We are a unique LAUSD
Pilot School, created by teachers. Our students attend school on a college campus and take Cal
State and UC transferable college classes while they are still in high school Our unique
partnership with LATTC allows us to maximize student opportunities with fewer staff members.
The educators at our school take ownership of the duties and responsibilities often performed by
administrators at traditional schools in order to best meet the needs of the students. This studentcentered approach leads to a collaborative spirit among all stakeholders.
While many schools struggle to offer meaningful elective classes, our students can choose
virtually any class from the LATTC schedule. This allows students to explore possible college and
career paths while completing their LAUSD graduation requirements.
Most of our students, approximately 95%, have struggled at their neighborhood schools and were
not on track to graduate on time and to fulfill their A-G requirements. We surround our students
with support and guidance, and use our partnership with LATTC to get them the extra high school
credits they need to get back on track, while simultaneously earning college units toward their
college or technical careers.
Our dedicated staff enjoys providing a personalized learning experience for a student population
that has not previously experienced a lot of academic success. We know that each student has a
unique story, many of them full of obstacles and challenges. We pride ourselves in helping
students change the habits that are keeping them from being successful, and giving them the
knowledge and skills that will allow them to thrive in their personal and professional lives.
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Western Association of Schools and Colleges
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Preface
Explain the school self-study process used to accomplish the outcomes of the self-study, i.e.,
timeline, stakeholder involvement, any modifications from the model self-study process. By
addressing these outcomes of the self-study, the school will have accomplished:
1. The involvement and collaboration of all staff and other stakeholders to support student
achievement
2. The clarification and measurement of what all students should know, understand, and be
able to do through schoolwide learner outcomes and academic standards
3. The analysis of data about students and student achievement
4. The assessment of the entire school program and its impact on student learning in relation
to the schoolwide learner outcomes, academic standards, and ACS WASC/CDE criteria
5. The alignment of a long-range action plan to the school’s areas of need; the capacity to
implement and monitor the accomplishment of the plan.

Early College Academy at Los Angeles Trade Tech Community College is dedicated to creating a
safe, personalized and college readiness learning environment that supports that academic
achievement and emotional success of each student. This Self-Study gave us the opportunity to reevaluate our purpose, recognize our critical needs, align our goals, monitor our progress, and
strengthen our future. ECA’s Self-Study has been conducted in accordance with the guidelines
provided by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, as required in the Focus on
Learning Joint WASC/CDE Process Guide, 2016 Edition. This process has allowed us to hold
discussions with staff, parents, students, and community members; reflect on our work; and
identify our strengths and our areas for growth and improvement. The process has taught us new
ways of looking at data and evidence; and using it more effectively to improve curriculum,
instruction, and assessment. The Self-Study has motivated us to talk about issues impacting
student achievement that may have previously gone unnoticed. The WASC Self-Study reaffirmed
that we have created a process for ongoing improvement while being guided by the commitment
to increase all students’ college and career readiness.
Staff Involvement and Collaboration
All stakeholders have been involved in genuine, honest conversations generated by our selfstudy process. Due to the small model of our campus, every member of our staff has served on
a Focus Group and understands his or her responsibility to communicate with their Home
Groups. There has been a full understanding from all regarding the importance of WASC, as
well as a strong belief that the WASC Self-Study process genuinely leads to a systematic and
valid plan for growth. Student representatives on every Focus Group have voluntarily lent their
voices to self-study discussions. Our School Site Council has been a valuable voice in our SelfStudy process, and included the voices of students, classified staff members and parents.

The Clarification, Measurement and Dissemination of Learning Outcomes,
6
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Expected School-Wide Learning Results (ESLRs) and Academic Outcomes
Our dedicated teaching staff has worked hard to provide a strong, standards-based instructional
program for our students, utilizing research-based teaching practices with assistance provided
by our district through personnel and resources such as, web based courses, technology-based
data collection and assessment software. These resources allow our school to target teaching to
student needs and promote the SLOs through personalization. This is combined with the dual
enrollment agreement that we have with Los Angeles Trade Technical College (LATTC)
allows ECA to prepare students for college and career/technical readiness.
Data Analysis to Improve Student Learning
Since our initial WASC visit in 2014, we have been committed to using data to evaluate all of
our school-wide practices. In professional development and staff meetings, assessment data
(periodic assessments, SBAC scores, college entrance exams) are reviewed to study the
academic growth of our students. Categorical funds and resources are allocated based on
identified student needs and action plan growth areas, and results from SBAC, TABE and
AccuPlacer (The Community Colleges Placement exams), CELDT, and other assessments have
informed lesson design and planning.
A Total School-Wide Philosophy
A tremendous amount of time and energy is involved in the operations of a high school.
Teachers, counselors, administrators, and support staff work at high levels throughout the day
to serve their students. The work requires professionals that are committed to the greater good
of all students to take time out of their demanding workload to reflect and assess, to ask
questions about quality of learning and impact on student achievement. At our school, every
teacher is a member of at least one committee. These committees routinely meet to assess the
entire school program from various perspectives: operational, academic, student growth and
emotional development, positive behavior support etc.
The Alignment of a Long-Range Action Plan and the Monitoring of its Implementation
The Self-Study process allowed a school-wide discussion that resulted in conclusive
identification of our critical needs at ECA. We have aligned our Action Plan goals with our
Single Plan for Student Achievement to reflect the goals and expectations of the district, school,
and departments. Our Action Plan will be used to monitor, evaluate, and sustain overall
program effectiveness. The administrative staff, leadership team, and professional learning
communities will continually monitor the progress of the Action Plan and oversee follow-up
procedures. With this Action Plan, we will better serve all our students.
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Chapter I: Student/Community Profile and Supporting Data and
Findings
Prepare a student/community profile. Include data and findings for the following:
● Demographic data, including the refined schoolwide learner outcomes
● Disaggregated and interpreted student outcome data
● Perception data summaries, if any.

General Background and History
COMMUNITY
Part of the Local Dististric Central of the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), Early
College Academy at LATTC (ECA) is a pilot, early start modified calendar school serving
approximately 186 students in grades 10-12.
Early College Academy was established in 1994 as an off-site SLC of Jefferson High School. ECA
has historically been populated by the most unsuccessful students from Jefferson High School,
a perennially under-performing school.
The population has been approximately 90% Latino and 10% African American. Early College
Academy became a pilot school, no longer affiliated with Jefferson High School in 2013-14
school year. This was done to provide the teachers with more autonomy and for the school to
have more access to funding.
Early College Academy serves students from a variety of school from across central and south
Los Angeles. Our population of students tends to reflect the community that surrounds the Los
Angeles Trade Technical College (LATTC) Campus. The students that attend ECA range from
highly gifted accelerated students, to a larger majority (95%) of students who are at high risk of
dropping out of school.ECA is a self-described hybrid model that we maintain should replace
the current continuation school model in LAUSD. ECA located on the campus of LATTC through
leasing and dual enrollment agreements. Most students must out of necessity take a college
class to complete the graduation requirements, typically these courses include PE, Health, or
Fine arts electives. The concept that all students in our school are encouraged and need to take
college classes, we believe creates longer lasting results than traditional high schools.
According to the research on dual enrollment, “A statewide study of dual enrollment students
in Florida found that students who took dual enrollment on college campuses had higher rates
of college enrollment and degree attainment.” To this end LATTC creates specialized classes for
our students occasionally after school or during school hours. For example, Fall 2015 LATTC
opened two vocational training courses after school that started in the 2nd quarter. During the
8
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Fall 2016 school year ECA arranged with the college to create Friday classes, during what had
been previously an early dismissal time, in the areas of Health Occupational Career (a
vocational certificate program) and College Skills.
ECA’s population serves approximately 88% students claiming a Latino heritage, 7% identifying
as African American, and 5% white. Additionally, 25% of students are English Learners, 50% are
Reclassified Fluent English Proficient, 7% identified Gifted and Talented and 3% are Special
Needs. Additionally, 73% are identified as Socioeconomically Disadvantaged and 2% are foster
youth. (2015

Student Racial Ethnic
History
Year

African

Hispanic

Other

Total

American
%
201314

#

%

#

%

#

#

6.5%

12

92.9%

171

0.5%

1

184

2014
-15

7.2%

13

87.7%

157

5%

9

179

2015
-16

7.1%

13

90.6%

165

2.1%

4

182

2016
-17

5.0%

10

88%

176

0.5%

1

200

Early College Academy is located in the Downtown community of Central Los Angeles;
however, our students travel from various parts of central and south Los Angeles. The
majority of students derive from the 90011 zip codes. The total population for these zip
codes includes 103,892 residents. A significant amount of this population attends a high
school such as Jefferson High School with 26.4% enrolled in a 9-12 school, which is much
higher than the City (21.2%) and the State (22.1%).
9
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Social characteristics of the residents are telling: (1) 89.4% of residents are Latino; (2)
9.3%% have some post-secondary education (3). 2.5% have a Bachelor’s degree or higher;
and 88.8% speak a language other than English at home.
The community surrounding ECA is considered economically low-income. Encompassing the
neighborhoods from which the majority of ECA students reside, the community has a median
household income of $29,899, while the city of Los Angeles has a median household income of
$55,909. In addition, 41.8% of families living below the federal poverty line, which is almost
triple the national average of 14.5%, the city of Los Angeles average of 18.7%, and the
California average of 14.6%. A side effect of low- employment levels, a high poverty rate, and
a low median household income is a community that is physically dilapidated. This issue is
compounded by the fact that 73% of the homes within the community are lived in by renters;
meanwhile, the state of California has only 44.1% of residents renting homes. Despite the
safety and economic concerns, of the surrounding community, ECA students view the school as
a place of safety and learning.
2. SCHOOL VISION
Old Mission and Vision (2013-2016)
Mission Statement
We are a unique bridge program where all students are concurrently enrolled in college and high
school classes to not only obtain their high school diplomas, but to ensure a smooth transition into
the community college system and beyond. Working with our community partners, we empower
students through a culturally relevant and practical curriculum, delivered in a safe and challenging
environment, making them college prepared, career ready and socially responsible members of
society.
Vision Statement
The Early College Academy places a small, incredibly successful high school learning partnership
on all community college campuses in the Los Angeles area. Students from all backgrounds, with
myriad skill levels, excel in a personalized environment geared to maximize each student’s
potential. On a college campus, surrounded by mature college students, our students realize the
importance of education, and why it is so crucial to their eventual success and happiness. A high
school diploma is finally a given, a document everyone receives on their path to higher learning,
be it a certificate in the skilled trades or an advanced degree from an Ivy League university. Our
students pass on the joy of and reverence for learning to their children, creating a positive cycle of
achievement and success that will continue for generations to come.

Revised Mission and Vision (December 2016)
Mission
Early College Academy is a safe, personalized high school on a community college campus where
all students are concurrently enrolled as they learn to overcome personal and academic challenges
in an understanding and supportive environment.
10
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Vision
Through the high school-college partnership, ECA students will reach their full potential to
become responsible, collaborative, persistent individuals who will thrive in both their personal and
professional lives.
Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
Show Up
Step Up
Grow Up
Never Give Up
The school wide learning outcomes more in-depth are below:
SHOW UP
- Come to school ready to engage with peers and faculty, on time
- Utilize time and manage workload efficiently; avoid procrastination
- Take advantage of tutoring and other support offered, in a proactive manner
GROW UP
- Be responsible for your actions and understand how your decisions impact yourself and others
- Be aware of social standards and accept responsibility for your actions
- Respect cultural diversity and acknowledge the dignity of others
- Make sound decisions about physical, emotional and mental health
STEP UP
- Take initiative and work independently or with groups
- Solve problems in conventional and innovative ways
- Exhibit good work habits that include 21st century skills
- Be a self-directed learner who demonstrate proficiency in reading, writing, listening,
speaking, viewing and presenting.
NEVER GIVE UP
-

Develop long and short term goals that are acted on
Take initiative for the continuing acquisition of knowledge
Reflect on the past to focus on a more successful future
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3. FACULTY AND STAFF DEMOGRAPHICS
ECA is a small pilot school run by a dedicated staff. Over the last 4 years our support staff has
increased due to increased funding by the Federal, State and district re-allocating funding to high
need student demographics.
Currently we have one principal and one part time assistant principal who make up the
administrative team.

ECA staffs 2 English teachers, 1.25 math teachers, 2.5 social science teacher, and one science
teacher.. One social science and the science teacher also act as the testing/title I/bilingual
coordinators. An additional social science teacher and .25 math teacher who act as part time
counselors.

12
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Early College Academy teachers have cleared credentials in the appropriate subject matter in
which they teach. ECA has a low rate of teacher turnover which is not the norm for typical inner
city schools. This allow the students to have consistency that other larger inner city school often
lack. Additionally, 4 of the academic teachers are fluent spanish speakers, two BCLAD certified,
and all of the office staff are spanish speaking. This allows the school to effectively communicate
with parents and guardians in the home language of most of the students.
ECA is committed to creating a personalized approach for each student. We have higher levels of
staff and student support personnel than the district. Also any additional subject matter, not able to
be taught through traditional credentialed staff at the high school level is typically covered by the
dual enrollment agreement with the college so that students have a wide array of elective, college,
career and vocation course available to the students.

13
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Prior to the 2016-17 school year ECA had one full
time counselor, who also taught a math class, and a
district placed pool counselor. As of the 2016-17
school year the district placed a ⅖ Diploma Project
Counselor who targets students who are behind 3
or more A-G classes. Additionally, the district
provided an additional part time counselor who is
an academic teacher as well. The counselors all
work together to complete Individual Graduation
Plans, A-G completion, academic counseling and
academic scheduling for the students.

One full time psychiatric social worker, Title I
purchased, and one part time Office of Special
Education Psychologist collaborate with school
administration and staff in developing student
skills and attitudes, promote personal, social,
emotional and academic growth, and provide
individual and group counseling/guidance to
14
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students in the personal/socio emotional domains.

Two office technicians provide clerical services in
connection with the categorical program. One of the
office technicians is in charge of attendance. They
make personal phone calls to parents or guardian to
update them about their students tardiness or
absences.

A part time bilingual community representative, Title
I purchased, creates newsletters, makes phone calls
to parents to update them on parent involvement
activities on campus such as information sessions
and back to school nights. They also help one of the
office technicians who is in charge of attendance.
They make personal phone calls to parents or
guardian to update them about their students
tardiness or absences.

PARTNERSHIPS
Early College Academy continued relationships with existing partners that support the vision and
mission of the school and established relationships with new community partners who also share
the views of the school and support student achievement:
Los Angeles Trade and Technical College
As a pilot school our school partnership with LA Trade Technical, and the larger Los Angeles
Community College District, is at the core of our school’s identity and purpose. We are located on
the LA Trade Tech Campus and all of the students are expected to be dually enrolled in both high
school and college courses. We have surveyed the students and they have stated that being on a
college campus was very important to them, and additionally the students view this partnership as
part of our school’s identity. (Student survey, 2015-16)
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.
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The students are expected to take college classes and high school classes concurrently. This allows
the students to experience college and gain high school credits at an accelerated pace, i.e. high
school credits for a class is typically 5 credits and a college class is typically 10 credits. LAUSD
BUL-1040.3 details how high school credit is applied to college courses. If a student takes
classes during the typical high school day, they are required to be enrolled in two high school
classes, one that meets on Monday and Wednesday and another that meets on Tuesday and
Thursday, both during the same period of time. They are also allowed to take classes before or
after school. Students are also encouraged to take Summer and Winter session classes.
LA Trade Tech works closely with our Principal to provide courses that are specifically created
and provided to our students. This has taken a variety of forms since the inception of ECA in
2013-14 as a pilot school. This has included a variety of courses with varied career and college
focus. This includes classes after school, during school, and on Saturdays.
17
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ECA also works closely with LATTC to provide orientation classes for all of our students,
typically at the beginning of the Fall and Spring start dates. The testing center also has coordinated
with our school, starting in 2016-17, to provide TABE and Accuplacer tests to all of our students
so that students can have another more tangible testing score that has more meaning to them if
they intend to go directly to a community college.
LA Trade Tech also leases ECA our classrooms, and provides maintenance and custodial services
for our school.

St. John Health Clinic @ LATTC
School funding and our small student body allows our school to have a part time (one day a week)
nurse. The St. John Health Clinic @ LATTC provided medical care to students on days that the
school nurse is not on campus. This is a fully functional health clinic with doctors to can prescribe
medication. Each student is given a medical release form in their enrollment packet that allows
parents to approve use of this valuable community resource.

Townsend Press
Each year we partner with Townsend Press to have a reading contest and scholarship essay
contest. This relationship has an annual value of approximately $30,000, and all of this money
goes directly to the student in the form of checks. The reading contest is typically held from
August to December. The students earn $100 for every ten books they read. Townsend Press
provides a large shipment of books that are both fiction and nonfiction titles. The students are able
to pick the books they would like to read, to increase interest, and the majority of teachers provide
time in class regularly for students to do it while at school. After the students read a book they
write a summary about the book. Then the student and a teacher have interview about the book
they read. According to the data, ECA students who participate in the reading contest all passed
the CAHSEE.

Youth Mentoring Connection
Early College Academy is partnered with Youth Mentoring Connection to place approximately
15-20 students into one on one mentorships. Youth Mentoring Connection awakens at-risk youth
to their power, unique gifts and purpose by matching them with caring adult mentors and placing
that “match" within a structured group dynamic that provides the resources youth need to reach
productive, conscious adulthood. We further seek to awaken society to the needs, promise and
value of this overlooked population. The mentorships are during the school day once every two
weeks. The students are taken to either HBO or Warner Brothers to be mentored by adults that
work for companies. This opportunity provides students an additional adult to have support from.
The students who participate have approved behavior, and the cohort of students who participate
find identity as a group of friends.
18
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Big Picture Learning Organization
Early College Academy in 2015-16 school year teamed up with the Big Picture Learning. Big
Picture Learning is working with Early College Academy to develop professional development
around internship, advisory and project based learning projects. In addition, Big Picture is
helping ECA to develop a website and website support.
LADWP Internship Program
Their is a partnership that LAUSD and the Department of Water and Power for LA has established
to place 12th graders who have a 2.0 GPA or above in paid internship in the afternoon. ECA
typically places 5-10 students a year into this district sponsored paid internship opportunity. This
has led to permanent employment for multiple students post high school graduation.
LA Clippers Foundation
The LA Clippers routinely provide 50+ tickets as incentives for students. ECA gives tickets as
incentives for attendance or for students who are doing well in classes. So far this season the
clippers have donated for 5 games, with more expected.
Parent and Student Informational Sessions
Workshops and meetings were provided for students regarding post-secondary options, college
admission and financial aid for students in grades 10-12. LATTC and ECA hold meeting during
back to school nights to provide information for parents who are interested in returning to school.
In addition, ECA has partnered with LATTC Financial Aid office so students and parents can fill
out FAFSA together with immediate assistance. Students and parents were informed about
predatory practices of some proprietary schools and fraudulent scholarship services. Students are
additionally able to register for the SAT, SAT II, ACT and other college-bound entrance exams.
Fee waivers were provided to those on the free or reduced lunch program. In addition, offers the
PSAT exam – free of charge – to all students in preparation for the SAT.
English Learner Advisory Committee
The principal and Bilingual Coordinator meets with ELAC parent committee of 6 times per school
year, per district mandate. Through the school’s ELAC committee ELAC sends parents to local
conferences, hold parent educational training on school and district trainings. Our school struggles
to have the minimum number of parents whom are elected to committee to the number of annual
meetings.
Professional Development
The district and school site are continuing to utilize professional development as a tool to create
increases in student success. To this end professional development has under taken many forms
and time frames since the initial WASC visit to the school.
There are a number of district initiatives designed to support instruction. ECA has provided
professional development for teachers and support from instructional staff (bilingual
coordinator/Testing Coordinator/Title One Coordinator/National Board Certified (NBC) teacher)
19
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to facilitate effective implementation:
Initiative

Description

Performance Meter

Goals established by the Superintendent
that each school must address and should
meet over a period of time.

Teaching and Learning Framework

Seeks to strengthen instructional practice by
identifying the actions/moves that effective
teachers use on a consistent basis which
yield desired student outcomes.

EL Master Plan

Defines the instructional focus, goals and
support programs for English Learners and
Standard English Learners

Common Core State Standards

The district has planned a variety of
professional developments and online
resources (webinars, modules, sample
assessments, etc.) for administrators and
teachers to use.

Common Core Technology Project

District unit dedicated to ensuring that all
school are wired and have the tools needed
in order to support the implementation of
the Common Core student assessments.

ENROLLMENT
Early College Academy prides itself on the small community it has created. It currently serves 200
students in grades ten through twelve. Enrollment has remained steady, if not slightly increasing
since its inception as a pilot school.

Early College Academy Enrollment
2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

184

179

182

200

Our school is based on a quarter systems, in order for student to have maximum credit recovery
20
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opportunities. This 4x4 schedule (four classes for 10 weeks) allows both A and B classes in a
traditional semester. We also accept students year round at each quarter beginning, not just at the
traditional August start dates. We also graduate students year round, but predominantly at the end
of the December and June quarter which coincided with the college classes ending. Typically we
graduate roughly ½ of our school each year, so we are constantly recruiting students.
ATTENDANCE
Attendance is an ongoing concern at Early College Academy. Due to the high risk nature of 95%
of our student body, we often fail to meet attendance expectations set by the district and LCAP.
However the attendance since the initial visit has improved drastically. The district's expectation is
for students is 96% attendance and above. The LAUSD LCAP goals is 100% attendance.
The District rates attendance percentage in the following categories:
Less than 87% attendance
87 - 91% attendance
92- 95% attendance
96-99% attendance
100% attendance

Far Below Basic
Below Basic
Basic
Proficient
Advanced

Attendance comparable data from 2013-14 to 2014-15 school year

As this chart illustrated from the first year of the school inception as a pilot school, ECA made
positive attendance gains on average of % for the year.
Attendance comparable data from 2014-15 to 2015-16 school year
21
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2015-16 school year Early College Academy received an award from LAUSD as the school with
the largest attendance gains in students who came to school 96% or more with an improvement of
24% growth. Towards the end of the school year we had gains of approximately 10% average
increase for 2nd semester months.
Attendance comparable data from 2015-16 to current school year

22
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This chart illustrates that there has been a shift downwards in attendance this current school year
from our high of last year. We believe that this may just be a readjustment period due to the
exceptionally high gains from the previous year. * January attendance data is highly inaccurate
since we have not had any attendance data taken at this point in January, it appears to just ba a roll
over of December data at this point.
Truant Attendance
Truancy and partial day attendance is still a concern at Early College Academy. The large
majority of our student population is at risk for non-graduation prior to attending our school. To
this end we struggle to get students to change their previous habits that led to the at risk label. This
behavior pattern typically includes a history of at risk attendance, this is why our first Schoolwide
Learner Outcome is SHOW UP.

The district defines truancy by the following chart:

23
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2013-2014 Truancy Data

2014-2015 Truancy Data

2015-2016 Truancy Data
24
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Current 2016-2017 Truancy Data

The current year data, while appearing to decrease dramatically is an anomaly, due to the fact that
the instances of truancy occurrences in the 2017 spring quarters are not counted yet. Note from the
month to month comparable data above the May and June months then to have higher rates of
lower daily attendance.

Comparable Truancy Data
25
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2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

Average Rate

4.3

0.8

1.2

2.1

Initial Truant (3- 1.6
4 occasions)

0.4

1.2

1.1

Second Notice
Truant
(3-4 occasions)

3.9

3.2

2.7

3.3

Habitual Truant
(9 or more)

90.2

95.6

94.9

93.6

Not Truant
(0-2 occasions)

As seen in the chart above, there has not been steady improvement of the rate of Truancy, unlike
attendance increases.
Overall comparable chart from 2013-14 (Pilot School Founding/WASC Initial Visit) to current
2016 year.
2013-2014

2016

% point
change

August

96.3

95.2

-1.1

September

89.2

93.1

3.9

October

87.1

91.6

4.5

November

84.4

90.4

6

December

83.4

89.5

6.1

January

84.3

92.3

8

February

84.3

92.3

8

March

84.3

91.4

7.1

April

84.1

91

6.9

May

83.9

90.4

6.5

June

83.5

89.8

6.3

Average

85.9

91.5

5.7

Month
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ECA has made steady gains overall from the initial visit in the area of attendance. The gain is an
average of 5.7% improvement overall. However, the yearly average is still 4.5% off from the
district accepted 96% attendance expectation and the 8.5% off from the LAUSD LCAP goal of a
100%.

SAFETY/CLEANLINESS/ADEQUATE FACILITIES
Early College Academy continually works with LATTC to maintain the facilities.ECA leases
classrooms and offices on the 3rd floor of Sage hall on the campus of LATTC. ECA is open for
business five days a week from 7:30 a.m. through 4:30 p.m. for regular high school and
intervention support programs. Custodial staff and plant managers are part of the lease agreement
with LATTC and routinely maintain the campus. LATTC maintains a Sheriff substation on the
campus and this maintains a safe culture for all stakeholders. We are an open campus due to the
nature of being on a college campus. Teachers routinely assist in supervision before, during, and
after school. In addition, in an abundance of caution we have started an escort to the restroom
policy. Any student that needs to use the restroom is escorted to the restroom by a school official.
This is twofold, first it reduces restroom vandalism, and it helps to monitor student safety since
college students and the public also have access to the restrooms.

Local Control and Accountability Plan
Los Angeles Unified School District’s Local Control and Accountability Plan is a document that
guided not only Early College Academy, but the district as a whole. the LCAP survey was
released to over 400 community partners to solicit feedback from their constituents on LCAP
priorities and District-wide goals. Between October and December, a total of 32 community
sponsored Input Sessions were held across the District to share progress made as a result of
LAUSD’s 2015-16 LCAP goals and investments. The Input Sessions also served to gather
feedback from diverse stakeholders (parents, teachers, students, staff, and community members)
on goals, targets, and strategies for the 2016-17 LCAP. Additional stakeholder meetings with the
DELAC, PAC, and parent advisory groups, as well as LCAP investment meetings, were held
throughout the school year.
Between August and June, a total of 51 meetings were held across the District to engage
community stakeholders in the development of the 2016-17 LCAP. Over 2,200 community
members attended; a total of 1,177 surveys were collected (both in person and online); and over
17,700 individual responses were analyzed from these surveys.
As a result of analyzing the community feedback, the District identified 33 recurring themes that
support the educational attainment of LAUSD students. The eight most frequently sited themes are
detailed in the section below. This input from the community is reflected in updates to the goals,
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services, and investments of the District’s 2016-17 Local Control and Accountability Plan.
2016-17 LCFF District Funding and Commitments
For the 2016-17 school year, it is anticipated that the LAUSD will receive the following funding
under the Local Control Funding Formula:
LCFF Base Funding
$ 3.66 Billion
(includes: K-3 augmentation (base x 10.4%) and/or 9-12 grade augmentation (base x 2.6%.)
Supplemental/Concentration Grant Funding
$ 870 Million
(Transportation Funding- if applicable)
$ 77.6 Million
(Targeted Instructional Improvement Grant Funding – if applicable)
$460.4 Million Total
Estimated LCFF district funds for 2015-16:
$ 5.06 Billion
The District budgeted approximately $1.02 billion in supplemental and concentration funds in
fiscal year (FY) 2015-16, which supported and served our populations of unduplicated pupils. For
FY 2016-17, LAUSD will allocate a targeted amount of $870 million in supplemental and
concentration funds for continued support and increased services for the targeted unduplicated
student groups. This represents an increase of $304.5 million over FY 2015-16 as a result of
recalculating $450 million in Special Education services for unduplicated students as part of base
services in FY 2016-17.
Specifically, noted in the expenditures in Section 2 of the LCAP, the District is providing $304.5
million in additional resources to:
• Continue the District’s commitment to increase supports for the Foster youth achievement
program
• Expand investments for class size reduction in middle school, high school and grades 4-6 and
increase elective offerings
• Increase targeted assistance for clerical, custodial/maintenance, counselor and assistant principal
supports at school-sites
• Realign general fund supported after-school programs to support targeted youth throughout
LAUSD
• Increase college, career and academic counseling support for high school students
• Fully implement a new early education program for four year-olds, with highest priority given to
schools with the largest shares of high-needs students.
• Support students needing to meet A-G academic requirements and ensuring students are on-track
for graduation
• Sustain the commitment to student engagement by investing in a support plan and structure that
develops student voice and leadership in LAUSD
• Support the development of a homeless youth support program as well as provide for proper data
systems for tracking homeless youth in the District
• Increase restorative justice programming by hiring additional restorative justice counselors to
expand the program to middle and elementary school sites.
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• An unallocated amount of $245 million will be set aside as a result of a recent California
Department of Education finding. The allocation is currently undetermined and will be revisited
pending LAUSD’s submittal of reconsideration. This ensures there is thoughtful consideration on
how these resources should be allocated in 2016-17.
The decision to use the funds in this manner is based on the input from multiple stakeholder
groups consisting of employee, parent, community and student groups. A significant number of
these programs are supported by proven practices that ensure staff is properly serving the targeted
youth and aimed at achieving improved academic outcomes.
STUDENT PERFORMANCE DATA
Early College Academy’s initial visit and inception as a pilot school, coincided with a transitional
period in testing and data collection analysis for the district, State and Federal level. ECA does
not, and never has had an API, AYP, PI or other former traditional measurements that were used
prior to opening as a pilot school. The testing data that we do have has also been through many
variations due to this transitionary period in testing types. In addition, since Early College
Academy does not have a ninth grade we are not required to implement the California Physical
Fitnessgram Test.
*Our student population is 95% high risk and their grade level is based on their credits attained,
not their graduation year. Often students are not enrolled in the traditional grade level classes, and
they may not be enrolled in the content class that they are being tested at. (For example, a 10th
grader credit [who is graduation date is supposed to be a senior] wise may have already passed
their life science class in previous years). We also accept students year round, so many of our
students who test have not been consistently with our school for a traditional period of instruction
prior to testing.

CAHSEE RESULTS
The CAHSEE information in the graph belows are based on the 10th grade cohorts. We do not
have traditional cohorts in our school, in addition we do not have a traditional grade cohorts.
*Our student population is 95% high risk and their grade level is based on their credits attained,
not their graduation year. Often students are not enrolled in the traditional grade level classes, and
they may not be enrolled in the content class that they are being tested at. (For example, a 10th
grader credit [who is graduation date is supposed to be a senior] wise may have already passed
their life science class in previous years)
2013-2014 CAHSEE combine results for Math and English.
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2014-2015 CAHSEE combined results for Math and English

ECA is aware that our CASHEE data is below that state average. The school’s student population
is not that of a traditional high school. When CAHSEE is administered it is to traditional 10
graders according to credit. Most of our students (95%) are credit deficient and were struggling in
their traditional comprehensive high school prior to enrolling at ECA. Our EL population in math
and english have a higher passing score than the district.
CAHSEE Suspension
Beginning with the Class of 2006, students in California public schools were required to pass the
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California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE) to demonstrate competency in grade-level
skills in reading, writing, and mathematics to earn a high school diploma. The content of the
CAHSEE was based on content standards in English-language arts and mathematics that were
adopted by the State Board of Education (SBE) in 2003. In 2010, the SBE adopted the Common
Core State Standards in English–language arts and mathematics.
Due to the change in academic standards, Senate Bill 172 (Liu) was signed by the Governor to
suspend the administration of the CAHSEE and the requirement that students pass the CAHSEE to
receive a high school diploma for the 2015–16, 2016–17, and 2017–18 school years. The law
required that schools grant a diploma to any pupil who completed grade twelve in the 2003–04
school year or a subsequent school year and met all applicable graduation requirements other than
the passage of the high school exit examination. (CA Department of Education Website)
RECLASSIFICATION RATES
School Year

# EL

# Reclassified

% Reclassified

2013-2014

NA

NA

NA

2014-2015

77

14

18.2%

2015-16

44

15

34.1%

The reclassification rate at ECA is the highest in the district for the year 2015-2016. We are
extremely proud of this accomplishment. We work very hard to communicate the reclassification
process to both students and parents. Our counselor works to provide the correct course placement
and additionally the teachers all provide tutoring on a weekly, if not daily, basis to provide
interventions that the students may need.
CAASPP SCORES
2015 brought about the new testing that is related to the Common Core standards. The 2014-15
year was the trial run of the testing that included the use of computer testing for all 11th graders in
Math and English Language Arts. That year was a test run of the technology and was to be used to
calibrate scoring across the State. According to the District the first year of valid score occurred
last year in the 2015-16 school year.
The CST for all content standards were phased out in favor for Smart Balance assessments in all
content areas. This shift in testing from CST testing in all core subject areas, ELA, Math,
History,and Life Science for the Smart Balance assessment that currently only focused on ELA
and Math. The CST Life Science test was replaced with the CAASPP Life Science test. History
does not have a state equivalent test since the 2013 year, the year before our initial WASC
process, as a school we implement the LAUSD Interim Assessment.
*Our student population is 95% high risk and their grade level is based on their credits attained,
not their graduation year. Often students are not enrolled in the traditional grade level classes, and
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they may not be enrolled in the content class that they are being tested at. (For example, a 10th
grader credit [who is graduation date is supposed to be a senior] wise may have already passed
their life science class in previous years)
CAASPP Life Science 2015
The Life Science scores that have been released to date, indicate, that there is increase in the
advanced and proficiency passage rate. However, ECA is still predominantly basic or below basic.
With the only 2 years of data available the life science data, but it indicates that there is an
increase in the proficient and advance in 5% and there was also an increase in the far below basic
of 15%.

CAASPP Life Science 2014

Smarter Balance
The California Smarter Balance Assessment Consortium (SBAC) was implemented in 2015 to
replace the CST and align to the CA Common Core State Standards. Early College Academy is
aware that the scores of our student population are below average when compared to state/district
results. However, there were gains from the 2015 to 2016 in both English Language Arts and in
Mathematics. In English Language Arts there was an increase across the board including a large
increase (18%) in the Standards Met category. Mathematics is an area that had a large decrease in
the lowest level (-14%) to move students to the level 2 strand.
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English Language Art/Literacy

Mathematics

Smarter Balance Assessment
2015

2016

% Change

2015

2016

% Change

Standards Exceeded: Level 4

2%

4%

+ 4%

0%

0%

0%

Standard Met: Level 3

9%

27%

+18%

0%

4%

+4%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

56%

36%

-20%

6%

16%

+10%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

33%

33%

0%

94%

80%

-14%

2015 SBAC ELA Data
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2016 CAASSP ELA Data
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2015 CAASSP Math Data
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2016 CASSP Math Data
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Smarter Balance Comparative Data
Below is a data based on State, Los Angeles Unified School District and Early College Academy
for both English Language Arts and Mathematics for both 2015 and 2016. The charts below show
that ECA is significantly lower than both the State and District levels/
English Language Arts 2015-2016
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Mathematics 2015-2016

Below is comparable data from 2015 and 2016 for Early College Academy, Thomas Jefferson
Senior High, and Independence Continuation High School. Early College Academy was one a part
of Thomas Jefferson SH, and it is a feeder school for a large portion of our student body.
Independence Continuation High School was selected because it is the only 2016 California State
Model Continuation School that is located in Los Angeles. It was selected because while ECA is
not a continuation school is serves a similar high risk population that traditional continuation
schools serve.
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English Language Arts 2015-2016

Mathematics 2015-2016
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D & F Data
Fall 2014-15
Gender

# of
A

# of B

# of
C

# of
D

# of
F

% of
A

% of
B

% of
C

% of
D

% of
F

FEMALE

170

136

158

92

221

20.7
%

16.6
%

19.3
%

11.2
%

27.0
%

MALE

175

172

201

117

280

17.7
%

17.4
%

20.3
%

11.8
%

28.3
%

ALL GENDERS

345

308

359

209

501

19.1
%

17.0
%

19.9
%

11.6
%

27.7
%

Lang Class

# of
A

# of B

# of
C

# of
D

# of
F

% of
A

% of
B

% of
C

% of
D

% of
F

ENGLISH ONLY

31

27

30

22

66

16.8
%

14.6
%

16.2
%

11.9
%

35.7
%

INITIALLY FLUENT ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY

14

15

19

7

13

20.0
%

21.4
%

27.1
%

10.0
%

18.6
%

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

71

88

88

51

159

14.9
%

18.5
%

18.5
%

10.7
%

33.5
%

RECLASSIFIED FLUENT ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY

225

177

220

125

256

21.2
%

16.7
%

20.8
%

11.8
%

24.2
%

UNKNOWN

4

1

2

4

7

22.2
%

5.6%

11.1
%

22.2
%

38.9
%

ALL LANGUAGES

345

308

359

209

501

19.1
%

17.0
%

19.9
%

11.6
%

27.7
%
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Ethnicity
Description

# of
A

# of
B

# of
C

# of
D

# of F

% of A

% of B

% of C

% of D

% of F

BLACK

18

14

20

14

51

15.1%

11.8%

16.8%

11.8%

42.9%

HISPANIC

321

283

319

182

438

19.8%

17.4%

19.6%

11.2%

27.0%

WHITE

5

9

19

11

12

8.5%

15.3%

32.2%

18.6%

20.3%

UNKNOWN

1

2

1

2

0

16.7%

33.3%

16.7%

33.3%

0.0%

ALL
ETHNICITIES

345

308

359

209

501

19.1%

17.0%

19.9%

11.6%

27.7%

Spring 2014-15

Gender

# of
A

# of
B

# of
C

# of
D

# of
F

% of
A

% of
B

% of
C

%
of
D

% of F

FEMALE

212

117

124

58

153

29.9%

16.5
%

17.5
%

8.2
%

21.5%

MALE

150

97

146

90

226

19.9%

12.9
%

19.4
%

12.
0%

30.1%

ALL GENDERS

362

214

270

148

379

24.8%

14.6
%

18.5
%

10.
1%

25.9%

Lang Class

# of A

# of
B

#
of
C

#
of
D

#
of
F

% of
A

% of
B

% of
C

% of
D

% of F

ENGLISH ONLY

26

18

23

17

60

16.9
%

11.7
%

14.9
%

11.0
%

39.0%

INITIALLY FLUENT ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

13

7

14

2

5

29.5
%

15.9
%

31.8
%

4.5
%

11.4%

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

63

40

57

33

10
5

20.2
%

12.8
%

18.3
%

10.6
%

33.7%
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RECLASSIFIED FLUENT ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

256

148

17
2

94

20
4

27.4
%

15.8
%

18.4
%

10.0
%

21.8%

UNKNOWN

4

1

4

2

5

25.0
%

6.3
%

25.0
%

12.5
%

31.3%

ALL LANGUAGES

362

214

27
0

14
8

37
9

24.
8%

14.
6%

18.
5%

10.
1%

25.9%

Fall 2015-16
Gender

# of
A

# of B

# of
C

# of
D

# of
F

% of
A

% of
B

% of
C

% of
D

% of
F

FEMALE

270

149

149

102

178

31.0
%

17.1
%

17.1
%

11.7
%

20.4
%

MALE

269

151

202

156

353

23.0
%

12.9
%

17.3
%

13.3
%

30.2
%

ALL GENDERS

539

300

351

258

531

26.4
%

14.7
%

17.2
%

12.6
%

26.0
%

Ethnicity Description

# of
A

# of B

# of
C

# of
D

# of
F

% of
A

% of
B

% of
C

% of
D

% of
F

BLACK

37

18

16

19

53

25.9
%

12.6
%

11.2
%

13.3
%

37.1
%

HISPANIC

489

275

333

235

466

26.3
%

14.8
%

17.9
%

12.6
%

25.1
%

WHITE

1

1

0

0

8

10.0

10.0

0.0%

0.0%

80.0
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%

%

%

PACIFIC ISLANDER

2

1

2

1

4

20.0
%

10.0
%

20.0
%

10.0
%

40.0
%

UNKNOWN

10

5

0

3

0

52.6
%

26.3
%

0.0%

15.8
%

0.0%

ALL ETHNICITIES

539

300

351

258

531

26.4
%

14.7
%

17.2
%

12.6
%

26.0
%

Spring 2016

Fall 2016
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TABE
Early College Academy has the unique opportunity to work closely with our dual enrollment
partner LA Trade Tech to provide students with the TABE test. TABE® remains the most
comprehensive and reliable academic assessment product in adult basic education. Educators use
TABE testing to provide a solid foundation for effectively assessing the skills and knowledge of
adult learners. The LA Community College District uses the TABE test as an assessment for the
dual enrolled high school students. If the students pass the TABE test with a perfect score they are
allowed to take the ACCUPLACER. The ACCUPLACER is the placement test that most, if not
all, community colleges use to assign students to Math and England course from remedial to
college transferable 101 English or 115 Math.
This data was used when deciding how to place students in the ECA specific Friday afternoon
college classes, either Basic Skills (LATTC class to help students score more advanced on the
ACCUPLACER and/or TABE test) or the Health Occupational Career vocational class (Medical
Terminology)
In fall of 2016, ECA coordinated with LATTC to provide a college orientation that included all of
the students who attended the orientation to take the TABE test. The categories and levels are
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below:
Reading ____/12
Language ____/12
Mathematics ____/16
TABE LEVELS ENGLISH & MATH
Level E and M - Interventions needed such as basic skills
Level D & A - ready for accuplacer
2016 Fall Results
We are starting to perform the TABE on a biannual basis. This is the first year we have
implemented this program. Below are the following results.
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College Enrollment and Enrichment Data
Due to the dual enrollment nature of Early College Academy we have many data points that other
traditional high schools do not have. First, since its inception the goal of ECA was to have every
student that attends our high school also enrolled into LA Trade Tech Community College. We
have steadily worked towards that goal, and starting in the Fall of 2016, all students who were
enrolled by the beginning of September were enrolled into a college class. Enrollment into college
classes allow students explore what their future plans might entail, along with giving them a head
start on college or vocational programs. This model is unique because most dual enrollment
schools focus their efforts on the high achieving students, not the high risk students that our
student population makes up. This push to Step Up and Grow Up is then reflected in their data.
Student GPA
One of the non-traditional data points that ECA prides itself in, is the student's overall GPA
difference between their High School and College GPA.

Year

High School GPA

College GPA

GPA Difference

2013-2014

1.57

2014-2015

1.62

2.19

+0.57

2015-2016

1.63

2.44

+0.81

2016-17

1.67

College Credits
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One of the non-traditional data points that ECA prides itself in, is the student's completion of
College classes resulting in classes that they do not need to take in college if they plan on staying
within the community college system and transferring or completing a vocational program. .

Year

Average College Credits

2013-2014
2014-2015

10.9 Credits

2015-2016

9.5 Credits
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Chapter II: Progress Report
The Visiting Committee concurs with the following school’s critical areas for follow up:
1.
The Administration and Staff need to create and implement a plan to increase student
achievement in the areas of Language Arts and Math through the provision of ongoing staff
development and determining instructional strategies and support systems. This will help to ensure
the continued student growth on summative measures of math proficiency and the ability of the
students to test into their higher level college and math classes. By responding to this data it will
identify the variety of methodologies needed to address each student’s academic needs.

The Principal meets on a regular basis with the Instructional Director to review student
performance data, observe classroom practice, provide feedback and guidance to the principal and
administrative team, and identify professional development opportunities and funding sources.
The principal meets with a network of schools (schools in the Central district with similar
demographics /feeder group/etc.) to discuss student performance, intervention strategies and best
practices.
Teachers participate in a variety of professional developments sponsored by the Central District
via Learning Zone and previously bimonthly, now weekly professional developments held at the
school site. Within many of the school site professional developments the focus has been on use of
student data to drive instruction. Staff members have received trainings on MYDATA and are
encouraged to use MYDATA in order to access student data.
Early College Academy as a school has prioritized student achievement in the areas in Math and
Language arts. Since the last WASC visit, LAUSD has implemented the CAASPP (California
Assessment of Student Performance and Progress) This includes the Smarter Balance English
language arts/literacy and mathematics test that measures Math and Language Arts proficiency.
The school has provided students with mock-CAASPP exams in both Language Arts and Math
courses to familiarize the students with the technology utilized and the format of the test starting
in 2015-16. Additionally, LAUSD adopted new Math textbooks that the Math teachers were
provided a multi-day professional development training in how to use the textbook and software.
This new textbook is more aligned with Common Core Standards and the CAASPP.
In addition to the district and state testing, ECA as a school has prioritized the Community
College entrance test. Every student will take the TABE and/or Accuplacer tests. This current
school year we used the TABE data to place students into a Friday college class, either a college
skills class or a career/technical Health Occupation Career class. The students attend these college
classes once a week through the dual enrollment agreement that we have with LATTC. This is
done so students who need basic skills intervention classes, per recommendation by the LA
Community College district, can potentially test higher on the next round of TABE testing and/or
Accuplacer so that they can place into the English 101 or Math 115 (the first transferable courses)
rather than the intervention courses that the college will assign based on student performance of
the Accuplacer.
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2.
The Administration and Staff need to develop and implement a professional development plan
to support the schoolwide learning goals. They need to address how technology and training will
be used to support the assessment process for Common Core and the process to increase overall
student attendance and decrease tardies. The plan should include a measurement tool on how
effective the training was as related to academic achievement.

Professional development has gone through many stages since the last WASC visit. Since
our initial WASC visit the school has implemented multiple ways to address the issues of
attendance and tardies. ECA serves a majority (95%) of students who are high risk students, likely
destined for dropping out from other schools. To that end, we understand as a school that
attendance is tied directly with the student’s ability to learn. This is why our first Schoolwide
Learner Outcome is Show Up. Our priority on student attendance has taken many different forms
since the Initial Visit.This has been accomplished in a variety of ways.
The first strategy that was implemented was a more in-depth screening process for students
using a holistic screening approach developed in coordination with the Academic Counselor,
Psychiatric Social Worker and the Principal. Once the student is accepted, ECA monitor all
students tardies and absences in 5 week intervals. All of the students are monitored every 5 week
grading period on a number of data points, included grades, attendance, tardies, work habits and
cooperation. This data is then shared with the teachers, staff and students. The students that are
considered at risk for failure are targeted for interventions. The interventions include student
assemblies where the students are given their data to analyze, and the student create SMART goals
to change their data prior to the end of the quarter grading period. The students are then required
to stay after school for tutoring or study hall until they correct the failing grade or “make up” their
attendance. Students may also be placed on a daily for attendance and academic progress. A
smaller percentage of the students who have numerous at risk signals are placed in a group
counseling session to address particular socio-emotional needs, such as attendance, tardies,
substance abuse, motivation or grief-trauma therapy. The groups are run by our Psychiatric Social
Worker and Psychologist. With the implementation of these interventions our annual 2015-16
school year 96% and above attendance improvement was 24.1%, the highest within all of
LAUSD. ECA also had an overall increase of 12% of all attendance, not just those with 96% or
above.
In regards to technology and the implementation of Common Core CASSP testing,
LAUSD Technology Plan was fully implemented and computer based testing was fully
implemented with no technological problems. In 2014, a complete computer lab with 32 fully
networked was obtained and paid for out of Title 1 funds. In 2014-15 the district provided 2 Ipad
carts, each with 35 Ipads, to that can be used for Common Core CAASPP testing. The school also
has 2 laptop carts and an additional Ipad cart. ECA also has a number of Kindles E-readers that
have varying levels of functionality. The testing coordinator held testing practice sessions through
PD to help teacher navigate the CAASPP website and take practice assessments to help the
teacher with the technology associated with the test.
3.
The Administration and Staff in collaboration with students need to create a school identity.
Because the students attend from many different schools, the school needs to create a positive
school identity that all students can relate to and be proud of.
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School identity is an ongoing challenge for our school culture given multiple factors including not
having a full 9-12 cohort that traditional comprehensive schools have. The population of ECA
students come from over 60 schools from various neighborhoods of south Los Angeles and
beyond. We have an ASB/student leadership, and they hold student events such as lunch activities,
prom, and grad night that are open to all students regardless of grade level. To increase
participation we have held the ASB meetings at various times over the last three years. (2013-15 a
“zero” period that started at 7am. Then in the 2015-16 school year we switched it to after school
meetings. ECA have held various clubs, such as the girl group and yoga clubs, but they typically
lack participation. ECA does not have sports on our campus. A few students have expressed
interest in sports, so the Principal created a partnership with another local LAUSD high school,
Santee, and a few of the students played for the football team there for the 2015-16 school year.
Informally at lunch students utilize the grass area to play football, volleyball, or throw frisbees,
and on Fridays there is a soccer game that is organized.
Additionally, ECA has attempted multiple strategies to get all students involved in developing a
more defined school culture. In the school years 2013-2016 we had homerooms that met once a
week to provide the students voice in matters such as website, newsletter, parent events, school
spirit activities, and yearbook. However, the participation rates were still low. This can be due to
the predominant student population, high risk potential drop-outs from various locations, that
make up the vast majority of the student body. This current school year we are attempting to focus
our school identity as a “college and career” focused high school by mandating that every student
take a college or career vocational course that replaced our homeroom schedule on Fridays.
ECA has had a policy of whole school field trips in the past during the school day. These field
trips included the CA Science Center, CSUN Concerts, African American Museum, LA Opera,
CSUN and Cal State Fullerton for college tours. Once a year ECA has also had a weekend
camping trip to Point Fermin Campground. During this camping trip, open to all students, students
leave school on Friday and return on Sunday. Weather permitting they perform scientific
experiments on the sea water, go to an aquarium, learn to sail tail ships, and bond in a cell phone
free environment.
While we lack a traditional high school culture, our students when surveyed each year by the
district’s School Experience Survey for the last three years we have had students respond that the
school has a positive school climate in rates that are consistently higher than the district average.
With the exception of the question G. “I feel close to people at this school”. This feeling of not
being “close” to people at school is again most likely contributed to our students coming from so
many different schools prior to ECA. This lack of shared experiences that other school develop
throughout elementary to high school creates a cultural deficit on our campus. This lack of
population continuity combined with the “at-risk” or “high-risk” population that was unmotivated
at their previous school, further hinders the lack of positive school culture.
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(LAUSD Early College Academy, School Experience Survey, 2016)

(LAUSD, Early College Academy, School Experience Survey, 2015)
4.
The Administration and Staff needs to review the current ESLOs and implement a formalized
and measureable connection to the curriculum, instruction, assessment, and school culture. As the
ESLOs are embedded into the daily operations of the school they will provide additional
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opportunities for growth in the areas of instructional strategies, curriculum development, and the
use of assessment to inform instruction.

Early College Academy has maintained the same School-wide Learner Outcomes (SLOs formally
called ESLOs). The Schoolwide Learner Outcomes are:
1. Show Up
2. Step Up
3. Grow Up
4. Never Give Up.
The Schoolwide Learning Outcomes more in-depth are below:
SHOW UP
- Come to school ready to engage with peers and faculty, on time
- Utilize time and manage workload efficiently; avoid procrastination
- Take advantage of tutoring and other support offered, in a proactive manner
GROW UP
- Be responsible for your actions and understand how your decisions impact yourself and others
- Be aware of social standards and accept responsibility for your actions
- Respect cultural diversity and acknowledge the dignity of others
- Make sound decisions about physical, emotional and mental health
STEP UP
- Take initiative and work independently or with groups
- Solve problems in conventional and innovative ways
- Exhibit good work habits that include 21st century skills
- Be a self-directed learner who demonstrates proficiency in reading, writing, listening,
speaking, viewing and presenting.
NEVER GIVE UP
- Develop long and short term goals that are acted on
- Take initiative for the continuing acquisition of knowledge
- Reflect on the past to focus on a more successful future
Show Up
The SHOW UP schoolwide learner outcome is directly tied with the students need to be in a class
to actually learn the subject. Attendance for the school has been an ongoing struggle due to the “at
risk/high risk” student that makes up 95% of our population. A high number of these students
come to us for credit recovery options due to prior absenteeism issues. Overall our attendance is
improving since the initial visit as seen in chapter 1.
The data shows that attendance is particularly low on Mondays and Fridays. Instructional
strategies that are employed include making projects due on Mondays and Fridays as well as
giving important formative and summative assessments on Mondays and Fridays. Our PD is
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focused on improving curriculum delivery; making lessons more engaging and interactive to
encourage students to want to attend class more consistently.
Grow Up
The GROW UP schoolwide meter encourages students to take responsibility for their own
success. During the initial interview, students use their current transcript and the LAUSD
graduation IGP checklist to ascertain where they stand in their progress toward high school
graduation. Some questions are asked of all prospective ECA students and are used as assessments
to determine readiness to be successful at the ECA:
Why are you struggling with school?
If the student’s response is full of blame directed at school personnel, parents or peers, this is an
indication that the student needs guidance and support to accept his or her role in the situation, and
reflection on which habits he or she can change to become more successful in school and in life.
What are your future plans? What is your dream career?
Over the years, students have been consistently divided 50/50 on the response to this question;
half of the students have some idea of what they might do, and half have no idea what they want
to do in the future. The ECA is a perfect place for students who know what they want, and for
students who don’t know, LATTC has a program and/or training for almost any career. We note
the student responses to this question and refer to it when counseling students choosing elective
classes. This helps students to be proactive about their future success.
We work with LATTC to design career exploration classes that might spark an interest in a
student who otherwise sees no point to formal education. During PD, we are working to make our
curriculum more relevant to students, so they see a real world value to what they are learning in
the classroom. We also use career interest surveys as a form of assessment to monitor student
interests and include the data to inform instruction and counseling services.
Step Up
The STEP UP school wide meter encourages students to be the best they can be. During the initial
interview, many of the students produce a transcript from previous schools full of D’s And F’s.
The interviewer holds up the transcript and asks the students if he or she is proud of it; if the
transcript represents his or her best effort? Invariably, the students says they can do much better.
Most students who apply to the ECA have a history of trying to do the minimum amount of work
to earn a “D”. We explain to students that a “D” in a college class is a failing mark, and that he or
she will have to repeat any college class with a grade below a “C”. We also explain how a college
GPA below a 2.0 can affect the thousands of dollars in financial aid that we will set them up to
receive.
Many of our students perform much better in their college classes than they ever did in their high
school careers. In professional development we are working to design curriculum and
assessments that are aligned to the college and career realities that the students are experiencing at
the college level. Strategies include designing alternative summative assessments for students who
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struggle to complete routine tasks, yet can demonstrate mastery of the course standards. We are
trying to get some common planning time with LATTC professors in order to support student
learning at the college level.
Never Give Up
Most of our students are surrounded by people who already gave up. The NEVER GIVE UP
school wide meter encourages students to be persistent and to overcome any obstacles that might
be preventing them from being successful. We work with the college VP of academic affairs to
enroll students in college classes that will show them the benefits of completing the high school
diploma so they can take advantage of their unique opportunity of getting a head start on college.
W survey students about their career interests, and use this assessment to modify curriculum to
support student college and career readiness in multiple areas.
Thanks to our personalized approach to learning, we are able to offer individualized counseling to
students so they can overcome the habits that are making them unsuccessful. As part of our
curriculum, students can participate in the Townsend Foundation Essay Contest. Townsend
provides thirty $500 scholarships for writing essay on the topic “The Major Obstacles I Overcame
to Get to College”. We use these essays to assess student needs as we help them transition from
high school to college. As a result, we have an interesting mix of graduates each year. Last year,
we had 100 graduates from the ECA
Class of 2014 =1 Class of 2015 = 32 Class of 2016 = 52 Class of 2017 = 14
This data shows that the EC supports students to never give up, while encouraging students to take
advantage of opportunities and perhaps even finish early.
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Chapter III: Student/Community Profile — Overall Summary from
Analysis of Profile Data and Progress
Provide an overall summary from the analysis of the profile data
●
●
●

Based on past progress and current data, explain the implications of the data with
respect to student performance
Select two to three critical learner needs based on the data, noting the correlated
schoolwide learner outcomes
List important questions that have been raised by the analysis of the student
performance, demographic, and perception data to be used by Home and Focus Groups
in their study.

Student Performance Data
Since Early College Academy’s inception as a pilot school in 2013-14 we have made progress for
many of our students who may have dropped out of high school otherwise. While the data is not
that of a “normal” or traditional high school of a wide variety of students, due to 95% of our
student enter to our school not on target to meet graduation or A-G eligibility. Our data shows that
overall our attendance is improving and the students are overall doing better in their college
classes and obtaining college credits prior to graduating. In addition, we are reclassifying English
LAnguage Learners at a rate that exceeds the district's, last year our reclassification rate was 34%.
Based on the data that has been analyzed since Early College Academy’s inception as a pilot
school is mixed when it is analyzed by the traditional assessment measures. The school’s SBACC,
which has not been implemented to fidelity over a long enough time period, shows that student
performs levels are low in Language Arts and Math. While the SBAC score are lower than the
average state and district levels, our school site data did improve they have approved High rates of
D & Fs also back up that our students have math and English decifentices. The TABE results that
were given at the beginning of the school year reenforce that our students are performing at a low
level in Math and English. The students are
Critical Learner Needs
Early College Academy has identified three critical needs areas based on the data.
1. The first critical need area is the need to increase levels of standard met or nearly met in
mathematics on all California State Assessments.
2. The second critical need area is the need to increase levels of standard met or exceeded in
English Language Arts on all California State Assessments.
3. The third critical need area is to increase student daily attendance for those who are
chronically absent, tardy, and/or truant.
Improve math scores on SBACC (SHOW UP, STEP UP, NEVER GIVE UP)
Improve English Language art scores on SBACC ( SHOW UP, STEP UP, NEVER GIVE UP)
Chronic absenteeism/tardiness (SHOW UP, STEP UP, GROW UP NEVER GIVE UP)
Important Questions
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1. How can we better integrate common core task based projects into our lesson designs?
2. What type of professional development is needed to create more common core aligned
skill based task assessments to model the SBAC?
3. How can we shift our grading and teaching styles to reflect the shift from content driven
lessons to skill based lessons that are more engaging and real world based?
4. How can we motivate students to come to school more consistently to reduce the level of
chronic absenteeism?
5. How do we get our student body from so many schools, over 64, to buy into belonging to
our school culture?
6. Our African American population has the largest percentage of fails, are we providing
enough targeted support for this population?
7. How should our high school grades better reflect the student's college class grade point
average?
8. How can we improve on data collection to ensure that student support services and
interventions are effective towards student learning and the schoolwide learner outcomes?
9. How can we ensure rigor, consistency, and connection to our mission, vision and
schoolwide learner outcomes among all classrooms?
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Chapter IV: Self-Study Findings
Based on the criteria in each category:
1. Review what currently exists based on the ACS WASC/CDE criteria and indicators. Online
schools or schools that have online components should incorporate responses to the
iNACOL standards listed below the correlated ACS WASC/CDE criteria.
2. Evaluate the current program’s effectiveness based on the ACS WASC/CDE criteria and
indicators. Use the analytical prompts to summarize the findings and evidence.
Note: In some areas additional prompts have been inserted to emphasize the analysis related to
online instruction.
3. Support responses with analyzed, observable evidence. (See the list of areas to analyze and
examine.)
Note: Observable evidence includes a) examination of student work, b) observations of students
engaged in learning and other aspects of the school program, c) student interviews, d) examination
of hard data and information, and e) other observations/ interviews/discussions.
4. The responses that include findings and evidence for each criterion within Categories A–E
will form the basis of Chapter IV of the Self-Study report.
At the end of each category, provide an overall summary that includes comments about the
school’s ability to address one or more of the identified critical learner needs
Develop a list of aligned strengths and growth areas for each category of ACS WASC/CDE criteria
(Categories A–E).

Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and
Staff, and Resources
A1.

Vision and Purpose Criterion

The school has a clearly stated vision and mission (purpose) based on its student needs, current
educational research, current educational research, the district LCAP, and the belief that all
students can achieve at high academic levels. Supported by the governing board and the district
LCAP, the school’s purpose is defined further by schoolwide learner outcomes and the academic
standards.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard A: Mission Statement: The mission statement of a quality online program
clearly conveys its purpose and goals. It serves as the basis for the program’s day-to-day operations, as well as a
guide for its strategic plans for the future. Communications between and buy-in from stakeholders is a critical
component of a mission statement. [iNACOL Standard A, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Vision – Mission – Schoolwide Learner Outcomes – Profile
A1.1. Indicator: The school has established a clear, coherent vision and mission (purpose) of what
students should know and demonstrate; it is based upon high-quality standards and is congruent with
research, practices, the student/community profile data, and a belief that all students can learn and be
college and career ready.
A1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the development of the school’s statements has been
impacted by pertinent student/community profile data, the district LCAP, identified future global
competencies, current educational research and an overall belief that all students can learn and be college
and career ready.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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The Vision and Mission statement were crafted by the design team
of the Early College Academy in 2012 as part of the successful
LAUSD Pilot School RFP. The design team consisted of the
program coordinator, 3 teachers and a classified employee/former
student.
The vision and mission statements were revised in the fall of 2016
with input from all stakeholders, based on the pertinent student
and community profile data described in chapter 1. While
discussing revisions to the mission and vision, we referred to the
work of Chenowith who found students succeeding in schools
with similar challenges that are facing ECA students.
The result of the revisions is a more succinct and user friendly
version of the original statements.
The ECA vision and mission statements express the hope that our
school will be an effective school for struggling students,
advanced students, and students with special needs not just at our
current location but throughout the LAUSD. This is consistent
with the LAUSD LCAP which seeks to target resources to the
students most in need of support.

ECA RFP
Vision PD Agenda
Vision/Mission
Community meeting
agenda and sign in
ECA/LATTC college class
data
WASC report
District LCAP
Focus (Schmoker)
It’s Being Done
(Chenowith)

The ECA vision and mission statements makes clear our school’s
commitment to making all of our students college and career
ready .This is reinforced by our unique partnership with LATTC,
which allows us to actually show our students what college is like,
and the many career paths that are available to them and their
families. Even President Obama visited LATTC in 2014 to
espouse the importance of community colleges to give students the
global competencies necessary to compete in the 21st Century
economy.
Development/Refinement of Vision, Mission, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes
A1.2. Indicator: There are effective processes in place to ensure involvement of all stakeholders in the
development and periodic refinement of the vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
A1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that engage representatives from the entire
school, the district board, business, and the community in the development and periodic refinement of the
vision, mission, and schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

We consider the mission and vision statements living documents.
ECA RFP
Although we have all of the original members of the design team
Vision PD Agenda
still working at the ECA, we have many new faculty and staff, as
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well as new students and parents each year. We always want to
make sure the mission and vision are supported by all
stakeholders.
The district assigns an instructional director to oversee a
network of schools. The director encourages schools to revisit the
mission and vision with all stakeholders. We had parent
meetings that included discussion of the mission and vision, as
well as a staff meeting dedicated to revising the statements. Ten
student representatives were included in that meeting.
Refinement of the mission and vision will be an annual
process.

Vision/Mission
Community meeting
agenda and sign in
ECA/LATTC college class
data
WASC report
District LCAP
Focus (Schmoker)

We are proud of our schoolwide learner outcomes. We feel they
are easy to remember and target the areas of growth that the
majority of our students need to address. We regularly discuss the
SLOs and endeavor to align them with classroom instruction and
our school improvement plan.

It’s Being Done
(Chenowith)

Understanding of Vision, Mission, and Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, District LCAP
A1.3. Indicator: Students, parents, and other members of the school and business community
demonstrate understanding of and commitment to the vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes,
and the district LCAP.
A1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which the school ensures that students, parents, and other members
of the school’s community understand and are committed to the school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide
learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The ECA is an application school. The principal or designee
meets with every prospective student and their parent/guardian.
The school vision and mission are explained to them, and the
school wide learner outcomes are covered in detail to make sure
that parents and students understand and are committed to the
school mission, vision and SLOs.

ECA recruitment flyers
Back to School Night
Agendas
New student interview sign
in sheets.
Meetings with LATTC
Administration

LATTC offers information sessions for our parents at the ECA
Back to School Nights, which reinforces how our partnership
relates to the ECA vision and mission.
In meetings with LATTC administrators and departments, the
principal uses the mission, vision and SLO’s to reinforce the
cooperation necessary for our students to make a smooth transition
into the college system upon graduation from the ECA.
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A2.

Governance Criterion

The governing board (a) has policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school’s purpose and support the
achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic, college, and career standards based on
data-driven instructional decisions for the school; (b) delegates implementation of these policies to the
professional staff; and (c) monitors results regularly and approves the single schoolwide action plan and its
relationship to the Local Control and Accountability Plan.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard B: Governance Statement: Governance is typically provided by a Board of
Directors, an Advisory Board or an ISCHOOL Board. In a quality online program, governance and leadership work
hand-in-hand, developing the operational policies for the program and its leadership and staff. [iNACOL Standard B,
2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Governing Board and District Administration
A2.1. Indicator: The district policies and procedures are clear regarding the specific duties and roles of the
governing board and district administration in their relationship to the school and staff.
A2.1. Prompt: Determine the clarity of board policies and procedures regarding the roles of the board and
district administration, including supporting the school’s vision, mission, schoolwide learner outcomes,
monitoring student progress, engaging parent and community participation in site governance,
implementing complaint procedures, and reviewing program effectiveness in alignment with the district
LCAP requirements.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ACCUPLACER results
The district has approved the ECA to be a Pilot School. The
Pilot School Manual details the policies and procedures. The
Pilot School steering committee and Pilot School governing
board are in regular communication with LAUSD personnel to
refine policies and procedures of the Pilot Schools. Our vision
and mission are thus aligned to the LAUSD vision and
mission.
Our SLOs were developed to align with the LAUSD goals:
SLO
LAUSD Goal
SHOW UP =
100% Attendance
GROW UP =
School Safety/Parent Involvement
STEP UP =
Proficiency for all
NEVER GIVE UP = 100% Graduation

The ECA uses a variety of district assessments to monitor
student progress. Periodic assessments, SBAC scores and
Individual Graduation Plans (IGPs) are district tools that are
employed. Data is analyzed via the district MyData website.
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Generally, data is analyzed every 5 weeks, and the program
effectiveness is reviewed at SSC meetings. The data is used to
revise the SPSA based on district LCAP goals.
The ECA has historically struggled to engage parents and the
community to participate in site governance. Many of our
students have had difficult relationships with their parents,
especially in regard to school success. We have employed part
time community representatives to keep in contact with
parents and the community and encourage participation in SSC
and ELAC committees. We will continue to strategize to gain
more parent and community participation in school
governance.
We have uniform complaint procedures posted in the main
office. We also distribute the parent/student handbook which
contains information on the district complaint procedures.
Reviewing Effectiveness in compliance with LCAP Goals
Data is analyzed every five weeks, and yearly data is analyzed
when it is made available in the fall of the following year. We
compare the year over year data to see the effectiveness in
aligning our results with the district LCAP goals
ECA SLO

LAUSD LCAP Goal

Show Up =
100% Attendance
Attendance Data from MyData
Grow Up =
Parent and community/
IGP Data/Parent Conference Sign Ins/MISIS Discipline
referral logs
Step Up =
Proficiency For All
Performace Data from MyData/School Report Card/CDE Web
Site
Never Give Up = 100% Graduation
Graduation Data from MyData/School Report Card/CDE
Website
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A2.1. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the policies related to online instruction for
effectiveness in clarifying the vision for the school’s use of various types of online curriculum, instruction
and support methodologies; this includes, upgrading or updating technology, acceptable use policies, CIPA
policies, and policies to ensure internet safety.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The ECA uses online instruction only to supplement the teacher
-led instructional program. The LAUSD has approved the
Edgenuity curriculum as the online program of choice. The ECA
used a supplemental allocation for 15,000 to improve the
percentage of students on track to complete the A-G
requirements, to purchase 20 licenses for the 2016-2017 school
year.

LAUSD AUP forms
Edgenuity web site
Edgenuity training certificates
A-G data from MyData

Since most of our students need to recover credits, the staff at
ECA agreed that the best use of the funds would be to provide
students the opportunity to recover credits for specific classes
online through Edgenuity. It is also a vehicle for students to
receive credit for Foreign Language classes.
Edgenuity provides training and IT support for the ECA staff
overseeing the online program. Students and staff sign an
LAUSD Acceptable Use Policy form that is aligned with CIPA
guidelines. Students in the computer lab are monitored and
supported by certificated as they complete the online classes.

Understanding the Role of the Governing Board
A2.2. Indicator: There is clear understanding about the role and responsibilities of the governing board
and the professional staff.
A2.2. Prompt: Determine the extent to which there is clear, sustainable understanding regarding the
relationship between the governing board and the professional staff.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The ECA was established through an RFP (Request for
Proposal) written by five teachers who made up the original
design team. All design team members are still at the school.
The governing board includes both design team members and
additional hired staff, as well as community members.

SSC minutes
E-mails
Board elections
ECA RFP
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Membership rotates from year to year, so all staff members
eventually become members of the governing board..

Pilot School Manual

Since Pilot Schools are teacher-created and teacher-led, the
relationship between the governing board and the rest of the
professional staff is collegial and cooperative.
Governing Board and Stakeholder Involvement
A2.3. Indicator: Parents, community members, staff and students are engaged in the governance of the
school.
A2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the ways the school community and parents are a) informed as to how they can
participate in the school’s governance and b) engaged in the governance of the school through their
participation on the School Site Council, ELAC, district LCAP committees and other advisory or shared
decision-making groups that provide guidance or direction to the school.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Meeting agendas
Pilot Schools have a school based governance structure with
School calendar
increased decision-making power over budget, principal selection Committee election results
and evaluation, and program policies, while complying with legal Meeting minutes
requirements. Pilot Schools form a Governing School Council
Flyers
(GSC), modeled on the composition of a School Site Council,
Pilot School Manual
that: (1) sets and maintains the school vision; (2) selects,
supervises, and evaluates their principal with final approval by
District LCAP
the ISIC Superintendent; (3) approves the annual budget; (4)
Title 1
approves the annual Election-to-Work Agreement (EWA) for
District Master Plan
UTLA staff; and (5) establishes bylaws and school policies,
Parent School Experience
consistent with applicable laws and regulations, that the school
Survey results
community feels will help students to be successful.
Pilot Schools have the freedom to create their own governance
Community members;
Community-based organization or university representatives;
Students (for middle and high schools)
The membership of the Governing School Council (GSC) shall
be consistent with School Site Council (SSC) membership
guidelines per the California Education Code:
1. The principal is an automatic member.
2. All members must be elected by their peers, except for the
principal.

The ECA employs a community representative to act as liaison
between the school and the community, and to schedule,
organize and facilitate meetings and communications among
stakeholders. These include ELAC and SSC meetings. The
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community representative also receives training in how to
recruit ECA parents to participate in the regional district
LCAP meetings Flyers, social media, phone calls, letters emails and the calendar located on the school web site will alert
stakeholders to upcoming meetings. Community members will
provide feedback through surveys and public comment time
during meetings.
Board’s Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures
A2.4. Indicator: There is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring directed by the governing board and
carried out by the district administration.
A2.4. Prompt: Determine the degree to which there are evaluation and monitoring procedures conducted
by the district administration and reported to the governing board, including the annual LCAP assessment
of district goals and the Eight State Priorities, the review of student performance toward career and college
readiness, assessment of overall school programs and operations, and the fiscal health of the school .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

As an LAUSD pilot school, the ECA conducts an annual Pilot
School Review. The school’s Single Plan for Student
Achievement and LAUSD’s LCAP are aligned to promote
student success.

Pilot School Review
Governing Board minutes
School Report Card
LCAP Assessment
School Generated College
Data

The Title 1 coordinator is a half time out of classroom
position. The coordinator attends monthly training meetings at
the district at which LCAP assessment of district goals and
the Eight State Priorities are discussed as they relate to the
development of the annual ECA SPSA. The SPSA is
developed by the coordinator after.
The district also provides ECA with an instructional director to
oversee academic programs, and an operations coordinator to
oversee the non-academic programs at the school.
The district provides an itinerant A-G counselor whose job is
to identify and provide intervention for students not on track to
complete the state A-G requirements. This counselor works
with the academic counselor and the principal to provide
personalized guidance toward high school graduation and the
transition to the college and career opportunities provided by
our partnership with LATTC.
The district provides a fiscal specialist to oversee school
finances and budget development to insure compliance and the
fiscal health of the school.
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Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures
A2.5. Indicator: The established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict resolution procedures as
they apply to the school’s stakeholders are effective.
A2.5. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the established governing board/school’s complaint and
conflict resolution procedures, including the ways the complaint procedures are communicated to parents .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

At the ECA, we welcome feedback from our parents and other
stakeholders. We pride ourselves on maintaining a very
personalized learning environment.. At the initial interview,
we assure parents that they can contact us with any questions
or concerns. We have a community representative that acts as
a liaison between the parents and the school. We also have a
full time psychiatric social worker on staff to assist parents and
other stakeholders with an concerns regarding the school.

Uniform complaint
procedures posted

Through our personalized learning environment, we stress the
need for problem solving, and solutions are sought with the
best interest of the student as the main priority.
Conflicts among staff members, though quite rare at the ECA,
are approached in a similar vein. Our PSW is happy to mediate
conflicts and provide strategies to minimize future conflicts.
Referrals to outside agencies to aid in the resolution are also
an option.
Stakeholders are referred to the staff member who can best
resolve the conflict, be it a teacher, counselor of administrator.
Parents are also given a copy of the LAUSD parent/student
handbook which has information regarding district complaint
procedures. The complaint procedures are also posted on the
office wall.
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A3. Leadership: Empowerment and Continuous Planning and Monitoring
Criterion
Based on student achievement data, the school leadership, parent/community, and staff make decisions
and initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the schoolwide learner outcomes and academic,
college, and career standards. The school leadership and staff annually monitor and refine the single
schoolwide action plan and make recommendations to modify the LCAP based on analysis of data to
ensure alignment with student needs.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard C: Leadership: The leadership of a quality online program is accountable to
the program’s governance body, and is responsible for setting and meeting the operational and strategic goals in
support of the program’s mission and vision statements. [iNACOL Standard C, 2009]

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard I: Integrity and Accountability: In a quality online program, leadership is
transparent in its management of the program, providing regular and timely information on progress towards
attainment of goals, alignment with policies and standards, and achievement of student learning outcomes. [iNACOL
Standard I, 2009]

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard D: Planning: A quality online program makes planning, managed by the
leadership and staff of the organization a regular part of the program. There are several types of planning activities,
including strategic planning, long-range and operational planning, which identifies annual goals. Effective planning is
not a one-time activity, but instead should provide opportunities for reflection on how to improve the organization’s
performance. [iNACOL Standard D, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Broad-Based and Collaborative
A3.1. Indicator: The school’s broad-based, collaborative planning process is a continuous improvement
cycle that a) assesses data to determine student needs, b) collaboratively determines and implements
strategies and actions and c) monitors results.
A3.1. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the continuous school improvement planning process to
ensure that it is broad-based, collaborative and fosters the commitment of the stakeholders .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The ECA has built in generous PD time into the schedule for
2016-2017. Each Friday, teachers are able to collaborate in
department groups for 30 minutes, and we then have 90
minutes of PD time. Through our collaboration with LATTC,
students are taking college and career readiness classes during
this time instead of being released early. This allows us to
maximize student instructional time while providing teachers
ample time in which to collaborate.
Each Pilot School must complete a Pilot School Review
annually. This helps the pilot school monitor procedures and
student success. It is an opportunity to collaboratively assess
the effect of teaching on student learning.
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Vision PD Agenda
PD is planned by the Instructional Leadership Team (ILT)
which consist of the Principal, assistant principal and two
teachers.
We have decided to use the cycle of inquiry as a basis for our
PD. Student performance data is analyzed, and teachers
collaborate to identify a problem of practice. For example, this
fall we decided that a lack of student engagement was a
problem of practice. The ILT created a PD plan to help
teachers create more engaging, standards based lessons that
should improve classroom instruction and student engagement.
This in turn should improve Math and English performance
meters.

Vision/Mission Community
meeting agenda and sign in
ECA/LATTC college class
data
WASC report
District LCAP
Focus (Schmoker)
It’s Being Done
(Chenowith)urvey results

While we do utilize outside PD sources, such as Big Picture
Learning and district PD opportunities, we feel the best way to Pilot School Review
improve instruction is to observe each other and offer
constructive criticism. This also improves accountability as
each teacher takes a turn presenting a sample lesson during PD
showcasing a strategy to increase student engagement. Peer
observation then used to look for evidence of the strategy in
the classroom and evaluate the effectiveness. Weekly debrief
sessions then allow for reflection and next steps as part of the
cycle.

Single School Plan for Student Achievement Correlated to Student Learning
A3.2. Indicator: The school’s Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) is directly correlated to and
driven by the analysis of student achievement data.
A3.2. Prompt: How do staff ensure that the analysis of student achievement of the critical learner and
college- and career-readiness needs, schoolwide learner outcomes, and academic and career-readiness
standards are incorporated into the SPSA and impact the development, implementation, and monitoring of
the SPSA and the LCAP?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA staff is constantly monitoring student achievement of the
critical learner needs Because we have such a small staff,
department meetings are divided into three groups: ELA (two
teachers) Math and Science (3 teachers) and Social Studies (3
teachers). Because our critical learner needs are improving
performance in Math and ELA, teachers in these groups
analyze student performance data in their areas, and make
recommendations for the SPSA.

College Class rosters
Master schedule
SPSA
SSC Meeting Agendas and
minutes
Parent meeting agendas and
sign in sheets
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The staff analyzes student achievement of the SLOs both with
data and through anecdotal observation. The personalized
nature of the ECA school culture allows staff to use multiple
sources of data, such as attendance, discipline referrals,
formative and summative assessments and college class
performance data in order to contribute input for the SPSA.
To address the college and career readiness needs, all teachers
took the TABE and ACCUPLACER tests at the beginning of
the school year as part of PD. This experience informed the
staff what the students will be expected to know in order to be
successful at the next level. The students in turn take the
TABE test at the beginning of the year. The TABE results
provide more data to the staff as to what the students need to
learn in their classes. This information is shared during SPSA
development and analysis.

Student college transcripts
ECA RFP
Vision PD Agenda
Vision/Mission Community
meeting agenda and sign in
Pilot School Review
WASC report
District LCAP
Focus (Schmoker)
It’s Being Done (Chenowith)

The Title 1 coordinator takes the lead in writing the SPSA,
making sure to include input from all stakeholders. Drafts of
the SPSA are provided to staff for review before the SPSA is
approved by the SSC.
The Title 1 and EL coordinators attend district trainings and
insure that the SPSA and the LCAP goals for student
achievement are aligned.

Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning
A3.3. Indicator: The school leadership and staff demonstrate shared decision-making, responsibility, and
self-reflection on actions and accountability for implementing practices and programs that support student
learning.
A3.3. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
decision-making, responsibility, and self-reflection on actions and accountability to support student learning
throughout all programs.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

LAUSD Pilot Schools were designed to give teachers a greater ECA RFP
say in the design, governance and decision making at the
Pilot School Manual
school. Along with the greater resulting autonomy, the staff is ECA EWA
charged with greater responsibility and accountability.
Staff meeting agendas and
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In order to become a pilot school, a group of teachers from the
school must write a plan, or RFP. 75% of the current staff at
the school must vote to become a pilot school. The RFP must
then be approved by the LAUSD Board of Education.Most
schools who go pilot are not satisfied with student progress
under the normal comprehensive school model. The principal
was one of the original design team members and was
recommended by the staff to become the principal. The
principal still considers himself a teacher first, who happens to
also have the administration duties and responsibilities, This
process in itself demonstrates a commitment to shared decision
making and accountability.

sign ins
Districtl Master Plan
Teacher Surveys
TGDC Evaluations
PD Agendas and Sign ins
PD surveys
Department meeting agendas
and sign ins
SPSA

Teachers at the ECA must sign an Elect to Work Agreement
(EWA) which outlines the duties and responsibilities above
and beyond what is outlined in the UTLA agreement.
Teachers are expected to serve on committees and perform
duties normally performed by out of classroom coordinators at
comprehensive high schools. The EWA is revised and
approved each year by the teachers themselves. The principal
offers EWA to staff in spring of each year.
At many pilot schools, there seems to be a “be careful what
you wish for” caveat. Many teachers, including original design
team members and principals, suffer from burnout and leave
for other traditional schools. We are proud to say that all of
the original design team members are still at our school in the
4th year. The extra duties and responsibilities are shared
equitably, and we take care to monitor that instruction does not
suffer as a result of the work.
Classified staff is also encouraged to take initiative and go
beyond what is required to help students succeed. All
classified staff are treated as equal partners in the education of
our students.Certificated and classified staff attend staff
meetings

Internal Communication and Planning
A3.4. Indicator: The school has effective existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving differences.
A3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the existing structures for internal communication, planning,
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and resolving differences among the staff or administration.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Meeting agendas and sign in
sheets
Even though we have a small staff, it is important to have a
system for communication and conflict resolution in place.
Staff rosters
Since we only have 5 classrooms and a computer lab, daily
School calendar/Web site
announcements and updates are usually made in person, from Norms of collaboration
classroom to classroom. The principal prefers to make the
posters
announcements, as this affords him at least one visit per day to
Parent call logs
each classroom. The time of the announcements varies from
day to day, so that the principal can visit all periods during the
week.
The principal communicates with staff both in person and via
school e-mail. All staff has the cell phone number of each
other staff member in order to guarantee communication in
case of emergency.
Because we are student focused and such a small staff that has
worked together for many years, there are very few personal
conflicts among the staff members. We do have a full time
PSW on staff to mitigate any major conflicts. One teacher acts
as UTLA rep if conflicts are based on contract language.
Weekly PD allows staff the opportunity to share ideas and
school wide concerns. Although we have not had official
adaptive schools training, we use many of the tools when
communicating among the staff. The Norms Of Collaboration
are posted throughout the school, and their use is encouraged
at all meetings.
We have a planning calendar in the principal’s office that staff
can refer to and add to. We are getting our new website up
and running and that will have an electronic calendar as well.
The principal by design and necessity has an open door policy,
and encourages staff to communicate freely.

A4.

Staff: Qualified and Professional Development Criterion

A qualified staff facilitates achievement of the student academic standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes through a system of preparation, induction, and ongoing professional development. There is a
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systematic approach to continuous improvement through professional development based on student
performance data, student needs, and research.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard E: Organizational Staffing: A quality online program recognizes appropriate
levels of staffing are critical to the success of an online program. Staff should be well-trained in order to successfully
meet their performance goals, and are provided with appropriate levels of support, resources, feedback and
management. [iNACOL Standard E, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Qualifications and Preparation of Staff
A4.1. Indicator: The school has procedures to ensure that staff members are qualified based on staff
background, training, and preparation.
A4.2. Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure all staff members in all programs, including online
instruction, are qualified for their responsibilities based on employment policies and practices, staff
background, training, and preparation.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The LAUSD has a large Human Resources Division that
screens applicants for vacant positions and verifies credentials
and qualifications. Lists are created that contain the names
and contact information of applicants based on their respective
credentials. HR also makes sure that UTLA rules and
guidelines are adhered to and applied for all LAUSD
certificated staff.

ECA RFP
Hiring committee notes
PD Agendas and notes
Letters
District registration records
USL documentation and
certificate
Vision PD Agenda
Vision/Mission Community
meeting agenda and sign in
CTC website

The Personnel Commission screens and trains applicants for
classified positions throughout the district in conjunction with
SEIU Local 99. Lists of qualified potential hires for each
category are published and candidates are selected from the
list to be interviewed.
Pilot schools are to follow all LAUSD policies and procedures,
but are given autonomy in four areas: Hiring, Curriculum,
Budget and Assessment.
Hiring autonomy is still evolving, given the complexity of
union rules and regulations vis a vis school staffing ratios.
Each certificated employee signs an Elect to Work Agreement
(EWA), which outlines specific extra duties each employee is
expected to perform in order to improve student learning. The
EWA is revised yearly, and offered to each employee in the
spring of each year. This gives the school administration and
the employee an opportunity to reflect on the appropriateness
of his or her assignment at the ECA.
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At the school level, hiring committees are formed to interview
candidates for vacant positions. Committees generally consist
of the principal and at least two teachers.
HR monitors assignments and notifies schools if an
assignment is not in compliance with CDE standards.
District highly qualified letters are sent out annually.
Our teachers attend all mandated district trainings and are
encouraged to attend additional trainings in areas of identified
growth.
Three staff,members including current principal, attended
USL program at CSU Dominguez Hills to attain administrative
credentials as described in initial RFP. Currently, seven staff
members hold an administrative credential, and five staff
members hold a counseling credential.
Staff Assignment and Preparation
A4.2. Indicator: The school has a process to assign staff members and provide appropriate orientation for
all assignments, including online instruction and focused programs, to maximize the expertise of the staff
members in relation to impact on quality student learning.
A4.2. Prompt: Evaluate the process to assign staff members and provide an appropriate orientation
process, including online instruction and focused programs, to maximize the expertise of all staff members
in relation to impact on quality student learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Staff members are assigned based on student needs. Many of
our students have challenging transcripts. For example a
student may have passed the A portion of one class while
needing to pass the B portion of two other classes.. The
master schedule is created based on these needs and teachers
are assigned accordingly. Unlike larger schools, there is not a
competition for certain subjects or time periods. Our staff is
student centered and understands their schedule may vary from
quarter to quarter.

TGDC platform
Edgenuity training
registration and certificates
Principal PD agendas and
sign ins
Master Schedule
LZ completion certificates
PD Agendas and sign-ins
CTC website

Teachers attend mandated teacher trainings, either in person or
online through the Learning Zone. The English teacher
teaching the ELD classes has been trained to deliver standards
based instruction for those courses.
The staff overseeing the online instruction program have been
to Edgenuity training and are familiar with the policies and
procedures of the online program.
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The principal evaluates teachers through the TGDC platform.
All current staff members have gone through the evaluation
process at least once within the last three years.
The principal attends monthly principal professional learning
sessions to keep informed of new district programs and
initiatives.
Our staff generally only teaches the core classes needed for
graduation. Most electives credits are gained by students
through taking LATTC college classes.

Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships
A4.3. Indicator: The school implements a clear system to communicate administrator and faculty written
policies, charts, and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making
processes, and relationships of leadership and staff.
A4.3. Prompt: Evaluate the system used to communicate administrator and faculty written policies, charts,
pacing guides and handbooks that define responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making
processes, and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the degree of clarity and understanding of
these by administration and faculty.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

As a pilot school, we operate according to the Pilot School
Manual, which is distributed to all staff and available on the
Pilot School Website. Each teacher also signs an EWA which
defines the additional duties expected of the teacher.

Pilot School Manual
LAUSD Parent Student
handbook
Copies of EWA
LAUSD content area
The EWA is updated through a collaborative process each year curriculum maps
by the certificated staff.
Safe School Plan
Principal Portal
By definition, a Pilot School is run through a system of shared Union contracts
leadership as defined in the manual. Staff also is guided by the ECA RFP
union contracts which define the duties and responsibilities of
LAUSD Website
each staff member.
The district provides pacing guides and curriculum maps for
many courses and these are available to the faculty on the
LAUSD web site. The new CPM Math textbooks also provide
information on pacing.
Our school is too small to require an organizational flow chart.
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The principal is the ultimate decision maker, but all staff
provide input, usually in person or through e-mail.
Mandated district policies are covered during staff meetings on
the pupil free days in the fall and the spring and at additional
staff meetings as needed.
Since all of the original design team members are still at the
school, there is a clear understanding of the policies,
responsibilities, operational practices and decision making
policies, because they were created collaboratively in the
original RFP based on knowledge of the school structure and
student needs. This information is provided to new hires
during a one on one orientation process with the principal on
the first day of the assignment.
The Safe School Plan also assigns additional non-academic
duties to staff members in case of emergency. The Safe School
Plan is available in the office and duties are communicated by
the vice principal via staff meetings and e-mail.
The Principal portal lists designees for coordinators including
EL, Testing, Chemical Safety and Title 1. Staff charged with
these duties attend district trainings which outline their duties
and responsibilities in these areas

Support of Professional Development/Learning and Measurable Effect on Student Learning
A4.4. Indicator: The school effectively supports professional development/learning with time, personnel,
material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all students achieving the academic, college- and careerreadiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
A4.4. Prompt: Determine the effectiveness of the professional development support, time and resources to
meet the needs. To what measurable effect have the professional development/ learning activities,
including coaching and mentoring, had on student learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

PD and common planning time are built into Master Schedule
We use the cycle of inquiry to drive PD Teachers present
Model lessons during PD, followed by regular peer
observations to see if the strategy and/or project affected
students learning. There is an observation debrief at each PD
where teachers receive feedback, and the effect on student
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learning is discussed. Debriefing observations and provides an
opportunity for teachers to reflect on their impact on student
learning, but we don’t yet have a way to measure this impact.

MISIS
MyDAta
School Report Card
CDE Website

While we have increased our PD time dramatically this year,
we recognize that measuring the effect of PD on student
learning is an area for growth. Since our PD in the fall was
geared toward strategies to increase student engagement, we
need to create a data gathering system to see if the PD is
having a positive effect on student learning.
This will be true for any future PD. We need to incorporate a
system for measuring the effect on student learning.

A4.4. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the processes and procedures for involving online
staff members in professional development activities that enhance the use of technology in the delivery of
instruction and support student learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

We have three of our more-tech savvy staff members
overseeing the online instruction program. We use Edgenuity
mainly as a resource for students to recover credits.
All of the online instruction staff have been trained by
Edgenuity and fully understand the policies, procedures,
pacing plans and assessment guidelines in order to support
student learning.
Edgenuity has a technical support department that can answer
any questions regarding the delivery of the online
instructional program

Edgenuity registration
LZ Certificates

Supervision and Evaluation
A4.5. Indicator: The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures in order to
promote professional growth of staff.
A4.5. Prompt: How effective are the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The LAUSD has implemented the EDST (formerly TGDC)
teacher evaluation platform that is tied to the Teacher and
Learning Framework. The district has identified 13 focus
elements from the TLF on which each teacher will be
evaluated,

TGDC platform archives
ILT Agendas and sign ins
PD agendas and sign ins
Department meeting notes
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ECA RFP
The process consists of the following:
Teacher self reflection
Teacher Self identification of areas of growth,
Teacher Growth Plan
A growth planning conference with the teacher and principal
Optional principal identified area of growth
One formal lesson plan created by the teacher
A lesson plan conference where teacher and principal discuss
the lesson plan
At least one pre-observation by the principal to evaluate
growth plan progress and to prepare for formal observation
A formal observation of the lesson
A post observation conference between the principal and the
teacher to review evidence of all 13 focus elements observed
during the observation.
Formal rating of the teacher.
The entire staff has been evaluated formally over the past
three years in EDST
In edition, the Principal and AP are members of the ILT and
are full participants in the weekly PD. AP and principal rotate
to observe department meetings.
The principal is evaluated by the instructional director through
a the EDSSL platform tied to the LAUSD School Leadership
Framework. The assistant principal is not evaluated because it
is a half time position..

A4.5. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: How effective is the school’s supervision and evaluation
procedures in order to promote professional growth of online instructional staff, including their technological
competencies and use of technology within the curriculum, and their fulfilling requirements for quality
student-teacher interaction?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The principal's office is adjacent to the computer lab where
online instruction takes place. The principal is able to observe
the effectiveness of the online instruction program. Student
progress in online courses is monitored consistently, and the
principal and online instructor discuss strategies to help
struggling students.
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All staff monitoring the online instruction program attended
Edgenuity training.
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A5.

Resources Criterion

The human, material, physical, and financial resources are sufficient and utilized effectively and
appropriately in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) and LCAP to support students in
accomplishing the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard G: Financial and Material Resources: A quality online program has
adequate financial and material resources to accomplish the mission of the organization. These resources are
appropriately planned for and expended using sound business practices. [iNACOL Standard G 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Allocation Decisions and Their Impact
A5.1. Indicator: There is a relationship between the decisions about resource allocations, the school’s
vision, mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, the critical learner needs, the district’s LCAP and the
Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA), the academic standards, and the college- and careerreadiness standards. The school leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions.
A5.1. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the resources are allocated to meet the school’s vision,
mission, the schoolwide learner outcomes, the critical learner needs, the student needs identified in the
district LCAP and the SPSA, the academic standards, and the college- and career-readiness standards.
Determine the extent to which leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions. What
impact has the process for the allocation of resources made on student learning?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The staff of the ECA was motivated to become a separate pilot
school largely out of frustration with the budget situation at
Jefferson High School, at which they were previously an offsite SLC. Budget decisions were often made with no input
from our staff members, and because we were off site, many
of the budget decisions did not even include the needs of the
students we were serving. The ECA students were not
succeeding at the main campus, and needed more resources,
not less. So the ECA has learned by example to include all
stakeholders in making budget decisions that are aligned with
the needs of the students

District LCAP
ECA staffing allocations
SPSA
SBAC scores
CDE Website
MyData
SBAC scores
SES Data
College Class performance
Data

Much of the budget for the ECA is decided at the district level,
based on staffing ratios and LCAP goals determined after
extensive community meetings with various stakeholders
throughout the district. Because of our high concentration of
financially disadvantaged, English Learners and/or foster
youth., we are allocated TSP funding to target resources to
assist students in these categories.
Our SPSA is aligned with the district LCAP. and includes the
critical learner needs. The SPSA is updated annually based on
student performance data and identified student needs. It is
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approved annually by the SSC which includes the principal,
parents, teachers and additional staff.
The ELAC committee advises the SSC on how to best allocate
funds to meet the needs of ELs..
The ECA mission and vision incorporate the SLOs in their
language, and the SLOs are aligned to the district LCAP as
follows:
SLO:
District LCAP Goal:
Show Up
100% attendance
Grow up
Safe School/
Parent Community Engagement
Step Up
Proficiency for All
Never Give Up 100% graduation
The goal of allocating resources is to ensure that students meet
the academic and college and career readiness standards and
are ready to thrive in their personal and professional lives.
The process for allocating resources includes the input from all
stakeholders as described above. One area of growth for the
ECA is to get more participation from parents on both the
ELAC committee and the SSC.
Because we have students from over 60 different schools
attending the ECA, the families live in a wide area that is often
an inconvenient distance from the school. Our community
representative is charged with encouraging more parents to
become active participants in the governance of the ECA.

Practices
A5.2. Indicator: There are processes operating in relationship to district practices for developing an annual
budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting practices.
A5.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s processes in relationship to district practices for
developing an annual budget, conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and
accounting practices, including protections against mishandling of institutional funds. (Note: Some of this
may be more district-based than school-based.)
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The ECA annually goes through the district budget

Principal’s handbook
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development process. Student performance data is analyzed
and used to create the SPSA. After receiving input from the
ELAC committee and other stakeholders, the SPSA is
approved by the SSC. The school is then given a budget
appointment at district headquarters.
During the budget appointment., The principal and Title 1
coordinator meet with district personnel to ensure the SPSA
budget items comply with policies and mandates.

LAUSD Budget Development
Web Site
BTS web site
ECA Budget Availability
Financial Manager notes and
paperwork
Fiscal specialist notes and
Paperwork
SPSA

Finally, the principal and Title 1 coordinator meet with the
ECA fiscal specialist who signs off on the SPSA. The fiscal
specialist also continuously monitors the ECA budget, and
approves any and all budget adjustments and identifies and
corrects any irregularities.
At the school level, the budget is monitored by the principal
and the Senior Administrative Assistant (SAA). The SAA also
prepares the payroll for all staff and processes orders and
expenditures using district PO’s or the school P card
(mastercard.) These accounts are reconciled regularly.
The ECA is also assigned an itinerant (1 day per week)
financial manager, who oversees the impress account, which is
similar to a petty cash account controlled by the principal for
minor expenses.
The ECA otherwise complies with all district spending
procedures and guidelines in order to provide the resources
necessary to support the instructional program.
The effect of allocation of resources has had a positive effect
on student learning. SBAC scores increased dramatically from
the calibration test year of 2014-2015 to the first year of
official implementation in 2015-2016. The School Experience
Survey reflects positive growth in the areas of student
achievement and self-efficacy.
Facilities
A5.3. Indicator: The school’s facilities are adequate to meet the students’ learning needs, support the
educational program (i.e., accomplish the vision, mission, and the schoolwide learner outcomes) and are
safe, functional, and well-maintained.
A5.3. Prompt: Determine the extent to which the facilities enable the school to maintain a learning
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environment to meet the educational health and safety needs of students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The ECA is in unique situation regarding facilities. We have
just completed negotiating a five year lease renewal. The lease
covers the renting of 5 classrooms and a computer lab/office
suite on the third floor of Sage Hall on the campus of LA
Trade Tech College.

LAUSD/LATTC lease
agreement
Student College Class data
SBAC Scores
School Report Card

LATTC provides many of the facilities and services that
would normally be provided by the school site.
•Full time Nursing services
•Plant Manager
•Health Teacher
•PE Teacher
•Art/Music Teacher
•Unlimited Elective Choices
•FAFSA computer lab
•College Counseling Services
•LA County Sheriff Patrols Campus
•Library
•Foster Youth Office
•Athletic Facilities including pool
Full service Copy center
The LAUSD Board approved the lease renewal. The lease
payment is made through the district and is not part of the
ECA annual budget.
Historically, the ECA has been allocated some of the least
desirable classroom facilities on the campus. The current
facility is one of the oldest buildings on campus and in need of
updating. During the lease negotiations the principal lobbied
for more office space and classrooms, but the lease was
approved for the existing space, which the ECA staff considers
inadequate for the number of students and staff. The principal
continues to lobby for more space through the LATTC
facilities department.
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Daily maintenance is provided by the college staff as well as
IT and phone services. Despite the less than ideal facilities, the
students and staff are able to maintain a safe and healthy
learning environment.

Instructional Materials and Equipment
A5.4. Indicator: The policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional
materials and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual, support technology,
manipulatives, and laboratory materials are effective.
A5.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the policies and procedures for acquiring and maintaining
adequate instructional materials and equipment, such as technology tools and software, the support
systems for technology, software, textbooks, other printed materials, library media resources,
manipulatives, and laboratory materials for instruction including online.

Findings

Supporting Evidence

The LAUSD has policies and procedures related to adequate
instructional materials. The ECA certifies yearly compliance
with the Williams Consent Decree that ensures that all
students have access to the required textbooks for each of
their classes. In addition, the ECA purchases all required
textbooks for students taking LATTC college classes.

Williams Consent Decree
SPSA
Purchase Orders
ECA Budget Availability
Teacher Wish Lists

During budget development, teachers are informally surveyed
during PD to prioritize equipment and materials purchases for
the following year. This information is brought to the SSC for
approval if categorical funds are to be used.
Teachers can also request the purchase of other printed
materials, library media resources, manipulatives, and
laboratory materials and other additional materials through
the .Senior Administrative Assistant (SAA). The SAA gets
approval for the purchases from the principal and orders them
through the appropriate vendor.
The ECA currently has nearly a 1-1 ratio of technology
devices per student. The inventory is as follows:
32
35
70
30
30

desktops in the computer lab
MacBook Pros in rolling computer carts
IPADS dedicated mainly for testing
IPads in a rolling laptop cart
Kindle Fire devices
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We struggle to fully utilize all of the devices. While
technology carts and the computer lab are fully functional and
utilized daily, the testing carts and Kindles are valuable
materials that are under-utilized. We need to develop a plan to
convert the testing iPads so they can be used for daily
instructional purposes. The plan must also include gaining a
stronger, uniform WiFi signal that will allow entire classrooms
to utilize the technology. The plan should also include a staff
member dedicated to maintaining and updating software and
devices.
The Edgenuity online software was purchased through an
allocation targeting students who are behind on A-G courses.
ECA students have full access to the LATTC library and its
materials.
The ECA also receives several thousand books and novels
each year from the Townsend Press Foundation, which
sponsors a reading challenge for our students. For every 10
books students read, they receive $100.00. ECA students have
read thousands of books each year and earned in excess of $
50,000 in reading awards since the program began 15 years
ago.

Well-Qualified Staff
A5.5. Indicator: Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and ongoing professional
development of a well-qualified staff for all programs such as online instruction and college and career.
A5.5. Prompt: Determine if the resources are available to hire, nurture, and provide ongoing professional
development for a well-qualified staff. Include specifics if online, IB, and/or college and career preparation
programs are in place.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The LAUSD provides numerous PD opportunities for
teachers. Most of them are free of charge and offered either
during school hours (when a substitute teacher is required) or
after school, on weekends or during non-instructional periods
(when the $25.00 district training rate would be paid. The
district often pays for the expenses related to these PD
sessions. The ECA maintains adequate funding to allow for
teachers to participate in these trainings if the district does not
fund them. Our excellent staff attendance allows the ECA to
re-purpose budgeted substitute teacher days for PD.

Learning Zone Website
PD Schedule
TGDC platform
LAUSD Website
LAUSD Central Website
ECA Budget Availability
CTC Website
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The LAUSD website maintains a list of PD class offerings.
Some of them can be taken online, free of charge, at the
teacher’s convenience via the Learning Zone website. The
ECA is located in Local District Central, A list of PD
opportunities is maintained on the instruction web page.
Several staff members are participating in college and career
preparation courses. The PSW is enrolled in an
Administrative Credential program at USC, while the principal
and Title 1 coordinator are enrolled in district cohorts that will
advance their current careers.
The USC course is at the employee's expense, but the district
programs are grant funded and the funding will continue until
the programs are completed.

Long-Range Planning
A5.6. Indicator: The district and school’s processes for regularly and effectively aligning the Local Control
Accountability Plan (LCAP) with site resource decisions ensures the continual availability and coordination
of appropriate funds to support students’ achievement of the critical learner needs, the academic
standards, college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
A5.6. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of these processes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The ECA Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) is
aligned to the district LCAP. The LAUSD format for the
SPSA is aligned with the LCAP prioritizes as set by the
district after input from all stakeholders. LAUSD annually
surveys all stakeholders and provides multiple information and
community input sessions throughout the year to contribute to
the overall district’s priorities.
The LCAP is required to identify annual goals, specific actions
geared toward implementing those goals, and must measure
progress for student subgroups across multiple performance
indicators based on eight priorities set by the State. The
priorities must be aligned to the district’s spending plan. The
LCAP must be approved before the annual district budget can
be adopted. Once the budget and LCAP are adopted at the
local level the plan will be reviewed by the County
superintendent and ensure alignment of projected spending
toward goals and services. A requirement in the development
of the LCAP is to solicit input from parents, teachers, students,
local bargaining units, staff and other community members in

LAUSD district website/LCAP
SPSA
ECA RFP
Vision PD Agenda
Vision/Mission Community
meeting agenda and sign in
ECA/LATTC college class
data
WASC report
District LCAP
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regard to what they think which goals would be most effective
for implementation in our schools toward reaching state
priorities.
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ACS WASC Category A. Organization: Vision and Purpose,
Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources:
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category A are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified critical learner needs (Chapter III).
Summary (including comments about the critical learner needs)

Early College Academy’s mission, vision, and student learner outcomes are aligned to our profile
data, LCAP, 21st Century Skills, and educational research. We include our stakeholder groups in a
continuous cycle of school improvement. Our Pilot School system of distributive leadership
allows for teachers, parents, and students to become involved in the decision making processes of
our school. Our Instructional Leadership Team meets regularly to plan professional development
and analyze data. We follow LAUSD, State, and Federal mandates to ensure our staff members
are highly qualified to teach their courses. Our SSC and Governing Board make budgetary
decisions that support our Single Plan and WASC action plan. Our facilities are adequate for
instruction, although we have some teachers who don’t have their own classroom and have very
limited office space for support staff.
Since initial WASC certification, Early College Academy has increased funding and positions to
better serve the needs of all students. This increase in funding and personnel has much of the
support services that our mostly at risk student population needs. The extra personnel has allowed
us to target student needs to address the critical learner needs of our high risk student population.
(Critical Learner Need #3) We acquired technology and implemented the SBAC and other state
mandated assessments to fidelity. Through the exposure of technology and CCSS resources we
our Math and English test score improved. However the low initial scores are not to a level that
we are anywhere near satisfied with for either Math or English Language Arts. (Critical Learner
Needs #1 & #2) Our SPSA and LCAP goals align with our Schoolwide Learner Outcomes and
ECA performs professional development with all of these goals in mind.
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category A.
Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership, Staff, and Resources:
Areas of Strength

1 ) The staff of the Early College Academy involves all stakeholders in developing and
maintaining a clear vision, mission and purpose. Because of the unique nature of the school,
located on a college campus and servicing a historically under-served population, the staff takes
pride in the positive effect they have on the lives of the students and the community. The mission
and vision were revisited this year with input from all stakeholders. Some of the language was
changed, but it is still clear that the ECA is dedicated to improving student achievement so
students can thrive in both their personal and professional lives.
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2)
The ECA, by becoming a pilot school, has dramatically increased the resources available to
help the students succeed academically. The year before we became a pilot school, the ECA staff
consisted of one coordinator/English teacher, one counselor/math teacher, one social studies
teacher and one science teacher. No support staff was assigned to the SLC. Now that we have
become a pilot school, many more resources are available to help students succeed.
Along with the additional staff, we now how have our own budget that we can allocate to best
help our students succeed. We have increased the resources dedicated to helping students
succeed five fold since becoming a pilot school in 2013. So one of our strengths is recognizing
what our students need to attend school regularly, gain proficiency, involve the parents and
community, enjoy a safe school environment and graduate from the ECA. , We know what our
students need, and we find the resources to support them.
3) The ECA has created a student-centered, teacher led school where teachers, students, staff and
parents make data driven decisions about how best to help students succeed. The ECA prides
itself on being a school where teachers enjoy coming to work, and students appreciate the
opportunity to not only graduate from high school, but get a head start on get a head start on the
college and career of their dreams.

Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and
Resources: Areas of Growth

1.)The staff at the ECA needs to plan and implement a system to recruit and nurture more parent
and community participation in the governance of the school. While parents attend parent nights
and back to school nights, and participate in the initial interview process with the student, It is
difficult to get parents to commit to serving on the ELAC and SSC. It is important to have a
legitimate parent voice when planning for student success..
2) ECA needs to improve internal and external communication in order to improve transparency
and better promote our school. The new website has been under construction during the fall
semester, but now it needs so be utilized to provide a reliable form of both external and internal
communication, We need to take notes at PD and Department meetings and create a system where
these notes are available for all stakeholders to access. Although we are a small school and much
of our communication is conducted person to person, we need to have systems in place in case
there is a large turnover of staff or we begin to expand our school.
3) ECA needs to create more measurable ties to the Professional Development and student
learning. We need to create a systems for professional development evaluation and
implementation. Although there is peer observation, and formal evaluation, we have no systematic
way of measuring whether the strategies are being utilized in the classroom.
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Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
B1. Rigorous and Relevant Standards-Based Curriculum Criterion
All students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards-based curriculum that supports the
achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes. Through standards-based learning (what is taught and how it is taught), these are
accomplished.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard J: Curriculum and Course Design: A quality online program will have a well
thought-out approach to its curriculum and course design whether it develops its own courses and/or licenses
curriculum from other educational providers. [iNACOL Standard J, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Current Educational Research and Thinking
B1.1. Indicator: The school uses current educational research related to maintain a viable, meaningful
instructional program that prepares students for college, career, and life.
B1.1. Prompt: Evaluate how effective the school uses current educational research related to the curricular
areas to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

At ECA we are a unique bridge program that is located on the
campus of LA Trade Tech Community College. The majority
of students are enrolled in at least one college class throughout
the year either during or after ECA regular hours.

PD Agendas

All courses have academic content standards. Additionally, all
courses have instructional guides, textbooks, and other
instructional materials to support instruction. Teachers receive
district and school site sponsored professional development
regarding academic standards analysis and use of instructional
materials throughout the school year. Teachers also receive
training regarding differentiated instructional strategies and
common core and cpm implementation.
ECA currently uses the LAUSD Teaching and Learning
Framework to plan, discuss, deliver and reflect upon standards
based lessons as well as to improve overall instructional
practice. Administrators and teachers participate in district
sponsored professional developments which provide training
on the use of the Teaching and Learning Framework to
facilitate understanding on what is taught and how it is taught.
At the school site, administrators and teachers jointly review
the Teaching and Learning Framework lesson planning
template that identifies the academic standard, learning
objective(s), student learner profiles, and (scaffold)
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instructional activities to support effective lesson
implementation. Administrators also use the Teaching and
Learning Framework to conduct teacher observations and
provide feedback regarding the content and delivery of
instruction.
Students have the opportunity to participate in a rigorous,
relevant and coherent standards-based curriculum. The
California State Standards provide a blueprint of the skills and
concepts students are expected to master. Teachers can access
all curriculum framework and instructional guides online.
State curriculum frameworks, California State standards,
District Instructional guides, teacher and district developed
materials and real-life lesson experiences contribute to a
challenging curriculum. The implementation of a standardsbased curriculum and ECAs school wide learner outcomes are
seen in classrooms in multiple ways. Teachers have standards
posted as well as student work samples posted. Students can
be seen working in cooperative groups which supports the
school wide learning goals of collaborative workers and
effective communicators. In many classrooms there is also
evidence of a standards-based curriculum by students
effectively communicating the learning objectives and goals.

LAUSD District Website and
Core Content curriculum
guides

Peer Observations

Academic and College- and Career-Readiness Standards for Each Area
B1.2. Indicator: The school has defined academic standards and college- and career-readiness standards
for each subject area, course, and/or program.
B1.2. Prompt: Determine the extent to which there are defined academic standards and college- and
career-readiness standards for each subject area, course, and/or program that meet state or
national/international standards and, where applicable, expectations within courses that meet the UC “a-g”
requirements. (This includes examination of the annual submission of course syllabus approval to UC for
all AP courses. Verify that the facility requirements for "wet labs" are met for all lab science courses.)
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA is in its third year of the quarter system. The students are Master Schedule
enrolled in 4 classes for 10 weeks at a time. This occurs 4
times a year. This provides the students to have 2 more
School Calendar
additional classes than a traditional 1 x 6 high school schedule.
This also allows for students to be placed in an additional math
intervention course. This is targeting the low math scores that
the school has. Intervention courses are directly aligned to the
core course and are designed to address skills and concepts
that students will need to know in order to demonstrate
mastery of academic standards in the content course.
ECA does not offer AP courses at our school. They are not
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needed due to the dual enrollment in college courses. Most of
the college classes are transferable to CSU and UC, as
determined by LATTC.
Additionally all courses have instructional guides, textbooks,
and other instructional materials to support instruction. All
teacher and students have an adequate number of textbooks for
each student. Teachers receive district and school site
sponsored professional development regarding academic
standards analysis and use of instructional materials
throughout the school year.

PD and Department Agendas
CMP (New math textbooks)
professional development
Certification

Williams/Valenzuela
Compliance

B1.2. Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the extent to which the online curriculum/courses
consistently meet state academic standards. Determine if there is effective integration of outsourced
curriculum into the program.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Early College Academy uses LAUSD approved online
learning platforms that consistently met the state academic
standards. The LAUSD District Office of Instruction certifies
using content specialist and the Office of Instructional
Technology Initiative approve that the online content course
met state academic standards. In the 2013-14 through 2014-15
LAUSD’s approved online platform known as APEX. APEX
was switched to due the lack of alignment with the new
common core standards that were adopted by the State and
District. APEX was switched to Edgenuity starting the 201516 school year and is the current online platform that ECA
uses. LAUSD Office of Instructional Technology Initiative
assess that the online courses aline with the CA academic
standards. This district office provides the school site
counselors with lists of courses that eligible for course work
that meet both the district and state graduation standards as
well as the courses that fulfill the A-G requirements for the
CSU and UC systems.
Edgenuity has two versions of the program, a blended and
prescriptive model. "Blended" Implementation
(EDG/APX): Instruction is delivered by an LAUSD
credentialed instructor and the digital content is provided by
the online vendor. Prescriptive versions (EDGP/APXP):
When available, both virtual and blended implementation
models may offer a course in a prescriptive (mastery-based)
version. These courses are the same as the core (original

LAUSD district Website Office of Instruction
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credit) version with a “test-out” feature.
In the current school, LAUSD provided all schools that use
online programs the ability to pick between APEX and
Edgenuity, ECA picked the Edgenuity courses because the
certified teachers chose the Edgenuity program because the
students had more guidance with the online and had higher
grades in Edgenuity than with APEX.
Congruence
B1.3. Indicator: There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic
standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
B1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which there is congruence or consistency between the actual
concepts and skills taught, the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The extent of the congruence between concepts and skills are
taught is somewhat effective. Faculty design standards based
lessons using the state Common Core and the concepts and
skills are being taught in classes. The shift in the way of
teaching concepts and skills as opposed to content driven
lessons has been a difficult transition for some of our faculty.
This shift has been seen in the SBAC scores that are below
average compared to district and state standards. PD had been
utilized to address this shift in philosophy.
As a bridge program between high school and LA Trade Tech
College, all students are expected to take college classes as
well as high school classes. LATTC also partners with ECA to
provide classes that are purposefully designed to provide our
students with technical/career based college courses such as
Diesel Technology, Welding, Health Occupation Career
courses and Basic Skills classes. Students understand how
their high school education leads to their next academic or
career steps. This is seen through their actually being enrolled
in college classes, whether they are general education classes
or career/technical vocational training course.

CSSS Standards
PD Agendas

Dual Enrollment Agreement

Individual student’s college
schedules/college transcripts

Teaching and Learning
Framework

Lessons in the classes are standard aligned to both the CA
state and CA Common core standards. Teachers are all
regularly evaluated (every single teacher in the last three
years) using the teaching and learning framework to ensure
that the lessons are standards based.
Integration Among Disciplines
B1.4. Indicator: There is integration and alignment among academic and career technical disciplines at the
school and where applicable, integration of outsourced curriculum into the program so that curricular
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integrity, reliability, and security are maintained.
B1.4. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent is there integration among disciplines and where applicable,
integration of outsourced curriculum into the program so that curricular integrity, reliability, and security are
maintained.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Due to the small number of teachers and the large variety of
class offerings there is little to no planned integration of
interdisciplinary lessons or projects among the faculty.
Individual teachers have integrated multiple subject matter
together occasionally, but it is not the focus of the school at
this time. We are working at the initial stages of
interdisciplinary projects, and project based learning, through
our grant with Big Picture Schools during our professional
development time over the last 2 years.

PD Agendas

Articulation and Follow-up Studies
B1.5. Indicator: The school articulates regularly with feeder schools, local colleges and universities, and
technical schools. The school uses follow-up studies of graduates and others to learn about the
effectiveness of the curricular program.
B1.5. Prompt: Determine the extent to which the school articulates curricular programs and expectations
with its feeder schools, local colleges and universities, and technical schools. Explain how the school uses
follow-up studies of graduates and others to learn about the effectiveness of the curricular program.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Early College Academy regularly works with feeder school
through outreaches and option fairs. ECA does not have the
traditional “feeder” school experience of many other high
schools because we do not maintain a 9th grade. Recruitment
of students is done through various methods and we are
targeting predominately students who are high risk, so we do
not consult with the middle schools on articulation of
curriculum.
The focus of Early College Academy is to create a bridge
program between the high school and college experience. ECA
works closely with our dual enrollment partners at LATTC to
create a smooth transition to college classes and the college
environment as possible for the students. To create that bridge
the college provides a orientation twice a year for the first few
weeks of the college semester specifically for our ECA
students. We also have placed an importance on excelling on
the college entrance exams for the community colleges, TABE
and ACCUPLACER. (The TABE test is also an entrance exam
for adult school programs, which may be a next step for
students who are not successful in our school.) The teachers
during professional development time have all taken the exam,

Recruitment Events
Logs/Emails
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so that they can teach the skills on the exams in their current
subject matter courses. The students take the TABE exam
during the fall and or spring orientation during the opening
weeks of school. All students enroll in both ECA and LATTC.
The students who attend college classes can come to the ECA
faculty or the college tutoring center. ECA does not offer
enrichment curriculum , only core subject matter classes.
Enrichment/elective credits must be taken at the college level.
All classes taken at LATTC are transferable to any other LA
Community College District colleges, and select classes are
transferable to CSU/UC.
We track students college and high school GPA. The students
have a higher college GPA than high school GPA on average.
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B2.

Access to Curriculum Criterion

All students have equal access to the school’s entire program and are provided assistance with a personal
learning plan to meet the requirements of graduation and are prepared for the pursuit of their academic,
personal, and career goals.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard H: Equity and Access: A quality online program’s policies and practice
support students’ ability to access the program. Accommodations are available to meet a variety of student needs.
[iNACOL Standard H, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Variety of Programs — Full Range of Choices
B2.1. Indicator: All students are able to make appropriate choices and pursue a full range of realistic
college and career and/or other educational options. The school provides for career exploration,
preparation for postsecondary education, and pre-technical training for all students.
B2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes to allow all students to make appropriate
choices and pursue a full range of realistic college and career and/or other educational options. Discuss
how the school ensures effective opportunities for career exploration, preparation for postsecondary
education, and pre-technical training for all students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA is a bridge program that works directly with LA Trade
Tech to offer student a vast range of course options in the
General Education, Special Education,college courses that
meet graduation and A-G course requirements. All
instructional programs are available to students. Student at
ECA are able to utilize an actual college or career/technical
vocational program so that they can explore their interests in a
real world way that traditional high schools do not offer on a
large scale.

ECA Application
Individual College Schedules
Dual Enrollment Agreement

ECA is a school that students have to want to attend, the
student and their parent must complete an application and
interview process to be enrolled into the school. The student
and the parent both are made aware that the student is now to
be a college student.
ECA has a variety of resources that are available for students
to utilize to guide their options for their post high school
choice. Since the ECA campus is located on LATTC, ECA
regularly takes the whole high school to campus transfer fairs,
college days, career technical fairs, and cash for college fairs.

Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum
B2.2. Indicator: A rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum that includes real world applications is
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accessible to all students through all courses/programs offered.
B2.2. Prompt: Evaluate students’ access to a rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum across all
programs that includes real world applications. To what extent do the instructional practices of teachers
and other activities facilitate access and success for all students ?
Findings

Supporting Evidence

All classes at ECA are core content classes taught by
certificated staff who are certified in their content area. The
instruction they provide is based on CA content standards
and CA Common Core State Standards. The classes are
differentiated to students needs and levels. The curriculum is
rigorous and coherent. The direction of professional
development for the 2016-17 school year is to make provide
a toolbox of strategies to each teacher to make their lessons
more engaging and relevant for each student, and to
hopefully have a real world application. The teachers are at
varying levels in this process.

PD Agendas

The LAUSD Office of Instruction provide department
curriculum maps and sample lessons for each core content
LAUSD District Website
area per grade level. The district also has interim assessments
for each core content area per grade level.
ECA provides the following academic support programs for
students to ensure that they are meeting graduation
requirements:
● The Dual Enrollment agreement with LATTC allows
students to take college courses based on their elective
needs and their interest.
● Tutoring is provided before and after school in all
subjects by individual content teachers.
● Counselors meet with each individual students, at least
once a quarter, to review graduation requirements and
deficiencies. Counselors make sure that each student is
placed in appropriate classes to meet the A-G
requirements for university admissions.
● Incentives are provided for students who are doing
well and meeting graduation requirements, including
Honor Rolls, certificates of achievement, and award
ceremonies for academics and attendance.

Dual Enrollment Agreement
Tutoring Logs
IGPS

Attendance Ceremony Pictures
and awards

B2.2. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the procedures to ensure that students have
access to courses that meet the UC “a-g” requirements, including lab courses.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

Since ECA students are not solely enrolled in the online
programs, they have access to all of the school’s counseling
and courses.

IGPs

Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration
B2.3. Indicator: Parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing and monitoring a student’s personal
learning plan and their college and career and/or other educational goals. (This includes the evaluation of
whether online instruction matches the student’s learning style.)
B2.3. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent parents, students, and staff collaborate in developing, monitoring,
and revising a student’s personal learning plan and their college and career and/or other educational goals .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

There are many ways in which ECA staff monitors and makes
appropriate changes in students personal learning plans.
Upon entry to ECA students must do an interview with the
principal and their parent to determine if this school is a good
match for the student. The student, parent, and principal all
review the student’s transcript and create the students initial
individual graduation plans (I.G.P) and course schedule. The
student is then walked through the process of applying to
LATTC and how to register for college classes. These college
classes are self selected by the student according to interest
and need, and approved, by the principal.
Due to the small size of our school population, less than 200,
and small staff, each teacher develops a more personal
relationship with the students they teach. ECA teachers try to
create a personalized approach to learning for their students
that is geared toward the student’s interest and life goals.

ECA Applications
Application Interviews
IGPs

Counselors meet with students at least once a quarter to review
A-G requirements and individual graduation plans (I.G.P).
Every grading period students are placed on a Student Success
Student Success Lists
List, and those who are getting a D or F in 2 or more classes,
or with 4 or more U’s in cooperation or work habits. These
students are targeted for more intensive interventions. This
starts with goal setting to increase their class grades. Then they Student SMART Goals from
are provided with before or after school tutoring to get them
intervention meetings
additional academic support. If the issue is socioemotional in
nature they are referred to our social worker for more support.
Group Attendance Rosters
Student progress reports are also given to students and mailed
home to parents/guardians, so that students and their family
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can become aware if the student need to STEP UP and/or
SHOW UP to become more successful.
Teachers regularly review grades with students during class
time. Teacher are also present for parent nights to consult on
grades at least once a quarter.

Report Cards

Teachers refer students who are not meeting desired learner
outcomes to the counselor or the COST team for additional
support and monitoring. Individual students who are a concern
are also regularly discussed with the whole staff at
professional development.

PD Agendas

Parent Communication Logs

Parent Conference Logs
IEP meeting sign-ins

IEP teams hold IEPs throughout the year to monitor student
progress towards meeting graduation and A-G course
requirements. IEP teams also meet annually with each student
enrolled in Special Education to discuss future academic goals
and career options.
Post High School Transitions
B2.4. Indicator: The school implements strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to college, career,
and other postsecondary high school options and regularly evaluates their effectiveness.
B2.4. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to college,
career, and other postsecondary high school options .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA is highly effective and successful at facilitating the
transition from high school to college or career and other
postsecondary high school options.
ECA staff and administration work closely with student and
parents in teaching them how to navigate the enrollment and
registration process for college classes. We are truly a bridge
program that helps student, most who would be drop-outs,
participate in college.

Parent Night Agenda/Sign-ins

The focus of Early College Academy is to create a bridge
program between the high school and college experience. ECA Dual Enrollment Agreement
works closely with our dual enrollment partners at LATTC to
create a smooth transition to college classes and the college
environment as possible for the students. To create that bridge
the college provides a orientation twice a year for the first few
School Calendar
weeks of the college semester specifically for our ECA
students.
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Students with IEPs are strongly encouraged to communicate
their IEP status with the LATTC Students with Disabilities
office so they can receive their mandated assistance in their
college classes too. The student and their parent/guardian are
required to meet with the office and provide their IEP.
Almost all of our students are enrolled in both ECA and
LATTC. The student who attend college classes can come to
the ECA faculty or the college tutoring center. ECA does not
offer enrichment curriculum , only core subject matter classes.
Enrichment/elective credits must be taken at the college level.
All classes taken at LATTC are transferable to any other LA
Community College District colleges, and select classes are
transferable to CSU/UC or lead to a certification in a technical
field.

Individual student college
schedules and transcripts

LATTC offers classes specifically for our students at least
once a semester, including Basic Skills, Health Occupation
Certificate coursework, Diesel Technology, Welding, and
Carpentry. These are in addition to the typical college
catalogue of classes.
In addition to the partnership with LATTC, ECA provides
students who would like a traditional 4 year college experience Field Trip Slips
the PSAT, fee waivers for the SAT and college application
assistance after school. ECA also has taken the whole school
on college campus field trips to see CSU campuses including
CSU Fullerton and CSU Northridge.
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ACS WASC Category B. Standards-based Student Learning:
Curriculum
Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category B are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified critical learner needs (Chapter III).
Summary (including comments about the critical learner needs)

ECA has a unique program that allows student to access curriculum that they would not likely
have access to without being located on a college campus. The dual enrollment agreement and the
partnership with LATTC allows our students to all be college student part time while they are still
in high school. ECAs curriculum is based on standards based lessons and uses textbooks that are
approved by the district. Common Core State Standards are being utilized in curriculum
development. However, the shift in the way of teaching concepts and skills as opposed to content
driven lessons has been a difficult transition for some of our faculty. This shift has been seen in
the SBAC scores that are below average compared to district and state standards. (Critical Learner
Needs #1 & #2) ECA notes that we should be moving to a more student centered task based
curriculum that is more engaging for students. The ideal is to have ever student excited about the
curriculum presented in each class. This excitement should decrease the rate of absenteeism,
tradies, and habitual truant behavior. (Critical Learner Needs #1 & #2)
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category B.
Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Strength

1. ECAs partnership and dual enrollment agreement with LA Trade Tech allows students to
have access to an accelerated high school and college experience. This allows our students
to have opportunities to college and career options that other high schools may not have.
2. ECAs counseling staff performs Individual Graduation Plans for students twice more than
is district mandated. The students should all be aware of what curriculum they need to
complete in order to be A-G eligible and graduate high school in order to met their next
level of academic and personal goals.
Category B: Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Growth

1. ECA needs to continue to plan curriculum with a varied student population in mind. We
need to plan more relevant and student centered, task based lesson in all content areas, so
that students are more engaged and eager to attend class.
2. ECA staff need to continue to be exposed to professional development around Common
Core State Standards and the various ways to incorporate them fully into their course
curriculum that develop the skills that students need to meet and exceed those standards.

Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
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C1. Challenging and Relevant Learning Experiences Criterion
To achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes, all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning experiences.

Indicators with Prompts
Results of Student Observations and Examining Work
C1.1. Indicator: The students are involved in challenging and relevant work as evidenced by observations
of students working and the examination of student work.
C1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which all students are involved in challenging and relevant learning
to achieve the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes. Include how observing students working and examining student work have informed this
understanding. Provide evidence on how the school has evaluated the degree of involvement of students
with diverse backgrounds and/or abilities and how the school has modified instruction based on these
findings.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

In order to meet the academic needs of our students at ECA,
students are involved in diverse challenging learning experiences
to achieve standards and the school-wide learner outcomes.
Teachers plan and implement high and clear expectations to
students through standards-based and rigorous academic
instruction. Teachers provide different opportunities for learning
through effective teaching strategies and follow up that include
that includes student choice projects, culturally relevant
assessments, and rubrics. Teachers use informal, formal and
summative assessments to drive instruction. Based on these
assessment results teachers will modify or reteach skills/content
to best suit the needs of each student. This analysis is typically
done at the classroom level, due to the small nature of the
teaching staff in each content area to share will whole department
or grade level as is typical in a larger traditional high school.

Results of Assessments
College classes
Special ed. IEPs
Addressing the needs of each
student

The faculty also engages in teacher/peer observations with
focused instructional focus; i.e. academic conversations, quality
of questioning, to observe effective/engaging instruction and
provide feedback to teachers.
In addition, because of the partnership/dual enrollment
opportunity with LATTC, students are enrolled in rigorous
college level courses that allow students to earn college credit
and high school credit while preparing them for college or
technical vocational certification. As of 2016 these include
Friday afternoon classes that almost all students take.
English Learners and students with IEP are all mainstreamed into
“regular” classrooms. IEP students are provided support as
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mandated by IEPs and are additionally supported with an RSP
teacher in the areas of Math and English. English Learners are
placed in Sheltered Instruction courses where teacher use
multiple strategies (SDAIE) to support the needs of EL students.
Students who have not reclassified are place in an Advance
English Language Arts course (Language and Literature) that the
district mandated course is designed to meet the Federal and State
requirements for EL students.
As a school we have focused on reading across the contents as a
strategy to increase literacy rates school wide. This has been done
in various school wide pushes such as the Townsend Reading
contests, utilization of ReadTheory.org to determine lexile levels,
and the Townshend Essay contest. We have also instituted peer
observations.

Student Understanding of Learning Expectations
C1.2. Indicator: The students understand the standards/expected performance levels for each area of
study.
C1.2. Prompt: Examine and evaluate the extent to which students understand the standards/expected
performance levels that they must achieve to demonstrate proficiency .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The learning objectives are shared by the teacher with the
students during the beginning of class. Students are able to
articulate the instructional goal for the period to demonstrate
their understanding of the purpose of the lesson. Some teacher
teach using both objectives and essential/guiding questions.
Teacher often use rubrics for assignments and/or projects.

Standards, agendas, objectives
posted on each classroom
Class projects
assessments
Journal

Differentiation of Instruction
C1.3. Indicator: The school’s instructional staff members differentiate instruction, including integrating
multimedia and technology, and evaluate its impact on student learning.
C1.3. Prompt: Determine how effectively instructional staff members differentiate instruction, such as
integrating multimedia and technology, to address student needs. Evaluate the impact of this on student
learning..
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teachers at ECA effectively differentiate instruction using
different strategies and resources to impact student learning.
Teachers apply effective SDAIE strategies, the use of
graphic organizers and thinking maps, and the use of
personal technology and Internet. Teachers also integrate
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cooperative grouping, and gallery walks to stimulate
concepts. Finally, teachers apply the knowledge and
practice they gain through professional development
trainings on integrating of technology. ECA has multiple
computer and ipad carts that are used in the classroom. This
also allows students to use the internet and cloud based
software to complete multiple types of assessments.
Teachers use a variety of multimedia in the classroom
including powerpoints and video clips, websites, photos,
political cartoons , to provide visuals for El students in
sheltered instruction and other student to build on prior
knowledge and background information.
.
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C2.

Student Engagement Criterion

All teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and experiences beyond the
textbook and the classroom that actively engage students, emphasize higher order thinking skills, and help
them succeed at high levels.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard K: Instruction: A quality online program takes a comprehensive and
integrated approach to ensuring excellent online teaching for its students. This process begins with promising
practices but is equally committed to continuous improvement and adaptation to student learning needs through
professional development. [iNACOL Standard K, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Current Knowledge
C2.1. Indicator: Teachers are current in the instructional content taught and research-based instructional
methodology, including the integrated use of multimedia and technology.
C2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which teachers effectively use a variety of strategies including
multimedia and other technology in the delivery of the curriculum.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

The use of multimedia and other technology in the
delivery of the curriculum at ECA is addressed through
the use of google drive, Edgenuity, and Khan Academy.
Teachers and students also use software programs in math
and science that are enrichment programs that correspond
to the district approved textbooks. Students also use
available projectors and document readers to display final
projects, response documents along with rubrics, and
portfolios. Through the use of technology, students
analyze, interpret, and respond to higher order thinking
questions and connect to various learning strategies and
real life experiences.

pairs, groups, gallery walks,
guest speakers, past
assignments for models,
SDAIE strategies
Kahn Academy, EdGenuity,
Through available projectors,
document readers
●
●
●

Strategies learned at various workshops, required by district CPM
●
●

●
●
●

TIPS
Trainings/ Pds
○ Computer
○ Projects
○ Speakers
○ DOC camera
○ Software
Google Docs
Computer Lab
Model SBAC/CSAPP/ SRI

●
●
●
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●

Read theory

from training

C2.1. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate how teacher technology competencies are
assessed during online instruction.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

BT Edgenuity teachers have been trained by the district in
implementation.

Edgenuity Instructor Manual
Training certificate

Teachers as Coaches
C2.2. Indicator: Teachers facilitate learning as coaches to engage all students.
C2.2. Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the extent to which teachers use coaching strategies to facilitate
learning for all students. Provide examples such as equitable questioning strategies, guided and
independent practice, project-based learning, and other non-didactic techniques to engage students in their
own learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teachers at ECA work as coaches to facilitate learning by
providing all students effective modeled lessons. Many of
these lessons involve community based-instruction and
cooperative and collaborative learning appealing to diverse
modalities of learning (visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and
tactile) allow all teachers to take on more of a coaching role.
Examples Include:
● Student generated ( how/why) questions about topic
● Monitoring/ accountable
● talk
● Presentation rubrics
● Peer tutoring
● Groupings ( homogeneous / heterogeneous)
● Random question strategies ( cell phone generated
Popsicle sticks)
● Group roles (Leader/recorder/presenter/reader)

Class assignments,
Essays, SLP, small groups
Projects
Groups
“Students work on and submit
essays, posters, or other
projects as evidence of their
learning”
●
●
●
●

●

st question posters (
yellow poster paper)
Classroom obs.
Rubric
Before + after
assessments
observation of in class
collaborations
Essential question
posted

Examination of Student Work
C2.3. Indicator: Students demonstrate that they can apply acquired knowledge and skills at higher
cognitive levels to extend learning opportunities.
C2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which students demonstrate a) that they are able to organize, access
and apply knowledge they already have acquired; b) that they have the academic tools to gather and
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create knowledge and c) that they have opportunities to use these tools to research, inquire, discover, and
invent knowledge on their own and communicate this.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Content areas teachers implement a variety of strategies that
allow the students to access content on their own such as
deliberations/debates, thinking maps, Cornell Notetaking,
DBQs, student-based inquiry, and student choice in classroom
projects and assignments. Additionally, students are assigned
specific roles in projects and classes which allow them to
facilitate learning and accountability for learning.

College classes schedule
Projects
Group/individual Presentations
SLP
●
●
●

student work samples
Observation
Reading contest

students utilize a variety of strategies to demonstrate
knowledge including the following :
○ Student presentation
○ Research paper (bibliography)
○ Summative/formative/ informative assessment
● Multiple modality activities / projects
● Drafts of essay
● Debates/ deliberation
● Projects / student created film projects
● Mind maps/graphic organizers
● Reading contest
● TABE / accuplacer school wide
Students are than able to prove that they can utilize higher
level thinking skills to be able to participate in college level
coursework.

C2.3. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate and comment on the effectiveness of reviewing
student work online and online communications to determine the degree to which students are analyzing,
comprehending, and conducting effective research.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Edgenuity program creates a student grade that is based off
their automated assessments that the computer grades. This
process has been approved by the district as meeting the
course credits.

Edgenuity / LAUSD website.

C2.4. Indicator: Students demonstrate higher level thinking and problem solving skills within a variety of
instructional settings.
C2.4. Prompt: Evaluate and provide evidence on how well the representative samples of student work
demonstrate that students are able to think, reason, and problem solve in group and individual activities,
projects, discussions and debates, and inquiries related to investigation.
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Findings

Supporting Evidence

There are many ways in which students demonstrate
evidence by communicating their learning. Students
at ECA demonstrate structured learning and have
opportunities to research and communicate their
knowledge through cooperative learning, learning
stations, and completing culminating research tasks.
Students organize and access knowledge through
group and student expert settings, interactive
activities, and concept tasks of self- discovery with
final products.

Students demonstrate group presentations in which they
engage in discussions through handouts, gallery walks,
PowerPoint presentations. Students also use thinking
maps, graphic organizers, and models to connect
experience to classroom learning and write personal
statements.
●
●
●
●
●

Student generated questions
Analysis of science articles -> student work samples
Creating models
Student work samples/class obs.
DOK stems from teachers

Research presentations
Essays
Peer teaching
Oral presentations
Student’s videos
Test results
Posters on wall
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

Supervisor's
observation of growth
planning conferences
or other coaching or
other coaching
conferences
Notes from group
coaching session
INDIV teachers
reflections
notes/ photos from PD
Evidence of PD
planning in
departments
PD calendar
Teacher model lessons
in PD
Articles shared w/ staff
Best practices / new
learning strategies
discussed in PD
IlT Agendas & notes

C2.5. Indicator: Students use technology to support their learning.
C2.5. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate that
students use technology to assist them in achieving the academic standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes..
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Students work on a variety of different computer
platforms, software, and websites to submit various types
of assignments. The use of 21st century skills are the use
of Microsoft Word, Google Drive and e-mailing
correspondents. They learn how they can use Google
Drive to share work and work together to modify
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documents such as Google Docs and Google Sheets and
Google Slides.
Additionally courses use technology through:
● Online research
○ Evaluating online resources
○ Analyzing information from website
○ Bibliography citation websites
○ Desmos - Online Graphing
● Online wetlabs
○ Osmosis
○ Density
○ Buoyancy
○ Cell reproduction
● films/ youtube to help visualize/ engage
The use of technology varies from classroom to
classroom due to unreliable availability of internet
coverage in all classes. This issue proves to be a further
instructional challenge as some ECA students do not
have access to technology at home. Additional
computers are available for student use both before and
after school in the Computer Lab.

C2.6. Indicator: Students use a variety of materials and resources beyond the textbook.
C2.6. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which representative samples of student work demonstrate student
use of materials and resources beyond the textbook; availability of and opportunities to access data-based,
original source documents and computer information networks; and experiences, activities and resources
which link students to the real world.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Students at Early College Academy achieve the academic
standards and the School-wide learner outcomes through
the use technology. The availability and use of laptop and
IPAD carts, and computer lab allows students to access
online resources. Students also explore various websites in
order to research and prepare group or individual
presentations or projects such as videos or movies.
Students also collaborate and use personal cell phones
and graphic calculators when working in learning stations.
ECA Resources include:
Hardware :
● Laptops

Hardware: PCs, MacBooks,
iPads, phones
Software: MS Office, Docs,
Slide, Desmos, Read Theory,
Edgenuity, CPM
Browsers: Safari, Explorer,
Firefox, Chrome
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●
●
●

●

desktops(lab)
Ipads
phones

Written interviews

Software: ONLINE
● Desmos ( graphing calculator- online)
● CPM tools / training
● Youtube
● Kahn academy
● Google: calculator
The teachers use multiple outside resources in their
curriculum:
● Science articles> web based resources
● Parent interviews/ Primary source research
● Political Cartoons
● Current news articles
ECA students who are enrolled in college classes also have
access to all of the resources that the college provides,
including the college library, the college data bases, the
tutoring center, etc.
Real World Experiences
C2.7. Indicator: All students have access to and are engaged in career preparation activities.
C2.7. Prompt: Evaluate the degree of and the effectiveness of student access to career awareness,
exploration and preparation that may include such activities such as job shadowing, internships,
apprenticeship programs, regional occupational programs, career academy programs, on-the-job training
programs, community projects and other real world experiences that have postsecondary implications.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA is a bridge program with the goal of prepare students to
enter a college or career/vocational training. We do not have a
school focus/career academy because our student survey
from 2015-16 indicated that there was a large split in the type
of sectors that students wanted to enter post high school.

Mentoring: Warner Brothers,
DWP, HBO, STEEM Program,
LATTC’s Work Force, Trade
Classes offered

ECA takes advantage of the multiple opportunities that LATTC
provides including vocational/career focused courses
specifically for our students during and after school.
● Health occupation friday classes
● Dual enrollment agreement w/ tech college
● After school college diesel tech/ welding classes
Some students are enrolled in the LATTC Counseling class
that explores good college habits and career exploration.
Some students are enrolled in the college’s Basic Skills
course, which also has a career component to the curriculum.
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ECA partners with Youth Partnership Connections a
mentoring program that works with professionals from HBO
and Warner Brothers. While not a job shadow it does provide
the 30+ student who are part of it each year to develop
professional relationships and view professional work
environments.
ECA through LAUSD partners each year with the Department
of Water and Power to provide approximately 10 internships
for seniors who meet the eligibility requirements.
Individual teacher teach aspects of career and college
exploration as part of their curriculum as well. These include
● Class activities
● Guest Speakers
● You THINK ( organization that comes into class +
works w/ students
● Class assignment such as:
○ Career essays
○ Resume
○ Business letters
C2.7. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of opportunities within online
instruction for real world experiences and applications for the students.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Students are not solely online students. They still have access
to all of the resources and opportunities that ECA has.
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ACS WASC Category C. Standards-based Student Learning:
Instruction: Summary, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category C are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified critical learner needs (Chapter III).
Summary (including comments about the critical learner needs)

ECA has provides instruction that is based on Common Core State Standards and Content
Standards. However, the shift in the way of teaching concepts and skills as opposed to just content
driven lessons has been a difficult transition for some of our faculty. All teachers participate in
weekly department meetings to plan; however, there are different levels of rigor across subjects.
To address this shift we have been focused on peer observations and modeling best practices
during professional development. Instruction is The students have access to a large variety of
technology; however, it is not being utilized on a regular basis in all classes. In addition we need
to continue to develop instructional strategies to improve critical thinking and analysis of text and
other media using technology. There continues to be a critical need to help our students develop
their perseverance and grit in reading and analyzing complex text and mathematics (Critical
Learner Need #1 &2). We need to improve how we incorporate student choice and project based
learning into content level classes and maintain rigor. Another challenge continues to be how we
differentiate learning for our non-at risk students (A-G eligible).
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category C.
Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Strength

1. Because of our partnership with LATTC, we are able to provide an authentic college and
career exploration program for our students. From the initial interview, we identify
student interests and use the master schedules of both the ECA and LATTC to provide
opportunities for students to be exposed to relevant curriculum that will enhance their
choices as they decide on their future college and career paths.
2. Our students have access to technology that can enhance their learning experience. In
addition to a near 1:1 device to student ratio at the ECA, students also have access to all of
the LATTC facilities, including college library computer and learning labs.
3. Teachers personalize instruction for students. Because the ECA is a smaller school, and
students often have the same teacher for more than one class, teachers and students get to
know each better than at most schools. The Townsend reading and essay challenges allow
teachers to talk with students individually about their reading, and the essay allows
teachers to learn more details about the challenges and obstacles the students are facing.
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Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Growth

1. Teachers at the ECA need to continue to collaborate during department meetings and PD
to develop a toolbox of strategies to engage students in relevant, student centered, task
based learning. The block schedule, 90 minutes, classes need to be chunked, utilizing
relevant and engaging, rigorous tasks and activities around relevant themes and essential
questions using higher levels of DOK levels.
2. Teachers need to utilize 21st century tools in the classroom on a more regular basis. While
we have access to technology it is not being used consistently by students to demonstrate
their technological and multimedia skills.
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Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and
Accountability
D1. Using Assessment to Analyze and Report Student Progress Criterion
The school staff uses a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect, disaggregate, analyze,
and report student performance data to the school staff, students, parents, and other stakeholders.

Indicators with Prompts
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process
D1.1. Indicator: The school uses effective assessment processes to collect, disaggregate, and analyze
student performance data.
D1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the school’s assessment processes. This would include the
collection of data from state, national and local sources; the disaggregation of data for ethnic groups,
socioeconomic status, and students with disabilities; and the analysis of performance that provides
feedback as to how students are meeting the expectations of the academic standards (including Common
Core) and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA’s assessment processes vary from the school and district
level. LAUSD employs several assessments to gauge student
learning on a variety of levels, evaluating content-based
learning, literacy progress and skill development. Some of the
content-based tests employed by the district include: Smarter
Balance Assessment, PSAT, and CAASSP and District
Periodic Assessments. At the school site the TABE and
ACCUPLACER are also utilized. These examinations evaluate
student learning on academic content in comparison with
students from all across the district, state or nation. The school
district also utilizes several skill based exams. These exams
assess student skill development primarily in reading and
writing at grade level. The CELDT and SRI measures EL
growth from year to year and within the same year,
respectively. At the school site, the Spanish Placement Test
evaluates student proficiency with the Spanish language.

SBAC
CELDT
District Periodic Assessments
MyData
Student report cards
Analysis of student grades
Matriculation
Peer Observations
Professional Development
Parent meetings

Teachers use self-imposed informal assessment such as
academic conversations and Socratic questioning to assess
student learning as well. Teachers additionally employ
formative assessments such as performance task and end of
unit and academic terms exams, as well as a variety of
informal class assessments.
Student performance is disaggregated into a variety of
component parts for greater understanding of student
performance in regard to the standards. This is done through
State examinations looking at students’ grade level, areas of
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proficiency, classifications, ELD. The rationale for this is the
belief that by breaking apart the various areas of assessment
data, greater analysis can be rendered.
Many of these assessments are reported at both the local
school site as well as the District. This extends student
information to multiple stakeholders. ECA extends this
information to parents through Parent Conferences, Back to
School Night, and through electronic communication via
email, as well as through phone calls and mail.
Monitoring and Reporting Student Progress
D1.2. Indicator: The school informs and creates understanding through effective processes in order to
keep district, board, parents, and the business and industry community informed about student progress
toward achieving the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes.
D1.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the processes that inform and create understanding of the
appropriate stakeholders (governing board members, teachers, students, parents, business/industry
community) about student achievement of the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA and the LA Unified School District has a variety of ways
to inform all stakeholders about students achievement
according to both the academic and college and career
readiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
All lessons are based on the academic (content and common
core) standards.
Performance on state assessments are regularly reviewed by
governing boards such as school site council and target
performance goals on State assessments are part of the Single
Plan for Student Achievement.
Teachers look at performance indicators (state assessment
scores (CAASSP/SBACC/SRI/CELDT) TABE results,
ReadTheory.Org Lexile Levels, MyData data, D & F data
(Student Success List) are regularly monitored through
department and whole school professional development.
Data is transparent with all stakeholders at our school
including students and parents. Students are given midterm
grades prior to their final grades via report cards. Students who
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are failing to meet academic standards are notified of their
data, placed on a contract, parents are notified and asked to
come to a parent conference, students create smart goals about
how to improve their data, and they are encouraged to go to
before/after school tutoring. Parents/guardians also receive
their child’s grades at parent events and the grades are mailed
to them every 5 weeks. Parents are encouraged to call teachers
and visit classrooms.
Many of these state mandated assessments are reported at both
the local school site as well as the District. This extends
student information to multiple stakeholders through the
district website and reporting processes. The State of
California also releases this data on the CDE website. The
results of individual student assessment data for state
mandated assessments (SBAC, CELDT, CAASP, etc) are also
mailed directly to the student’s address. ECA extends this
information to parents through Parent Conferences, Back to
School Night, and through electronic communication via
email, as well as through phone calls and mail in the home
language of the parent/guardian. The results of individual
student assessment data for state mandated assessments
(SBAC, CELDT, CAASP, etc) are also mailed directly to the
student’s address. LAUSD district also sends a school report
card to the home address of the student and it is directly
provided to the student in the home language of the parent as
well.

Monitoring of Student Growth
D1.3. Indicator: The school has an effective system to determine and monitor all students’ growth and
progress toward meeting the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the
schoolwide learner outcomes, including a sound basis upon which students’ grades are determined and
monitored.
D1.3. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the system used to determine and monitor the growth and
progress of all students toward meeting the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness
standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes, including the basis for which students’ grades, their
growth, and performance levels are determined.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

District Interim Assessments
ECA teachers employ a variety of assessment strategies and
utilize the findings to modify their practice for the
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advancements of student learning. ECA’s integrated
assessment system includes mandated district exams and
teacher created curriculum assessments. Students are
measured through a variety of modalities addressing all areas
of concept and skill development including reading, writing,
speaking and listening. The data that is ascertained from the
varied assessments modify teacher instruction to meet the
individual needs of the students. Although there is more
training needed to help teachers create varied assessments,
many teachers have employed multiple evaluations for each
unit encompassing both formative and summative
assessments.

PD Calendar/Agenda
MyData
MISIS
CCSS
Student work

The analysis of the data reveals that not every student is
meeting the academic standards and as a result, professional
development and department meetings have utilized the time
to evaluate instructional practices and how to increase
strategies to create a more engaging instructional strategies.
This is evident by the consistent strategies employed
throughout ECA classrooms such as sentence stems, TIPS,
collaborative group activities, and more rigorous, in-depth
formative and summative assessments.
District mandated assessments are administered to all core
subject areas throughout the year. Teachers meet during
various professional developments and departments meetings
to discuss the findings and modify instruction. Teachers also
employ MyData to assess their individual students and adjust
their teaching practice.
Course grades are determined by each classroom teacher
and are the primary means of determining students’
proficiency in grade-level standards. Course grades are
determined using a variety of teaching and assessment tools
including: teacher tests, interactive notebooks, lab work,
homework, classwork, course projects and academic
conversations.

D1.3. Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the effectiveness for determining if a student is
prepared to advance to the next unit, course, or grade level. Evaluate how course mastery is determined
and evaluate the “steps” or “gates” that are in place to prevent students from proceeding to the next unit if
mastery has not been demonstrated.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the procedures for grading student work whether it is done electronically or
individually by the teachers.
Evaluate how teachers ensure academic integrity and determine students are doing their own work in the
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online environment. Comment on the degree to which the results for state-mandated assessments and the
high school exit exam are used in decisions about student achievement and advancement and improving
the instructional program.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teachers ensure academic integrity by continuously
monitoring and listening for accountable talk. Students are
allowed to collaborate, share ideas and discuss questions
prompts; however, students are to construct and formulate
their own individual responses. Furthermore, online exams can
only be completed during class time or after school while the
student is being monitored. If a student struggles to receive a
passing score within 3 attempts, the teacher has the option to
administer a different assessment.

LAUSD Instructional
Technology Initiative

While using Edgenuity, students are restricted from using cell
phones and having multiple windows open while completing
their online assignments. Every student enrolled in Edgenuity
completes an Online User Agreement form which states
permissible and nonpermissible actions while complete their
online class. (we are going to implement this starting next
week).
The students are graded automatically by the Edgenuity program. There are
two types of courses that they can be enrolled in virtual and blended
models may offer a course in a prescriptive (mastery-based) version. These
courses are the same as the core (original credit) version with a “test-out”
feature. The prescriptive course option is only available for students as a
credit recovery option. This model cannot be used to obtain original credit.
Students enrolled in the Edgenuity online course work are extremely rarely
solely enrolled as only online students. We have a few students who are
finishing a language class or elective such as health who are not enrolled in
a core content area. These students are typically only one class away from
graduating. Therefore, there is little to no degree to which the results for
state-mandated assessments and the high school exit exam are used in
decisions about student achievement and advancement and improving the
instructional program for online coursework. All online content is approved
at the district level by instructional specialist who elevate the content (in
which they hold a teaching credential in the subject area). All students who
are enrolled in online classes are treated as traditional Early College
Academy student in terms of their assessment data.
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D2. Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify Learning in the Classroom Criterion
Teachers employ a variety of appropriate formative and summative assessment strategies to evaluate
student learning. Students and teachers use these findings to modify the learning/teaching practices to
improve student learning.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard L: Assessment of Student Performance: A quality online program values
student academic performance and takes a comprehensive, integrated approach to measuring student achievement.
This includes use of multiple assessment measures and strategies that align closely to both program and learner
objectives, with timely, relevant feedback to all stakeholders. [iNACOL Standard L, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Appropriate Assessment Strategies
D2.1. Indicator: Teachers consistently use appropriate formative and summative strategies to measure
student progress and guide classroom instruction.
D2.1. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness, the appropriateness and the frequency of the assessment
strategies, especially student work, based on the programmatic goals and standards to determine student
achievement.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Teacher regularly assess student learning in a variety of ways.
In addition to state mandated testing (SBAC - English and
Math, Life Science CST, District provided assessments for
history, CEDLT and SRI for EL students), teachers provide
informative, formative, summative assessments in the
classroom. Teachers analyze assessment data to plan future
instruction that will help students meet the required standards
and increase their individual subject matter needs.

Assessment Data
Student Grades
Lessons Plans

D2.1. Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Evaluate the use of student work and other online
assessments (formative and summative) that demonstrate student achievement of academic standards
and the schoolwide learner outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Edgenuity contains formative and summative assessment for
standards achievements, procedural and conceptual
understanding of the course content areas.

Edgenuity

Demonstration of Student Achievement
D2.2. Indicator: Teachers use the analysis of assessments to guide, modify and adjust curricular and
instructional approaches.
D2.2. Prompt: Examine the effectiveness of the processes used by professional staff to use formative and
summative assessments to guide, modify and adjust curricular and instructional approaches. This includes
how professional learning communities and subject matter teams collaborate to collect, analyze, and use
assessment data for the basis of curricular and instructional decisions.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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At a whole school site level all state and district test results are
shared with all staff for all students via email and discussed
during professional development. This transparency in data
allows teachers to use this data to drive instruction planning.
The district also provides access to all teachers to a variety of
databases that have individual and class data for a variety of
measures.

PD Agenda

Teachers use a variety of types and criteria to assess learning
in the classroom at ECA. They frequently use pre-assessments
(KWL, formal assessments, prior knowledge conversations,
etc.), periodic quizzes, and post-tests to assess student
learning.
Long Term English Language Learners and students with IEPs
are assessed using formative/summative curricular
assessments for reading and writing, IEP also have a math
assessment at annually in order to meet reclassification and or
IEP progress goals.
ECA teachers are constantly assessing student learning in the
classroom setting. Teachers will frequently converse with one
another informally about shared students, brainstorm or trade
ideas on how to reach a particular students or class and share
effective lessons ideas and best practices.

Lesson Plans

MyData
MISIS

Rubrics
Assessment samples/student
work

Student Feedback
D2.3. Indicator: Student feedback is an important part of monitoring student and classroom progress over
time based on the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and the schoolwide
learner outcomes. Interviews and dialogue with representative students inform the degree to which learning
experiences are understood and relevant in preparing students for college, career, and life.
D2.3. Prompt: Using interviews and dialogue with students, evaluate the extent to which students
understand the expected level of performance based on the standards and the schoolwide learner
outcomes in relation to preparation for college, career, and life. Evaluate the effectiveness of the studentteacher interaction and monitoring of student progress based on student feedback.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

According to student interviews, students explain that they are
told by the teacher, and provided a syllabus about the
expectations of the class. (This is also done by their college
professors) Students are regularly updated about their grades
and provided feedback on assignments. Student note that our
school, with the access to the college and college trade
programs allows them to experience what would traditionally
be the next step while being supported and guided by the
school staff.

Syllabi

Student Experience Survey

Report Cards
Student Interview/Dialogues
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English Learners and IEP students and their parents and
guardians are updated with their child’s progress towards
reclassification and/or their IEP annual goals
Students take the annual school experience survey to give the
school information on how well we are preparing them for
college, career and life.

Reclassification Progress
letters
IEP meeting Sign-ins
IGP Logs

Students meet each quarter to review their IGP with a
counselor to make sure they are on track to graduate.
D3. Using Assessment to Monitor and Modify the Program Schoolwide Criterion
The school, with the support of the district and community, has an assessment and monitoring system to
determine student progress toward achievement of the academic standards, the college- and careerreadiness standards, and the schoolwide learner outcomes. The system drives the school’s program to
continually improve and to allocate resources to effectively meet student needs.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard R: Program Evaluation: A quality online program recognizes the value of
program evaluation. Program evaluation is both internal and external and informs all processes that effect teaching
and learning. Internal evaluations often are more informal in nature and may provide immediate feedback on a
targeted area of inquiry. External program evaluations typically look at the entire program from an objective
perspective that will bring additional credibility to the results. [iNACOL Standard R, 2009]

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard S: Program Improvement: A quality online program establishes a culture of
continual program improvement. Improvement planning focuses on using program evaluations, research, and
promising practices to improve student performance and organizational effectiveness. It fosters continuous
improvement across all aspects of the organization and ensures the program is focused on accomplishing its
mission and vision. [iNACOL Standard S, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Schoolwide Assessment and Monitoring Process
D3.1. Indicator: The following stakeholders are involved in the assessment and monitoring process of
student progress: district, board, staff, students, parents, and the business and industry community.
D3.1. Prompt: Evaluate the impact of stakeholder involvement in assessing and monitoring student
progress. Include district, board, staff, students, parents, and the business and industry community.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Many of the teachers embrace proactive systems via selfreflection. ECA teachers now use MISIS or some other
acceptable electronic gradebook as an assessment-driven
program that can be utilized by numerous stakeholders for
instant access of student progress. ECA teachers also issue
progress reports every five weeks and final marks at the end
of each semester.
Some teachers have also integrated staff websites and
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including MyData which provides authentic data using
growth over time to better guide teacher instruction across
all curricular areas and monitor their success over years.

Department meetings
agendas/sign- ins

Many of the educators cultivate learner-centered goals
throughout multiple modalities. This is most evident in
Individualized Education Plans (IEP) as teachers adapt to
meet student’s needs using instruction.

CELDT data
Parent Call Logs
Sign Ins for Parent Events

District and State-adopted and mandated programs, such as
High Point for ESL students, are executed with their
corresponding assessment and monitoring systems. The
District also provides a Title 1, Testing and bilingual
coordinator to help plan and evaluate school programs. It
also provided ECA with an A-G Counselor who work with
the students and other counseling staff to ensure that every
student has an IGP each quarter.

Connect Ed Records
A-G Counselor Case records

Parent monitoring consists of numerous contacts with
teachers using a variety of mediums including: face to face,
technological connections and print methods. Parent
conferences, Back to School Night, Open House and class
visitations serve to establish public relations, disseminate
information and provide necessary parental involvement to
better serve student need. Parents are able to meet with all
of their child’s teachers and counselor to discuss and
develop a plan for their academic progress.
Connect Ed serves to reach parents using traditional
automated phone calls to notify parents and reach out for
cooperation.

D3.1. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate how the school ensures that all online students
have access to state-mandated tests and that results are reported to all stakeholders.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Since ECA students are not solely enrolled in the online
programs, they have access to all of the school’s traditional
state mandated testing and reporting procedures.

NA

Curriculum-Embedded Assessments
D3.2. Indicator: The school regularly examines and analyzes standards-based curriculum-embedded and
standardized assessments for English language and mathematics in all subject areas.
D3.2. Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of how the entire school examines and analyzes standardsbased curriculum-embedded as well as other standardized assessments (Smarter Balanced, SAT, ACT,
EAP, others) for English language and mathematics. Include how this assessment data is collected,
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analyzed, and used as the basis to make decisions and changes in the curricular and instructional
approaches. Comment on how this process impacts the instruction of second language learners by
modifying the teaching and learning process.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

All core content teachers regularly examine and analyze
formal and informal assessments to improve their instructional
approach. For example, at the of the school year all ELA and
Math teachers were given access to the SBAC web-based
interim assessment platform, which was then used as a
formative assessments in all grade level for ELA and Math
classes. By using the SBAC web-based interim assessments
students gain exposure to same testing platform they would
see in the real SBAC test. In combination with the interim
SBAC test we also expose students to the 4th grade tests to
allow them to go through the testing process at a lower level
so that they understand the components and the procedures of
the test structure before taking it at the appropriate grade level.
Additionally, by having students complete the Performance
Task component of the SBAC web-based interim assessments,
teachers could grade and assess student performance, and use
these results as a formative assessment in their classroom.
Furthermore, other subject teachers would support a common
core standard-based curriculum by their use of proven
strategies like close reading, and by helping students develop
the ability to write arguments to support claims.

Interim Assessments, SBAC
Results, PSAT, TABE,
Accuplacers, Testing for some
students.

PD Agendas and Sign-ins

In addition ECA also has attempted to get all students tested
using the LA Community College District entrance/placement
assessment (TABE, and ACCUPLACER). These results help
in determining what college classes they are enrolled in and
additional interventions, basic skills Friday classes, they
should be placed in.
All content teachers have received professional development
on reading and writing in their content area and CCSS
implementation. These along with other engagement strategies
such as TIPS, academic conversations and SDAIE strategies
are also discussed in PD. These strategies are used to help all
students achievement, including English Learners.
Additionally, all EL students are placed in sheltered classes so
they receive the correct instruction using appropriate
strategies.
Schoolwide Modifications Based on Assessment Results
D3.3. Indicator: The school uses assessment results to make changes in the school program, professional
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development activities, and resource allocations demonstrating a results-driven continuous process.
D3.3. Prompt: Comment on the overall effectiveness of how assessment results have caused changes in
the school program, professional development activities, and/or resource allocations, demonstrating a
results-driven continuous process. Examine examples and comment on the overall effectiveness of
changes in the online opportunities, professional development of the staff, and the resource allocations to
support student achievement and their needs.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Frequent IGP and analysis of Ds & Fs allow students to be
targeted for more intervention services every 5 weeks/quarter.
School-site budget decisions are derived using school data to
align its mission with the Single Plan. The Title I program
funding is also used to provide intervention programs for
students. School resources are distributed to advance student
achievement through providing before/after school tutoring.
After-school tutoring is intended to improve student
performance in all core academic areas. Funds and resources
are allocated to offer support, tutoring, and counseling
services.

Professional Development
Agendas

Title 1 Budget Allocations
Student needs surveys
Additional professional
development and
conference attendance
by faculty
Master Schedule
Academic Support
SARC
Index MyDATA

Teachers are afforded the opportunities to attend
professional development, purchase necessary classroom
materials, and take students on field trips.

School Site Council
Minutes

Funding decisions are derived through data analysis of
student achievement.
A wide variety of staff development opportunities are
offered based on needs identified by data analysis. The
opportunities include conferences, professional
developments and district workshops intended to improve
student achievement.

Students who may not otherwise participate in testing
opportunities (such as the SAT or AP tests) are assisted
through fee waivers or fee reductions.

D3.4. Indicator: The school periodically assesses its curriculum and instruction review and evaluation
processes.
D3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the process that the school utilizes to review and assess the effectiveness of each
program area, including graduation requirements, credits, course completion, and homework and grading
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policies, to ensure student needs are met through a challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Each year, during summer professional development and
Friday afternoon professional development, ECA staff and
admin review data and discuss common practices regarding
homework and grading policies, course completion,
graduation requirements and relevance and rigor or
curriculum. We also discuss individual students and their
needs in order to provide a differentiated learning
environment.

Professional Development
Agendas and Sign-ins

LAUSD sets credit and graduation requirements through its
policy. We also work closely with LATTC in order to provide
more schoolwide college class opportunities through LATTC.

D3.5. Indicator: The school employs security systems that maintain the integrity of the assessment
process.
D3.5. Prompt: Evaluate the selection of and the use of proctors, the security systems for test documents,
and the means to maintain the integrity of the assessments.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Early College Academy follows all state mandated protocols
for keeping state standardized and District testing materials
secure.
Proctors are trained a week before the test and are selected
from certificated staff. The staff members are either out of
classroom personnel, counselors, or classroom teachers who
have a large number of students that need to take the exam
(typically the Math and English testers).
The training of proctors includes a reminder of security
protocols and school specific directions that allow the testing
to run as smoothly as possible.
On the day of the exam, proctors check out their materials
from the testing coordinator, count them, and do not let them
leave their sight until they are checked back in to the
coordinator at the end of the day.
All materials are stored in a limited access room when they are
not in use. The materials will remain in that room until they
are returned to the processing office.

Proctor Training sign-in
sheets
Testing protocol/testing
security information handouts
Testing proctor notifications
and schedules
Testing calendar
Proctor affidavits
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ACS WASC Category D. Standards-based Student Learning:
Assessment and Accountability: Summary, Strengths and
Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category D are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified critical learner needs (Chapter III).
Summary (including comments about the critical learner needs)

ECA uses various means to assess student learning. In regards to critical learner needs formal
data suggests (CELDT, SRI, TABE) students struggle academically. However the assessment data
that we collect shows that student performance is for the most part not meeting State Standards
(SBAC scores) and it is also shows that many of our students are not meeting the community
college standards for introductory English and Math (TABE/ACCUPLACER data). (Critical
Learner Needs #1 & #2) Many students do not have the perseverance and grit to stay focused over
a long period of time to read and analyze complex text during formal assessments. ECA knows
that we serve a population that is At-Risk, so these results are not entirely unexpected. Many steps
and protocols are in place to ensure our at-risk students have access and opportunities to success
and achievement, but we do not have a formalized measurement tool to ensure these are effective.
ECA is also partnering with the Big Picture Learning foundation, and we are in the initial stages of
moving towards a project based learning/authentic assessment strategies. We know that SBAC
and PBL create a more student (task based) learning style that provides more engagement for the
student.
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category D.
Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability: Areas of
Strength

1. Even though the ECA was founded during a major shift in assessments at the district
level, we utilized alternate assessments to ensure monitoring of student learning and staff
accountability.
2. The personalized educational experience allows teachers to collaborate in the evaluation of
individual students. This allows for multiple forms of assessment to ensure students are
meeting the standards.
3. The ECA gathers and assesses data on student college entrance/placement assessments and
college class performance to inform instruction and provide a smooth transition into the
community college system and beyond.
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Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability: Areas of
Growth

1. The ECA staff needs to incorporate more SBAC type (task/skill based) assessments into
their curriculum so students have multiple opportunities to engage with the platform and
prepare for SBAC summative assessments.
2. The ECA staff needs to create department/school wide common rubrics to better inform
students of expectations across the curriculum.
3. Develop a schoolwide expectation of student centered, project based learning and other
authentic learning assessments to further motivate students to have ownership of their
learning.
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Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth
E1. Parent and Community Engagement Criterion
The school leadership employs a wide range of strategies to encourage family, business, industry, and
community involvement, especially with the learning/teaching process.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard Q: Parents/Guardians: In a quality online program, parents and guardians
play an integral part in their students’ educational life. They work as a team with faculty, administrators, guidance
services, and organizational support to ensure a quality educational experience for their students. [iNACOL Standard
Q, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Regular Parent Involvement
E1.1. Indicator: The school implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement of all
stakeholder support groups in the learning and teaching process, including parents of non-English
speaking, special needs and online students.
E1.1. Prompt: Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of the family, business,
industry, and the community, including being active partners in the learning/teaching process. Comment on
the effectiveness of involving parents of non-English speaking, special needs and online students .
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA is somewhat effective in its strategies and processes for
the regular involvement of families being active partners in the
teaching and learning process. Starting with the initial student
interview, families meet with school personnel to discuss their
student’s goals, graduation requirements, expectations, past
and current obstacles, as well as to strategize plans for
overcoming these obstacles. Once students are enrolled,
letters are mailed home inviting parents and families to the
informational Annual Title I meeting, and at this meeting
parents and guardians are invited to become members of
School Site Council, as well as ELAC. All communication that
is sent home is sent to the parent is sent according to the Home
language that is provided upon enrollment. This is monitored
both by the District and at the school site.

● Initial interview signed
application packet
● School Site Council
sign in and agendas
● Back to School night
sign in sheets
● Open House sign in
sheets
● Resource Fair handouts
and sign in sheets

In addition to regular parent involvement activities we
communicate regularly with parents of targeted student
populations such as EL and SPED. The Bilingual Coordinator
regularly communicates with the parents of non-Englishspeaking parents. Twice a year, as mandated by district, State
and Federal guidelines, are sent mailers of their students
progress towards reclassification. The RSP teacher regularly
communicates with parents/guardians to update them
regarding their student(s) progress through the IEP process in
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● Parent Conferences
Welligent logs, phone
logs, and office sign in
sheets
● ELAC sign in sheets
and agendas
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● EL Parent meeting sign

the child(s) home language as well.
Parents are also encouraged to be active members of the ECA
as well as the Trade Tech College community by participating
in college classes, accessing the job worksource center, and
attending informational workshops hosted by both ECA and
Trade Tech Community College.

in sheets and agendas
●

Parent workshops:
● Understanding
School Report
Card

As a school we are somewhat effective in regularly involving
traditional business and industry partners into our school’s
learning/teaching process. Our strongest ties is not with one
focused business or industry but rather our established dual
enrollment partnership with the LA Trade Tech and our ties to
individual department programs. To this end our students are
exposed to more industry or business preparation than a
typical high school. This is in part due to our location at
LATTC and the classes that are formed by the college
specifically for our student population.
ECA also has community partners who are regularly part of
the students lives and reenforce the Schoolwide Learner
Outcomes of Grow Up and Never Give Up. This is seen
through our partnerships with Townend Publishing, and their
financial contributions toward both our book reading challenge
and the Essay scholarship that we have annually. We also have
mentorship opportunities in which approximately 30 students
a year participate. The mentorship with both HBO and
Warner Brothers allow students to establish a personal
mentor/mentee relationship with a professional. This program
also has a waiting list for students who would like to
participate in this program. Ten students per year are also
participants in the LADWP paid internship program.

● A through G
requirements
● FAFSA
awareness
● College
Awareness
Sign- in sheets and agendas
● Title One Budget
Meetings sign-in sheets
and agendas
● IEP meetings - signed
IEP forms
● Connect Ed call logs
● Bridging families to
Trade Tech Community
College Classes/ Career
Paths, and On Campus
Community Work
Source flyers and
informational meeting
sign in sheets.

Use of Community Resources
E1.2. Indicator: The school uses community resources to support student learning.
E1.2. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the school solicits and employs business and community
resources to support and extend learning. Determine how effectively community members expertise
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and services, such as professional services, business partnerships, guest speakers, job fairs, field
trips to local employers, and evaluation of student projects and classroom presentations, provide real
world applications of the learning standards and schoolwide learning outcomes.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Early College Academy is effective in the use of outside
community resources to support student learning. Our main
partner is LA Trade Tech, we regularly utilize the college
career and college fairs for our whole school (College and
Career Days). Once every traditional semester LATTC holds a
transfer day fair that provides college information from the
visiting transferable colleges. ECA also attends career
awareness fairs and college scholarship information sessions
that LATTC provides (Cash for College Day)
ECA also places approximately 10 students annually into
internships at the LA Department of Water and Power. This
internship has in the past lead to full or part time employment
in the LADWP after completion of high school.
Mentors from HBO and Warner Brothers occasionally attend
student events such as graduation to support their mentees, and
some former students who have graduated still attend the
program with our students.
Schoolwide, ECA does not have formal projects that are
judged by outside professionals as part of our curriculum.
Individual teachers have guest speakers periodically who work
in individual classrooms. (YouTHink)
The school also works closely with multiple mental health
partners to provide support for students with socio-emotional
needs.
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E2. School Environment Criterion
The school is a) a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning and b) has a culture that is
characterized by trust, professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on continuous
school improvement.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard P: Organizational Support: A quality online program has organizational
support to oversee the instructional learning environment as it is conveyed through technology. Some organizational
support services may be distributed between the programs and other entities, depending on the physical location
where the students are taking their online courses. [iNACOL Standard P, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
E2.1. Indicator: The school has existing policies and regulations and uses its resources to ensure a safe,
clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning, including internet safety.
E2.1. Prompt: Determine the extent to which the school has implemented policies and committed
resources to ensure a safe, clean, and orderly environment that nurtures learning. Evaluate the
effectiveness of the school’s practices and procedures for all aspects of student safety including: effective
operating procedures for internet safety, bullying, drug and alcohol abuse education and intervention,
conflict intervention, use of derogatory or hateful language especially in the context of race or gender,
disaster preparedness and other safety topics of local concern that may interfere with learning.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA’s custodial services are provided to the school as part of
the lease agreement with LATTC. The school has a small issue
with tagging in the bathrooms. Due to this problem the school
instituted a restroom escort policy, with the intent of cutting
down tagging and ditching. The facilities are what the college
provides to the school.
ECA does not have a traditional LAUSD school police officer
assigned to our campus. However, since we are located on the
campus of LATTC, the Sheriff’s office has a full time staff of
multiple Sheriff deputies and Sheriff cadets who monitor the
safety of the college campus, which ECA is located on. When
crimes occur on campus the Sheriff and LAPD School police.
ECA, starting in the fall of 2016, has hired one part time
campus aide. The campus aide help to ensure school safety by
monitoring activity on the floor on which our building is
located. The current campus aide is a former student, and
current college student.
All referrals are now done online through the district's
centralized MISIS program. This allows teachers to make
referrals to either the counselor or Dean based on the
socio/emotional, academic or behavior need of the student.
Professional development has been provided by the district to
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show staff how the misis referral process is done.
ECA also has a school safety plan that is in place and updated
annually. It is required that emergency procedures be posted in
each classroom, and we have regular, ongoing safety drills to
address different scenarios that take place throughout the year.
The staff is updated each year to become aware of emergency
procedures. Each teacher is assigned a designated location on
the field near the cafeteria. All campus aides, office staff,
teaching and administration know which responsibilities they
have and practice these during the drills. Students are also
aware that if they are in a college class when an emergency
occurs they are to stay with their college professor until it is
safe for them to come back to our location.
ECA has access to a one day a week LAUSD nurse. At all
other times the students have access to the St. John’s All
teachers have received training on how to deal with incidents
involving blood pathogens. All classrooms are equipped with
plastic gloves and bandages. All teachers in LAUSD are
required to have training and be certified in child abuse
awareness training.
There is a part-time school psychologist and a full timepsychiatric social worker on campus. They both work closely
with the counselors and administrators on IEPs and students in
crisis. They are critically important to the culture and safety of
our students.
All students are given a district mandated Acceptable Use
Policy to be read and signed by both the student and their
parent and/or guardian prior to them using any computer with
internet.
ECA’s full time psychiatric social work has a number of
groups that she runs including; motivation group, substance
abuse, grief counseling, anger management, cognitive
behavior interest for trauma in schools, girls group, social
skills group. Students are referred or request/self referred to be
part of the groups. Students groups typically meet once a week
and are given resources to deal with the issue they are facing.
Students are typically only placed in one group per quarter.
Many of our students are part of multiple groups over their
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tenure at ECA. Students our school are mostly a high risk
population, and drug use is an on-going concern. We work
closely with the student, social worker, teachers and parents to
address drug use and other concerns.
The LAUSD has a strict sexual harassment policy and antidiscrimination policy. Most instances that occur are dealt with
at the discretion of the teacher/counselor, based on the
knowledge of the student population. Instances of bullying or
derogatory speech towards a race or gender are not tolerated at
ECA they are documented, referrals are placed, and parent
conferences are held.
One safety concern is that we are an open campus due to the
nature of being located on a college campus. Students are
monitored at our designated lunch location. We have out of
classroom staff supervise during lunch and passing periods.
Before and after school students are monitored as well as they
leave the building for home. The vast majority of students on
our campus commute to our school via public transportation.
High Expectations/Concern for Students
E2.2. Indicator: The school demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for students in an
environment that honors individual differences and is conducive to learning.
E2.2. Prompt: Evaluate to what extent the school has created and supported an atmosphere of caring,
concern, and high expectations for students in an environment that honors individual differences.
Determine how effectively school policies, programs and procedures support student learning by examining
information such as: proportionality of discipline data, use of positive behavior strategies by staff,
restorative justice practices, celebrations of students’ heritage and ethnicity and other information or
practices that support a caring, learning environment.
Findings

Supporting Evidence
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ECA wants every student to be successful academically and
socio/emotionally. To move towards this goal ECA was
founded on a small school pilot model. This model was
created to provide a feeling of community for students and
staff alike. Our school is located on half of a floor on the third
floor of the Sage hall building. Due to the close proximity of
all of the staff and students there is more opportunity for each
student and each staff member to create a personal connection.
The students are more engaged with each other and their
teachers. In addition, teachers have more opportunity to
collaborate and address student concerns. This collaboration
between teachers has led students to feel a stronger sense of
accountability both inside and outside of the classroom. As a
result, student behavior and school pride have increased.
Our school does not program according to student grade
sequencing rather what the individual student needs to
graduate high school. This means that grade level is not
important, rather individual drive to succeed. All students are
eligible to participate in all activities regardless of graduation
year. (IE grad night, prom, mentoring, essay/reading contest,
etc.) Students take college electives according to what interests
them and fulfills their individual graduation progress.
To help promote differentiated instruction, teachers have
access to My Data, the District website, where student test data
from prior years can be viewed. This allows teachers to make
decisions regarding class groupings and provide more
individualized instruction. Also teachers are given data at the
beginning of the semester about the types of accommodations
that are required for any student with an IEP who are
mainstreamed with RSP teachers. Teacher often informally
meet with colleagues throughout the school day to discuss
individual students and their progress.
From 2013 to 2016 students were placed in an advisory
homeroom on Fridays for an hour. Advisory classes where
teachers monitor and provide support to all students. Advisory
classes give time to address student concerns on a more
individual level. They were also attempted to be thematic,
with individual foci such as website, yearbook, spirit, parent
events, etc. However, most of the advisories were not
successful in accomplishing their foci. Their was a consensus
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from the staff that advisory was wasted instructional time, and
in 2016 advisory on Friday was dropped in favor of college
classes for all students. The teachers now have a longer PD
schedule when the students are in their friday classes.
Referrals to the COST explore underlying concerns that affect
student achievement. Counselors, psychiatric social worker ,
and administrators regularly perform home visits. Parent
context and SST (student success team) meetings further
explore these concerns and seek remedies with parental
support. IEP meetings monitor special education needs and
ensure the most appropriate placement of students. There is a
part-time school psychologist and a psychiatric social worker
on campus. They both work closely with the counselors and
administrators on IEPs and students in crisis.
Early College Academy is not a traditional comprehensive
high school in the sense of sports and extracurricular activities.
Students are encouraged to be involved in after school
activities such as ASB and Girls’ Club, but the participation
rates among the students are low. School tutoring is offered by
all teachers. Before and after school tutoring contributes to
one on one relationship building between teachers and
students. It also encourages the students to know that there is
someone they can go to who will help them, and that all
teachers have high expectations of their success at ECA.
ECA has an annual weekend camping trip, with typically
40+students in attendance, to Point Fermin to going sailing
and perform environmental studies. It is also a time where the
students and staff can develop bonds that extend outside of the
classroom.
Students are encouraged to participate in group counseling to
address mental health concerns. The specific groups target
grief, trauma, motivation, academic struggles, attendance,
attention deficit disorder, anger management, and social skills.
The group participation rates are higher due to being done
during class time and specifically targeted students.

Atmosphere of Trust, Respect, and Professionalism
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E2.3. Indicator: The school has an atmosphere of trust, respect, and professionalism.
E2.3. Prompt: Evaluate the degree to which there is evidence of an atmosphere of trust, respect, and
professionalism. Examine the quality and consistency of communication and collaboration between and
among the school’s leadership, staff and stakeholders; this includes the degree to which stakeholders are
involved in the review of the Single Plan for Student Achievement and District’s Local Control
Accountability Plan and to what extent they are included in decision-making.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Early College Academy staff has created an atmosphere of
trust, respect, and professionalism to all stakeholders including
students. Faculty and staff accomplish these measures by
using professional language, providing all students with fair
treatment, and modeling appropriate behavior. Because
teachers and staff share very close space there is a lot of
collaboration and modeling of professionalism. Also, ECA
staff builds rapport with both students and other faculty
members. ECAis a teacher centered school that has a
supportive environment that encourages dialogue and
interaction. Peer observations and objective feedback are a
regular part of professional development. This type of
interaction allows teachers to express concerns and receive
support regarding classroom instruction, student behavior,
collaboration in professional development, and student
centered decision making. Through this, the collaboration and
student centered approach it promotes a culture of excellence
that allows teachers to thrive in the classroom.
Due to the professionalism and student centered environment
of the school and staff, staff turnover is relatively low.
All staff and stakeholders (students and parents) are
encouraged and welcomed to attend and join as members to
the school’s multiple committees including Governing Board,
School Site Council, ELAC, Discipline Committee. Visitors
are always welcome and encouraged. School Site Council who
is in charge of the Single Plan for Student Achievement has
both parent and student members. However we struggle with
parents who will commit to regular membership.
Los Angeles Unified School District’s Local Control and
Accountability Plan is a document that guided not only Early
College Academy, but the district as a whole. the LCAP
survey was released to over 400 community partners to solicit
feedback from their constituents on LCAP priorities and
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District-wide goals. Between October and December, a total of
32 community sponsored Input Sessions were held across the
District to share progress made as a result of LAUSD’s 201516 LCAP goals and investments. The Input Sessions also
served to gather feedback from diverse stakeholders (parents,
teachers, students, staff, and community members) on goals,
targets, and strategies for the 2016-17 LCAP. Additional
stakeholder meetings with the DELAC, PAC, and parent
advisory groups, as well as LCAP investment meetings, were
held throughout the school year.
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E3.

Personal and Academic Student Support Criterion

All students receive appropriate academic support and intervention to help ensure school, college, and
career success. Students with special talents and/or needs have access to a system of personal support
services, activities, and opportunities at the school. These are enhanced by business, industry, and the
community.
Online Programs: iNACOL Standard N: Organizational Support: A quality online program has student support
services to address the various needs of students at different levels within the organization. The levels of support are
appropriate and adequate for a student’s success. [iNACOL Standard N, 2009]

Online Programs: iNACOL Standard O: Guidance Services: A quality online program has guidance services to
support students and parents to ensure success of the online program. Depending on the program, these services
are either directly provided by the program or a service provider, or in the case of supplemental programs, these
services may be provided by the local school. [iNACOL Standard O, 2009]

Indicators with Prompts
Adequate Personalized Support
E3.1. Indicator: The school has available and adequate services to support student’s personal needs.
E3.1. Prompt: Evaluate the availability and effectiveness of academic and personal support services,
including referral services, to support students in such areas as physical and mental health, and career,
academic and personal counseling, including an individualized learning plan.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

ECA has a large variety of resources given its small student
population. These resources include:
● One full time Counselor
● One part time A-G counselor
● One Part time college Counselor
● Full time psw
● Once a week full day lausd psychiatrist
● Full time access to St. John Health Clinic located on
LATTC campus
● Once a week full day lausd nurse
● Referrals by psw to mental and drug counseling for
students and their families
● Housing referrals for homeless youths and their
families
● Before and after school academic tutoring
● Trade Tech Community College:
○ Financial Aid
○ Bridges to Success
○ Job Placement
○ Career Center
○ Transfer Center
Students are matched to resources in a variety of ways at ECA.
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First all students need to identify why they were not being
successful at their old school during the interview with the
Principal, and typically with a parent present. We take pride in
the fact that our students take ownership of their future
(GROW UP) both academically and socio-emotionally.
Academically we have students do their own IGP in class at
least once a quarter, and they individually met with either our
A-G counselor or the academic counselor once a quarter to
complete a formal IGP (Individual Graduation Plan).
Teachers can personally make a referral online or in person to
any members of our staff. The online referral is available to all
teachers for all of their current students. They can either refer
students for academic/socio-emotional support or for
disciplinary interventions. More often than not teacher at ECA
do both the online and in-person referral.The staff regularly
communicates concerns about individual students, based on
knowledge of the student through informal and formal
conversations with other staff members including the
counseling staff.
There are counseling groups that are based on both student self
referral and teacher/administration referral.
Additional Online Instruction Prompts: Comment on the availability and adequacy of the academic
counseling, college preparation support, personal counseling, and health services provided for the students
involved in online instruction.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Since ECA students are not solely enrolled in the online
programs, they have access to all of the school’s counseling
(academic and social-emotional), college preparation, and
health services that are available at ECA.
Support and Intervention Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development
E3.2. Indicator: Strategies are used by the school leadership and staff to develop and implement
personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional options.
E3.2 Prompt: Evaluate the effectiveness of the types of strategies used by the school leadership and staff
to develop and implement personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional options which
allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum. This includes strategies such as
personalized learning, the use of small learning communities and the implementation of alternative learning
options.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Early College Academy is designed to be a small school where
students individual learning needs are in the forefront of all
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decisions. The staff all know the students. Student first
encounter this philosophy upon the application and interview
process to enter the school. Students are encouraged to be
active participants in their learning on all levels. The teachers
lessons are targeted towards students individual strengths and
aspirations. The counseling staff are regularly meeting with
students individually to counsel them on graduation progress
and for their socio emotional needs. All staff (teachers,
administrators, counselors) work to help guide students
through the process of enrolling and registering for college
classes to help them meet the student’s future college/career
goals.
Counselors follow guidelines for student placement and
programming that are set by the district and school, such as for
students in English language and development, content
specific course sequences, and regional occupation programs,
electives, and honors courses. Online classes are available for
students who cannot otherwise fit classes into their schedules,
such as before and/ or after school edgenuity. This also applies
to college classes that students can take prior, during, or after
school. Both online and college classes allow the students to
take classes that interest them and are rigorous and standards
based.
LAUSD implemented a new online centralized
database/portal, MISIS, that provides teachers/counselors/staff
with valuable information about student’s career with LAUSD
both individually and by class section. This, along with
MyData (another district run database) allows teachers to use
data in a deliberate manner while planning instruction. In
addition, all teachers are given a list of special education
students, their IEP accommodations, RSP teachers, and any
pertinent health data at the beginning of each year. MISIS also
provides an online referral system, district-wide, where
teachers can refer specific students for various academic,
socio/emotional or behavior concerns to either counselors
and/or deans.
LAUSD’s current teacher evaluation tool, the Teaching and
Learning Framework, to guide school leadership’s evaluation
to be personalized and reflective to each individual teacher.
While these tools are available for all ECA staff to utilize, the
effective implementation of its utilization needs to continue to
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be discussed, monitored, and encouraged by school leadership.

E3.2. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Provide evidence that the processes and strategies are
effective for incoming students with regard to orientation or induction and the ongoing monitoring and
support of the students to ensure all have a full opportunity for academic success.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Since ECA students are not solely enrolled in the online
programs. All ECA students have an entrance interview and an
orientation. There is no specific orientation for online courses.

● One on one interviews
for each and every new
student
● Group orientation for
new students
● Review orientation for
returning students

Support Services and Learning – Interventions and Student Learning
E3.3. Indicator: The school leadership and staff ensure that the support services and related activities
have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning based on the academic standards and the
schoolwide learner outcomes, e.g., within and outside the classroom, for all students, including the EL,
GATE, special education, and other programs.
E3.3. Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which student learning needs are accurately identified in a timely
manner and the appropriate support and intervention services are provided. Examine how the school
monitors the effectiveness and appropriateness of intervention for each student within and outside the
classroom. Evaluate the processes that are used to identify under-performing or struggling students and
the interventions to address these identified student learning needs. Comment on how interventions
support and coordinate with regular classroom learning for all students, including those with special needs
receiving services from ELL, GATE, Title I and special education.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Student learning needs are evaluated directly upon during the
entrance interview with the principal. Additionally the student
enters the school with an individualized counseling session to
determine what courses the student needs. This process is done
in the interview process, and the student and the principal
work together to identify the students needs.
Every 5 weeks all of the students data is analyzed and students
are prioritized for intervention based on their grades, work
habit and cooperation marks, and their absences/tardies. All of
these categories are too high according to chapter one data.
Students with IEPs and EL are scheduled first to best meet
their needs.IEP students work with the Resource teacher to
target the student’s specific learning need.
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English Language students are placed in the ELD Literacy and
Language English courses that meet the federal/state and
district mandates for their reclassification. This fulfill the
federal and state mandate that English Language Learners
receive both direct and indirect instruction in English
Language acquisition. All EL students are scheduled in
sheltered instruction courses, and teachers provided sheltered
instructional strategies (SDAIE) to foster their acquisition of
English Language skills.
GATE students have a unique opportunity at our school in
that they, along with all other students, can take college classes
during the school day that meet both their personal interest and
fulfill high school requirements. GATE students are
encouraged to take the more rigorous courses that the college
offers. In addition, teacher identify students who need a more
differentiated instructional curriculum, and due to the small,
flexible nature of our school, the student can be double
rostered in the course with an honors curriculum provided.
Students that are not interested in traditional college transfer
programs have a option of taking career or technical course
work as elective credit. LA Trade Tech frequently works with
ECA to provide specialized course just for our students, in the
past these included Health Occupation Certificate, Welding,
Diesel Technology classes.
E3.3. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the extent to which the support services and
related activities have a direct relationship to student involvement in learning with respect to equity of
access, availability of computers and internet.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Since ECA students are not solely enrolled in the online
programs, they have access to all of the school’s support
services and related activities. All students who have an
Edgenuity course has access and availability to the computer
lab during their assigned period, before and after school, to
work on their online course.

Master Schedule

Equitable Support to Enable All Students Access to a Rigorous Curriculum
E3.4. Indicator: Through the use of equitable support all students have access to a challenging, relevant,
and coherent curriculum.
E3.4. Prompt: Evaluate the school’s effectiveness in a) regularly examining for disproportionality in the
demographic distribution of students throughout the class offerings (e.g., master class schedule and class
enrollments) and b) providing additional and available support to provide equitable access to challenging,
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rigorous courses for all students ( i.e., extra class time, tutoring, or types of alternative schedules available
for repeat or accelerated classes, summer classes, class periods beyond the traditional school day).
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Early College academy is effective in regularly examining for
any disproportionality in the demographic distribution of
students. The counselor schedules students each quarter
according to their needs based on their Individual Graduation
Plan. The students with special needs (IEPs) and English
learners (EL) students are scheduled first. The counselor and
the RSP teacher work closely together to make sure that
students are being serviced for their IEPs in their class
placement. The counselor(s) works closely with the Bilingual
Coordinator to ensure that EL students are placed in sheltered
classes and/or placed in the advanced English Language
Development course (Literacy and Language) as determined
by State and Federal mandates. The counselor and teachers
work closely together in the first week(s) of the quarter to note
any potential concern for disproportionality in the
demographic distribution of students. The demographics are
also again addressed when the counselor balances classes after
College classes start and core content class enrollment shifts.
Due to the small population of the school the counselors and
staff work closely with the student to ensure that the students
are getting the coursework they need to complete the A-G and
graduation requirements. Students are also made aware, prior
to scheduling what classes they need to graduate by
completing a student created informal IGP and completing an
IGP with a counselor each quarter.
Early College Academy is highly effective in providing
additional and available support to provide equitable access to
challenging, rigorous courses for all students ( i.e., extra class
time, tutoring, or types of alternative schedules available for
repeat or accelerated classes, summer classes, class periods
beyond the traditional school day). Because of the quarter
schedule students are provided the opportunity to complete
credits at an accelerated pace, when compared to traditional
1x6 semester schedules. Then students are allowed to take up
to 11 additional college credits through the dual enrollment
agreement with LA Trade Tech. The 5% of students we have
that are on track or advanced on the A-G and/or graduation
targets are encourage to take more rigorous curriculum
through college classes. Students who are performing at levels
that do not meet the standards are encouraged to attend before
and/or after school tutoring that is provided by all of the
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teachers. LA trade tech has both winter and summer college
classes are routinely taken by our students. In the summer of
2016, LA Trade Tech offered a high school STEM program
that many of our students took advantage of. During the 20162017 school year, ECA working closely with LATTC, placed
every student in a college class, based on their TABE
placement (Basic skills for students who scored E & M on the
TABE and HOC [Health Occupations Certificate] course in
medical terminology for those who scored D & A on the
TABE. Students are also offered online courses for classes
they may have failed in the past or for enrichment if so
desired by the student.

Co-Curricular Activities
E3.5. Indicator: The school ensures that there is a high level of student involvement in curricular and cocurricular activities that link to the academic standards, the college- and career-readiness standards, and
the schoolwide learner outcomes.
E3.5. Prompt: Evaluate the availability to and involvement of students in curricular and co-curricular
activities. Determine the effectiveness of the extent to which co-curricular activities link to the academic
standards and schoolwide learner outcomes. Examine the process that the school utilizes to evaluate the
level of involvement for all students in a variety of activities.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

There are very limited opportunities for Co-curricular
activities at Early College Academy. Very few students
participate in extra-curricular after school programs such as
ASB/Student Leadership. Many clubs have been attempted
including a yoga club and girls group, but most stopped due to
low or no participation.
Students participate in mentorships and a few internships, but
these are not linked to the academic standards; however, they
are linked to multiple schoolwide learner outcomes.

Girls’ Group
Before and After School
Tutoring
ASB - Leadership

E3.5. Additional Online Instruction Prompt: Evaluate the school’s processes to address the needs of
socialization for the students and involvement in the school. Provide evidence about the effectiveness of
the students’ involvement in school and community activities, such as clubs, yearbook, newsletter,
newspaper, field trips, volunteer work, service projects, college courses, etc.
Findings

Supporting Evidence

Since ECA students are not solely enrolled in the online
programs, they have access to all of the school’s socialization
and involvement that is available at ECA.
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ACS WASC Category E. School Culture and Support for Student
Personal and Academic Growth: Summary, Strengths
and Growth Needs
Review all the findings and supporting evidence and summarize the degree to which the criteria in
Category E are being met.
Include comments about the degree to which these criteria impact the school’s ability to address
one or more of the identified critical learner needs (Chapter III).
Summary (including comments about the critical learner needs)

Early College Academy has a culture of staff collaboration, student support, and ongoing bridging
college and high school. We lack an school culture identity outside of our bridging college/career
focus for students in the traditional sense of extracurricular opportunities for all students. Our
faculty is regularly reviewing important data and IEP goals, and monitoring and supporting ELL
students is an integral piece of our program. The staff cares about our students as individuals, and
we address their socio-emotional/mental health needs. We have multiple intervention that a large
portion of our students are a part of. Our student population is at risk, and they typically come to
us with absenteeism and truancy issues as habits. (Critical Learner Need #3) We need to continue
to form outside partnership in order to expand internship and mentorship opportunities to all
students, not just the roughly ¼ of our student population.
Prioritize the strengths and areas for growth for Category E.
Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Strength

1. We provide an amazing bridge program to the college and vocational programs that
students are dual enrolled in that may not be offered to the typically high risk student
population we serve. All students know upon interview what the behavior and academic
expectations are when they are introduced to our Schoolwide Learner Outcomes.
2. ECA teachers, counselors, administrators and especially our PSA and other socioemotional support staff, create a culture of caring and concern for all students. Mental
health support and other targeted intervention option are fully supported by all staff and
many students participate in the programs.
Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Growth

1. The culture of the school, amongst the students, is one in which absenteeism and truancies
are still common. As a school we have dramatically increased the level of attendance, but
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the progress is still not enough. We need to continue to focus our school culture and
intervention supports to decrease the rates of absenteeism and truancy.
2. Lack of co-curricular and extracurricular opportunities that have a basic level of student
participation that allow them to exist on a regular basis. ECA has a very high at risk
student population, we may be losing our non-high risk students due to the lack of positive
school behavior culture and extracurricular activities.
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Prioritized Areas of Growth Needs from
Categories A through E
Prioritize the growth areas from the five categories.
●

The ECA staff needs to incorporate more SBAC type (task/skill based) assessments
into their curriculum so students have multiple opportunities to engage with the platform
and prepare for SBAC summative assessments.
●
We need to continue to focus our school culture and intervention supports to
decrease the rates of absenteeism and truancy.
●
ECA staff need to continue to be exposed to professional development around
Common Core State Standards and the various ways to incorporate them fully into their
course curriculum that develop the skills that students need to meet and exceed those
standards.
●
Teachers at the ECA need to continue to collaborate during department meetings
and PD to develop a toolbox of strategies to engage students in relevant, student centered,
task based learning.
●
ECA needs to create more measurable ties to the Professional Development and
student learning.
●
ECA needs to improve internal and external communication in order to improve
transparency and better promote our school.
●
ECA needs to continue to plan curriculum with a varied student population in
mind.
●
Teachers need to utilize 21st century tools in the classroom on a more regular basis.
●
The ECA staff needs to create department/school wide common rubrics to better
inform students of expectations across the curriculum.
●
The staff at the ECA needs to plan and implement a system to recruit and nurture
more parent and community participation in the governance of the school.
●
Develop a schoolwide expectation of student centered, project based learning and
other authentic learning assessments to further motivate students to have ownership of
their learning.
●
Lack of co-curricular and extracurricular opportunities that have a basic level of
student participation that allow them to exist on a regular basis.

3. The ECA staff needs to create department/school wide common rubrics to better inform
students of expectations across the curriculum.
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Chapter V: Schoolwide Action Plan
Growth Area #1: Increase proficiency levels in mathematics on all California State Assessments.
Rationale: Self-study findings indicate a need to improve student achievement in mathematics. State assessment
data (Smarter Balance Assessment), discussions and recommendations from all teachers support this needed
growth area. In order to provide opportunities for students to increase their mathematics skills, all teachers must
collaborate on use of effective instructional approaches in problem solving and numeracy skills in a relevant, task
based approach. With an increased focus on these approached students will be better equipped to meet state and
common core standards proficiency levels, successfully complete A-G requirements, and gain valuable skills to allow
them to matriculate to college, technical/vocational programs, and other post-secondary options.

Data Reviewed:

Smarter Balance Assessment
TABE (College Entrance Assessment)

Smarter Balance Assessment

Mathematics
2015

2016

Standards Exceeded: Level 4

0%

0%

Standard Met: Level 3

0%

4%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

6%

16%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

94%

80%

Level E and M - Interventions needed
such as basic skills
Level D & A - ready for accuplacer

Growth Targets
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2017-18

●
●
●

7% decrease in Level 1:standard not met on the Math SBAC
5% increase in level 2: standards nearly met on the Math SBAC
2% increase in level 3: standards met on the SBAC

2018-19

●

Continue to improve SBAC measures by an additional 5% from previous
year

2019-20 &
Beyond

●

Continue to improve SBAC measures by an additional 4% from previous
year

Schoolwide Learner Outcomes: Show Up, Grow Up, Step Up, Never Give Up
Impact on student learning of CCSS and SLOs: Direct positive impact on student learning of common
core state standards and Schoolwide learner outcomes are expected.

Growth Area #1: Increase proficiency levels in mathematics on all California State Assessments.
Tasks

Responsible
Person

Professional
Development/
Resources

Assessment
Indicator

Timeline

Reporting
Progress

Develop and implement one summative
unit assessment based on the SBAC
task based model of assessment.

Principle

Allocate 10% of
both Department
and professional
development
time to the task
of creating the
assessment.

Copy of
assessment and
rubric

2017-18

Student
Grades

Vice Principal
Instructional
Leadership Team

Increase the level of professional
development, off site, for the math
teachers in project based learning and/or
CCSS implementation. All math teachers
must attend 1 outside professional
development annually.

Lead Teacher
Title One
Coordinator
Testing
Coordinator
Math Department

Peer
Observations
Teacher
Evaluation
process
Administrator
observations

Support effective instructional practices
to create standards based,relevant and
engaging curriculum in math.

Develop and implement a summative
assessment final and midterm based
on the SBAC task based model of
assessment.

Professional
Development or
Conference
attendance
records and or
certificates.

Principle
Vice Principal
Instructional
Leadership Team

Allocate 10% of
both Department
and professional
development time
to the task of
creating the
assessment.

Lead Teacher
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Lesson plans

SBAC Results

Student Work
sample

SSC

SPSA
PD Binders
Peer
Observations
Records

Teacher
Evaluations
School report
card

PD Calendar/
Department
Agenda

Copy of
assessment and
rubric

2018-19

Student
Grades

Lesson plans

SBAC Results

Student Work
sample

SSC
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Increase the level of professional
development, off site, for the math
teachers in project based learning and/or
CCSS implementation. All math teachers
must attend 1 outside professional
development annually.

Title One
Coordinator
Testing
Coordinator
Math Department

Professional
Development or
Conference
attendance records
and or certificates.
Peer Observations
Teacher Evaluation
process
Administrator
observations

Support effective instructional practices
to create standards based,relevant and
engaging curriculum in math.
Principle

Develop and implement an
interdisciplinary assessment based on
the SBAC task based model of
assessment.

Vice Principal

Increase the level of professional
development, off site, for the math
teachers in project based learning and/or
CCSS implementation. All math teachers
must attend 1 outside professional
development annually.

Support effective instructional practices
to create standards based,relevant and
engaging curriculum in math.

Instructional
Leadership Team

SPSA
PD Binders
Teacher
Evaluations

Peer
Observations
Records

School report
card

PD Calendar/
Department
Agenda

Allocate 20% of
both Department
and professional
development time
to the task of
creating the
assessment.

Copy of
assessment and
rubric

Professional
Development or
Conference
attendance records
and or certificates.

Student Work
sample

2019-20 &
Beyond

Lesson plans
Student
Portfolios

Student
Grades

SBAC Results
SSC

Lead Teacher
Title One
Coordinator
Bilingual
Coordinator
Teachers

Peer Observations
Teacher Evaluation
process
Administrator
observations

SPSA

PD Binders

Teacher
Evaluations

Peer
Observations
Records

School report
card

PD Calendar/
Department
Agenda

Growth Area #2: Increase proficiency levels in English on all California State Assessments.
Rationale: Self-study findings indicate a need to improve student achievement in the area of English Language
Arts. State assessment data (Smarter Balance Assessment), discussions and recommendations from all teachers
support this needed growth area. In order to provide opportunities for students to increase their language arts skills,
all teachers must collaborate on use of effective instructional approaches in reading, writing, and speaking in a
relevant, task based approach. With an increased focus on these approached students will be better equipped to
meet state and common core standards proficiency levels, successfully complete A-G requirements, and gain
valuable skills to allow them to matriculate to college, technical/vocational programs, and other post-secondary
options.

Data Reviewed: (list Data sets)
Smarter Balance Assessment

English Language
Art/Literacy
2015

2016
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Standards Exceeded: Level 4

2%

4%

Standard Met: Level 3

9%

27%

Standard Nearly Met: Level 2

56%

36%

Standard Not Met: Level 1

33%

33%

Growth Targets
2017-18

The percentage of students testing at Standard Met or higher on the SBAC
English Language Arts assessment will increase by 5%. The percentage of
students not meeting the standard on the SBAC English Language Arts
assessment will decrease by 5%

2018-19

The percentage of students testing at Standard Met or higher on the SBAC
English Language Arts assessment will increase by 10%. The percentage of
students not meeting the standard on the SBAC English Language Arts
assessment will decrease by 10%

2019-20 &
Beyond

The percentage of students testing at Standard Met or higher on the SBAC
English Language Arts assessment will increase by 10%. The percentage of
students not meeting the standard on the SBAC English Language Arts
assessment will decrease by 10%

Schoolwide Learner Outcomes: Show Up, Grow Up, Step Up, Never Give Up

Growth Area #2: Increase proficiency levels in English on all California State Assessments.

Tasks

Responsible
Person

Professional
Development/
Resources

Assessment
Indicator

Timeline

Reporting
Progress

Develop and implement one summative
unit assessment based on the SBAC
task based model of assessment.

Principle

Allocate 10% of
both Department
and professional
development
time to the task
of creating the
assessment.

Copy of
assessment and
rubric

2017-18

Student
Grades

Vice Principal
Instructional
Leadership Team

Increase the level of professional
development, off site, for the ELA
teachers in project based learning and/or
CCSS implementation. All ELA teachers
must attend 1 outside professional
development annually.

Lead Teacher
Title One
Coordinator
Testing
Coordinator
English
Department

Professional
Development or
Conference
attendance
records and or
certificates.

Lesson plans

SBAC Results

Student Work
sample

SSC

SPSA
PD Binders
Peer
Observations
Records
PD Calendar/
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Teacher
Evaluations
School report
card
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Peer
Observations
Teacher
Evaluation
process
Administrator
observations

Support effective instructional practices
to create standards based,relevant and
engaging curriculum in English.

Implement the Read Theory program at the
beginning of all ELA classes. This
adaptive/personalized program will give
purposeful reading practice to students
struggling to reach grade level in reading.

Computer Carts

Townsend
Publishing
Partnership

Readtheory.org

Develop and implement a summative
assessment final and midterm based
on the SBAC task based model of
assessment.

Principle

Increase the level of professional
development, off site, for the ELA
teachers in project based learning and/or
CCSS implementation. All ELA teachers
must attend 1 outside professional
development annually.

Allocate 15% of
both Department
and professional
development time
to the task of
creating the
assessment.

Lead Teacher

Vice Principal
Instructional
Leadership Team

Title One
Coordinator
Testing
Coordinator
English
Department

Professional
Development or
Conference
attendance records
and or certificates.
Peer Observations
Teacher Evaluation
process
Administrator
observations

Data Analysis of
reading participants
increase

Analyze if tying homework grade to
reading competition increased the level
of participation. If it was successful
continue to implement townend contest
homework policy for whole school.

Increase the level of professional
development, off site, for the ELA
teachers in project based learning and/or
CCSS implementation. All ELA teachers
must attend 1 outside professional

Townend
Publishing provided
books

Data Analysis of
reading level
increase vs.
proficiency levels
on SRI and SBAC

Analyze if the readtheory.org program
implementation was successful at
increase ELA standard met or exceeded
on the SBAC or SRI assessment for EL
students. Continue program if data is
successful.

Develop and implement an
interdisciplinary assessment based on
the SBAC task based model of
assessment.

Website will
publish book
and essay
winner names

Read Theory
performance
Data

Internet
Connectivity

Increase participation in the Townsend
Foundation reading challenge/struggles essay
by incorporating the program as a standard
homework assignment for all classes.

Support effective instructional practices
to create standards based,relevant and
engaging curriculum in English

Department
Agenda

Principle
Vice Principal
Instructional
Leadership Team

Allocate 20% of
both Department
and professional
development time
to the task of
creating the
assessment.

Lead Teacher
Title One
Coordinator

Professional
Development or
Conference
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Reading Logs
from Book
Contest

Copy of
assessment and
rubric

2018-19

Student
Grades

Lesson plans

SBAC Results

Student Work
sample

SSC

SPSA
PD Binders
Teacher
Evaluations

Peer
Observations
Records

School report
card

PD Calendar/
Department
Agenda

Copies of Data

Copy of number
of contest
participants

Copy of
assessment and
rubric

2019-20 &
Beyond

Student
Grades

Lesson plans

SBAC Results

Student Work
sample

SSC

SPSA
PD Binders
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attendance records
and or certificates.

development annually.
Testing
Coordinator

Support effective instructional practices
to create standards based,relevant and
engaging curriculum in English

Peer Observations
Teacher Evaluation
process
Administrator
observations

English
Department

Analyze if the readtheory.org program
implementation was successful at
increase ELA standard met or exceeded
on the SBAC or SRI assessment for EL
students. Continue program if data is
successful.
Analyze if tying homework grade to
reading competition increased the level
of participation. If it was successful
continue to implement townend contest
homework policy for whole school.

Data Analysis of
reading level
increase vs.
proficiency levels
on SRI and SBAC

Data Analysis of
reading participants
increase

Peer
Observations
Records

Teacher
Evaluations
School report
card

PD Calendar/
Department
Agenda

Copies of Data

Copy of number
of contest
participants

Townsend
Publishing
Partnership

Growth Area #3: Increase the rate of students who meet the 96% and above attendance goal
while decreasing the rate of habitual truant students.
Rationale: Self study findings indicate that while there was an improvement in attendance, it is still a
concern of the school that most of the students do not meet the goal set by the district of 96% or above
attendance. Self-study attendance data also indicates a high level of habitual truant student. Both whole
day attendance and truancy attendance being an indicator that student are missing valuable instructional
time in many if not all of their classes. Attendance is most likely a factor for the high rates of Ds & Fs, and
SBAC scores that do not meet standards. Mydata attendance data, discussions and recommendations
from all teachers, multiple parents, and students support this needed growth area. In order to provide
opportunities for students to increase their attendance, all teachers must collaborate on use of engaging
instructional approaches, further develop interventions, and create a climate of positive behavior support.
With an increased focus on these approached students will have decreased levels of truancy, increased
levels of 96% and above attendance and be able to meet state and common core standards proficiency
levels, successfully complete A-G requirements, and gain valuable skills to allow them to matriculate to
college, technical/vocational programs, and other post-secondary options.
Data Reviewed: (list Data sets)

Comparable Truancy Data
2013-14
4.3

Not Truant
(0-2 occasions)
Initial Truant (3-4 1.6
occasions)
3.9
Second Notice
Truant

2014-15
0.8

2015-16
1.2

Average Rate
2.1

0.4

1.2

1.1

3.2

2.7

3.3
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(3-4 occasions)
Habitual Truant
(9 or more)

90.2

95.6

94.9

93.6

Overall comparable chart from 2013-14 (Pilot School Founding/WASC Initial Visit) to current
2016 year.
2013-2014

2016

% point
change

August

96.3

95.2

-1.1

September

89.2

93.1

3.9

October

87.1

91.6

4.5

November

84.4

90.4

6

December

83.4

89.5

6.1

January

84.3

92.3

8

February

84.3

92.3

8

March

84.3

91.4

7.1

April

84.1

91

6.9

May

83.9

90.4

6.5

June

83.5

89.8

6.3

Average

85.9

91.5

5.7

Month

Growth Targets
2017-18

Increase rate of whole day attendance 1%, decrease the rate of habitual
truancy by 3%.

2018-19

Increase rate of whole day attendance 1%, decrease the rate of habitual
truancy by 5%.

2019-20 &
Beyond

Increase rate of whole day attendance 1%, decrease the rate of habitual
truancy by 7%.
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Schoolwide Learner Outcomes: Show Up, Grow Up, Step Up, Never Give Up

Growth Area #3: Increase the rate of students who meet the 96% and above attendance goal while
decreasing the rate of habitual truant students.

Tasks
Strategies/Activities

Responsible
Person

Professional
Development/
Resources

Assessment
Indicator

Timeline

Reporting
Progress

Continue to monitor student attendance data
every 5 weeks and target students with the
highest at risk attendance.

Principle

Student Success
List Data

2017-18

SSC

Identify and visit a model school, that service
a similar high risk population, for best
practices concerning attendance and truancy.

Instructional
Leadership Team

Student
Success Data
shared with
student

Vice Principal
School Site Visit
and report back to
all staff

Lead Teacher
Create a formalized attendance intervention
process.
Positive Behavior Support Professional
Development for all staff
Create a attendance improvement committee
to explore and address attendance issues
including rewards and incentive for good and
improved attendance.

Title One
Coordinator

Create Flowchart of
intervention options

Dean

Positive Behavior
Support will be 10%
of Professional
Development
Calendar

PSA
Counselors

SPSA
School Report
Card

Students
attendance
smart goals
Flowchart of
interventions
PD Calendar
PD Agenda

Psychiatric Social
Worker
School
Psychologist

Continue to monitor student attendance data
every 5 weeks and target students with the
highest at risk attendance.

Principle

Student Success
List Data

Vice Principal

Analyze whether the formal intervention
process is effective using a measurable scale.
Modify intervention process as needed based
on student success data.

Instructional
Leadership Team

Implement a school-wide positive behavior
support plan. Continue professional
development around this area.

Title One
Coordinator
Dean

Continue the attendance improvement
committees commitment to address
attendance issues including rewards and
incentive for good and improved attendance.

PSA
Counselors

Lead Teacher

Analyze Data for all
students who are
part of the
attendance
intervention
process.
Positive Behavior
Support will be 15%
of Professional
Development
Calendar

Student
Success Data
shared with
student

2018-19

SSC
SPSA
School Report
Card

Students
attendance
smart goals
Measurable
indicators for
intervention
strategies
PD Calendar
PD Agenda

Psychiatric Social
Worker
School
Psychologist
Attendance
Committee
Members

Continue to monitor student attendance data
every 5 weeks and target students with the

Principle
Vice Principal

Student Success
List Data
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Student

2019-20&
Beyond

SSC
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highest at risk attendance.
Analyze whether the formal intervention
process is effective using a measurable scale.
Modify intervention process as needed based
on student success data.
Continue professional development around
Positive Behavior Support.
Analyze whether the data supports
attendance improvement committees
necessity/success.

Instructional
Leadership Team
Lead Teacher
Title One
Coordinator
Bilingual
Coordinator

Analyze data for all
students who are
part of the
attendance
intervention
process.
Positive Behavior
Support will be 15%
of Professional
Development
Calendar
Data for increased
attendance for the
close to proficient
students and 2nd
notice truant
students.
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Success Data
shared with
student
Students
attendance
smart goals
Measurable
indicators for
intervention
strategies
PD Calendar
PD Agenda

SPSA
School Report
Card

